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Introduction to the Standard Model 
            
                                                   December 12/1-5/2022
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Given that most of the students are experimentalists, it is suggested that you avoid 
going into too much mathematical detail and focus on the physics concepts. It is 
assumed that all students have some pre-knowledge of the topics taught at the 
School.

Markus Elsing’s  Advice
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Fermi’s  Advice

Never underestimate the pleasure people get 
from hearing something they already know 
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We choose natural units, where the reduced Planck constant and the speed of light are set to one.  Thus, out of L,M,T, only one 
unit is left when making dimensional analysis.  We will choose most of the time powers of energy.  Converting to regular units is 
straightforward, they simply follow from wave-particle duality.  We can also classify operators between relevant, marginal and 
irrelevant

Units

<latexit sha1_base64="OfiroGnUFLhTMF40JfXYlPQzSXs=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="LYGXG7qQltwFKQ9ZBsgguPJOB3w=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="Ho05D8BfJtVOeFOQd6eb0bN+FcU=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZe6GCyCixKSEnwshKIblxVsKzShTKaTdujkwcxEKKUbN/6KGxeKuPUf3Pk3TtsstPVcLhzOuZeZe4KUM6ls+9soLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO+buXlMmmSC0QRKeiPsAS8pZTBuKKU7vU0FxFHDaCgbXE7/1QIVkSXynhin1I9yLWcgIVlrqmIdeP8DCq1x6Fafi5YXITOiYZdtynOqF6yLbsqdAzjwpQ456x/zyugnJIhorwrGUbcdOlT/CQjHC6bjkZZKmmAxwj7Y1jXFEpT+aXjFGx1rpojARumOFpurvjRGOpBxGgZ6MsOrLeW8i/ue1MxWe+yMWp5miMZk9FGYcqQRNIkFdJihRfKgJJoLpvyLSxwITpYMr6RAWTl4kzarlnFrurVuuXeVxFOEAjuAEHDiDGtxAHRpA4BGe4RXejCfjxXg3PmajBSPf2Yc/MD5/AOtTlaY=</latexit>

~ = 1, c = 1

<latexit sha1_base64="r6Xx8SJL5IrEQq/0/5mkeIBUWww=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAhuHGbK4GMhFkVwWcE+oB1LJs20sZlkSDJCGfoPblwo4saFn+Lejfg3pq0LbT1w4XDOvdxzb5gwqrTrflkzs3PzC4u5JXt5ZXVtPb+xWVUilZhUsGBC1kOkCKOcVDTVjNQTSVAcMlILe+dDv3ZHpKKCX+t+QoIYdTiNKEbaSNWLm2zfH7TyBdfxvOKx70PXcUeA3iQpnL7bJ8nrp11u5T+abYHTmHCNGVKq4bmJDjIkNcWMDOxmqkiCcA91SMNQjmKigmyUdgB3jdKGkZCmuIYj9fdEhmKl+nFoOmOku2rSG4r/eY1UR0dBRnmSasLxeFGUMqgFHJ4O21QSrFnfEIQlNVkh7iKJsDYPss0Tpk6eJtWi4x04/pVbKJ2BMXJgG+yAPeCBQ1ACl6AMKgCDW3APHsGTJawH69l6GbfOWD8zW+APrLdvctKSDg==</latexit>

E�4
<latexit sha1_base64="cYTs2HBXWdaJTAsXYw0TgTEC8Yw=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WeNX1aOXxSJ4KkkJfhzEoggeK5i20Nay2W7apZtN2N0IJfQ3ePGgiCfBv+Ldi/hv3LYetPXBwOO9GebNBAlnSjvOlzU3v7C4tJxbsVfX1jc281vbVRWnklCfxDyW9QArypmgvmaa03oiKY4CTmtB/2Lk1+6oVCwWN3qQ0FaEu4KFjGBtJP/yNvOG7XzBKbpu6cTzkFN0xkDuNCmcvdunyeunXWnnP5qdmKQRFZpwrFTDdRLdyrDUjHA6tJupogkmfdylDUMFjqhqZeOwQ7RvlA4KY2lKaDRWf09kOFJqEAWmM8K6p6a9kfif10h1eNzKmEhSTQWZLApTjnSMRpejDpOUaD4wBBPJTFZEelhios1/bPOEmZNnSbVUdA+L3rVTKJ/DBDnYhT04ABeOoAxXUAEfCDC4h0d4soT1YD1bL5PWOetnZgf+wHr7Bgg6kdc=</latexit>

E4
<latexit sha1_base64="KrVjus9Lj7ab+nF6LVvyTsmR4cA=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNr7i+oh69DAbB07Ibgo+DGBTBYwLmAckSZiezyZjZ2WVmVgghX+DFgyJe9WO8exH/xkniQRMLGoqqbrq6g4QzpV33y8osLC4tr2RX7bX1jc2t3PZOTcWpJLRKYh7LRoAV5UzQqmaa00YiKY4CTutB/3Ls1++oVCwWN3qQUD/CXcFCRrA2UuWqncu7jucVTotF5DruBMibJfnzd/ssefu0y+3cR6sTkzSiQhOOlWp6bqL9IZaaEU5HditVNMGkj7u0aajAEVX+cBJ0hA6M0kFhLE0JjSbq74khjpQaRIHpjLDuqVlvLP7nNVMdnvhDJpJUU0Gmi8KUIx2j8dWowyQlmg8MwUQykxWRHpaYaPMb2zxh7uR5Uis43pFTrLj50gVMkYU92IdD8OAYSnANZagCAQr38AhP1q31YD1bL9PWjPUzswt/YL1+AxvxkCU=</latexit>

E
<latexit sha1_base64="KrVjus9Lj7ab+nF6LVvyTsmR4cA=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNr7i+oh69DAbB07Ibgo+DGBTBYwLmAckSZiezyZjZ2WVmVgghX+DFgyJe9WO8exH/xkniQRMLGoqqbrq6g4QzpV33y8osLC4tr2RX7bX1jc2t3PZOTcWpJLRKYh7LRoAV5UzQqmaa00YiKY4CTutB/3Ls1++oVCwWN3qQUD/CXcFCRrA2UuWqncu7jucVTotF5DruBMibJfnzd/ssefu0y+3cR6sTkzSiQhOOlWp6bqL9IZaaEU5HditVNMGkj7u0aajAEVX+cBJ0hA6M0kFhLE0JjSbq74khjpQaRIHpjLDuqVlvLP7nNVMdnvhDJpJUU0Gmi8KUIx2j8dWowyQlmg8MwUQykxWRHpaYaPMb2zxh7uR5Uis43pFTrLj50gVMkYU92IdD8OAYSnANZagCAQr38AhP1q31YD1bL9PWjPUzswt/YL1+AxvxkCU=</latexit>

E
<latexit sha1_base64="KrVjus9Lj7ab+nF6LVvyTsmR4cA=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNr7i+oh69DAbB07Ibgo+DGBTBYwLmAckSZiezyZjZ2WVmVgghX+DFgyJe9WO8exH/xkniQRMLGoqqbrq6g4QzpV33y8osLC4tr2RX7bX1jc2t3PZOTcWpJLRKYh7LRoAV5UzQqmaa00YiKY4CTutB/3Ls1++oVCwWN3qQUD/CXcFCRrA2UuWqncu7jucVTotF5DruBMibJfnzd/ssefu0y+3cR6sTkzSiQhOOlWp6bqL9IZaaEU5HditVNMGkj7u0aajAEVX+cBJ0hA6M0kFhLE0JjSbq74khjpQaRIHpjLDuqVlvLP7nNVMdnvhDJpJUU0Gmi8KUIx2j8dWowyQlmg8MwUQykxWRHpaYaPMb2zxh7uR5Uis43pFTrLj50gVMkYU92IdD8OAYSnANZagCAQr38AhP1q31YD1bL9PWjPUzswt/YL1+AxvxkCU=</latexit>

E
<latexit sha1_base64="KrVjus9Lj7ab+nF6LVvyTsmR4cA=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNr7i+oh69DAbB07Ibgo+DGBTBYwLmAckSZiezyZjZ2WVmVgghX+DFgyJe9WO8exH/xkniQRMLGoqqbrq6g4QzpV33y8osLC4tr2RX7bX1jc2t3PZOTcWpJLRKYh7LRoAV5UzQqmaa00YiKY4CTutB/3Ls1++oVCwWN3qQUD/CXcFCRrA2UuWqncu7jucVTotF5DruBMibJfnzd/ssefu0y+3cR6sTkzSiQhOOlWp6bqL9IZaaEU5HditVNMGkj7u0aajAEVX+cBJ0hA6M0kFhLE0JjSbq74khjpQaRIHpjLDuqVlvLP7nNVMdnvhDJpJUU0Gmi8KUIx2j8dWowyQlmg8MwUQykxWRHpaYaPMb2zxh7uR5Uis43pFTrLj50gVMkYU92IdD8OAYSnANZagCAQr38AhP1q31YD1bL9PWjPUzswt/YL1+AxvxkCU=</latexit>

E
<latexit sha1_base64="fBGbkSSTRp+vhELj+PJUUboWDCM=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WeNX1aOXxSJ4CkkpfhzEoggeK5i20May2W7bpZtN2N0IJfQ3ePGgiCfBv+Ldi/hv3LYetPXBwOO9GebNhAlnSrvulzU3v7C4tJxbsVfX1jc281vbVRWnklCfxDyW9RArypmgvmaa03oiKY5CTmth/2Lk1+6oVCwWN3qQ0CDCXcE6jGBtJP/yNnOHrXzBdTyveFIqIddxx0DeNCmcvdunyeunXWnlP5rtmKQRFZpwrFTDcxMdZFhqRjgd2s1U0QSTPu7ShqECR1QF2TjsEO0bpY06sTQlNBqrvycyHCk1iELTGWHdU9PeSPzPa6S6cxxkTCSppoJMFnVSjnSMRpejNpOUaD4wBBPJTFZEelhios1/bPOEmZNnSbXoeIdO6dotlM9hghzswh4cgAdHUIYrqIAPBBjcwyM8WcJ6sJ6tl0nrnPUzswN/YL19AwImkdM=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="XiOz1x1yyaVIlEpL7oH191jr9KM=">AAACAXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUTeCm2ARXNQy05a2y6IbN0IF+4DOtGTSTBuamQxJRihD3fgrblwo4ta/cOffmD4W2nogcDjnXG7u8SJGpbKsbyO1tr6xuZXezuzs7u0fmIdHTcljgUkDc8ZF20OSMBqShqKKkXYkCAo8Rlre6Hrqtx6IkJSH92ocETdAg5D6FCOlpZ55cunkkoHDdQbedgsTJwedaEi75Z6ZtfJWpVi1i1CTGaC9TLJggXrP/HL6HMcBCRVmSMqObUXKTZBQFDMyyTixJBHCIzQgHU1DFBDpJrMLJvBcK33oc6FfqOBM/T2RoEDKceDpZIDUUC57U/E/rxMrv+omNIxiRUI8X+THDCoOp3XAPhUEKzbWBGFB9V8hHiKBsNKlZXQJKyevkmYhb5fzpbtStna1qCMNTsEZuAA2qIAauAF10AAYPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PubRlLGYOQZ/YHz+AKEglb0=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="CaxeS0xyFQ8TpKNt85QbUISKE+E=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexqSHIMiuAxonlAsobZyWwyZHZmmZkVwpJP8OJBEa9+kTf/xsnjoIkFDUVVN91dQcyZNq777WTW1jc2t7LbuZ3dvf2D/OFRU8tEEdogkkvVDrCmnAnaMMxw2o4VxVHAaSsYXU/91hNVmknxYMYx9SM8ECxkBBsr3d88lnv5glt0K5dV7xJZMgPylkkBFqj38l/dviRJRIUhHGvd8dzY+ClWhhFOJ7luommMyQgPaMdSgSOq/XR26gSdWaWPQqlsCYNm6u+JFEdaj6PAdkbYDPWyNxX/8zqJCat+ykScGCrIfFGYcGQkmv6N+kxRYvjYEkwUs7ciMsQKE2PTydkQVl5eJc2Lolculu5KhdrVIo4snMApnIMHFajBLdShAQQG8Ayv8OZw58V5dz7mrRlnMXMMf+B8/gDo9o2R</latexit>

E6

  Relevant                      Marginal               Irrelevant

<latexit sha1_base64="cYTs2HBXWdaJTAsXYw0TgTEC8Yw=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WeNX1aOXxSJ4KkkJfhzEoggeK5i20Nay2W7apZtN2N0IJfQ3ePGgiCfBv+Ldi/hv3LYetPXBwOO9GebNBAlnSjvOlzU3v7C4tJxbsVfX1jc281vbVRWnklCfxDyW9QArypmgvmaa03oiKY4CTmtB/2Lk1+6oVCwWN3qQ0FaEu4KFjGBtJP/yNvOG7XzBKbpu6cTzkFN0xkDuNCmcvdunyeunXWnnP5qdmKQRFZpwrFTDdRLdyrDUjHA6tJupogkmfdylDUMFjqhqZeOwQ7RvlA4KY2lKaDRWf09kOFJqEAWmM8K6p6a9kfif10h1eNzKmEhSTQWZLApTjnSMRpejDpOUaD4wBBPJTFZEelhios1/bPOEmZNnSbVUdA+L3rVTKJ/DBDnYhT04ABeOoAxXUAEfCDC4h0d4soT1YD1bL5PWOetnZgf+wHr7Bgg6kdc=</latexit>

E4
<latexit sha1_base64="cYTs2HBXWdaJTAsXYw0TgTEC8Yw=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WeNX1aOXxSJ4KkkJfhzEoggeK5i20Nay2W7apZtN2N0IJfQ3ePGgiCfBv+Ldi/hv3LYetPXBwOO9GebNBAlnSjvOlzU3v7C4tJxbsVfX1jc281vbVRWnklCfxDyW9QArypmgvmaa03oiKY4CTmtB/2Lk1+6oVCwWN3qQ0FaEu4KFjGBtJP/yNvOG7XzBKbpu6cTzkFN0xkDuNCmcvdunyeunXWnnP5qdmKQRFZpwrFTDdRLdyrDUjHA6tJupogkmfdylDUMFjqhqZeOwQ7RvlA4KY2lKaDRWf09kOFJqEAWmM8K6p6a9kfif10h1eNzKmEhSTQWZLApTjnSMRpejDpOUaD4wBBPJTFZEelhios1/bPOEmZNnSbVUdA+L3rVTKJ/DBDnYhT04ABeOoAxXUAEfCDC4h0d4soT1YD1bL5PWOetnZgf+wHr7Bgg6kdc=</latexit>
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The importance of symmetry
Felix Klein’s Erlangen program translates geometry into groups of symmetry 
acting in space. 

All of Euclidean geometry follows from a symmetry principle.  Euclidean 
geometry on the plane (or in d-dimensional space) is characterized by the set of 
motions leaving invariant the distance between two points.  Group theory is a 
major mathematical heritage from the XIXth Century, providing the basis for 
one of the fundamental concepts in XXth Century physics:  The importance of 
symmetry principles 
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<latexit sha1_base64="MjeMRbB6yZrN127M7zXg2SypfMk=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsAgVS5kpxXYjFHXhsoJ9QGcsmTRtQzOZIcmIw9CfcOOvuHGhiFvBnX9j+lC09UDg3HPu5eYeL2RUKsv6NBYWl5ZXVlNr6fWNza1tc2e3LoNIYFLDAQtE00OSMMpJTVHFSDMUBPkeIw1vcD7yG7dESBrwaxWHxPVRj9MuxUhpqW3mss4FYQpBdnRTcHKnzo9wpwV4DL/LWJdtM2PlrWKpbBegJmNAe5ZkwBTVtvnhdAIc+YQrzJCULdsKlZsgoShmZJh2IklChAeoR1qacuQT6Sbjq4bwUCsd2A2EflzBsfp7IkG+lLHv6U4fqb6c9Ubif14rUt2ym1AeRopwPFnUjRhUARxFBDtUEKxYrAnCguq/QtxHAmGlg0zrEOZOnif1Qt4+yRevipnK2TSOFNgHByALbFACFXAJqqAGMLgHj+AZvBgPxpPxarxNWheM6cwe+APj/Qu295tt</latexit>

(�l)2 = (�x)2 + (�y)2

We have invariance wrt translations and rotation, 
this is the Euclidean group in d-dimensions

<latexit sha1_base64="VFLjMYUyDKYjO8CE2tb5cWG8U9U=">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</latexit>

Xi ! ai +Ri
j X

j

RT R = 1

E(d) ⌘ ISO(d)
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<latexit sha1_base64="64GqPgIUZzE3m2tyDN44DwVx1nE=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsAgVS5kpRd0IRV24rGAf0BlLJk3b0ExmSDLiMPQn3Pgrblwo4lZw59+YtqNo64HAuefcy809XsioVJb1aczNLywuLWdWsqtr6xub5tZ2XQaRwKSGAxaIpockYZSTmqKKkWYoCPI9Rhre4HzkN26JkDTg1yoOieujHqddipHSUtss5J0LwhSC7OCm5BROnQL8Vu60cvhTxbpqmzmraI0BZ4mdkhxIUW2bH04nwJFPuMIMSdmyrVC5CRKKYkaGWSeSJER4gHqkpSlHPpFuMr5qCPe10oHdQOjHFRyrvycS5EsZ+57u9JHqy2lvJP7ntSLVPXETysNIEY4ni7oRgyqAo4hghwqCFYs1QVhQ/VeI+0ggrHSQWR2CPX3yLKmXivZRsXxVzlXO0jgyYBfsgTywwTGogEtQBTWAwT14BM/gxXgwnoxX423SOmekMzvgD4z3L5Kum1Y=</latexit>

(�l)2 = (�x)2 + (�y)2

t

x

1
2

3
cono
de luz

4

Light cone 
c=1

Euclidean vs Relativistic Geometry

<latexit sha1_base64="i27Wz9RWnztOOrMQ2FEA636ncro=">AAACGHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkWoUOtMKepGKOrCZQX7gM5YMmmmDc08SO4IpfQz3Pgrblwo4rY7/8b0oWj1QODcc+7l5h4vFlyBZX0YqYXFpeWV9GpmbX1jc8vc3qmpKJGUVWkkItnwiGKCh6wKHARrxJKRwBOs7vUux379nknFo/AW+jFzA9IJuc8pAS21zOOcc8UEEOwASQ7vik7+3MnjLxG0cvRdCV21zKxVsCbAf4k9I1k0Q6Vljpx2RJOAhUAFUappWzG4AyKBU8GGGSdRLCa0RzqsqWlIAqbcweSwIT7QShv7kdQvBDxRf04MSKBUP/B0Z0Cgq+a9sfif10zAP3MHPIwTYCGdLvITgSHC45Rwm0tGQfQ1IVRy/VdMu0QSCjrLjA7Bnj/5L6kVC/ZJoXRTypYvZnGk0R7aRzlko1NURteogqqIogf0hF7Qq/FoPBtvxvu0NWXMZnbRLxijT/ytnJ8=</latexit>

(�⌧)2 = (�t)2 � (�l)2

Length becomes proper time

<latexit sha1_base64="bflB8IWVpgOyKeryQXO7aHLZRRQ=">AAACMHicbVBLSwMxGMzWV11fqx69BIu0Uiy7UtRLoehBjxXsA7qlZNO0Dc0mS5KVLqU/yYs/RS8Kinj1V7htF7HVgcBk5huSb7yAUaVt+9VILS2vrK6l182Nza3tHWt3r6ZEKDGpYsGEbHhIEUY5qWqqGWkEkiDfY6TuDa4mfv2eSEUFv9NRQFo+6nHapRjpWGpb1+YwW3KxUDkXsaCPjuEw7yrKf66R65pRtnQyJw7zcC4TmW0rYxfsKeBf4iQkAxJU2taT2xE49AnXmCGlmo4d6NYISU0xI2PTDRUJEB6gHmnGlCOfqNZouvAYHsVKB3aFjA/XcKr+ToyQr1Tke/Gkj3RfLXoT8T+vGeruRWtEeRBqwvHsoW7IoBZw0h7sUEmwZlFMEJY0/ivEfSQR1nHHkxKcxZX/ktppwTkrFG+LmfJlUkcaHIBDkAMOOAdlcAMqoAoweADP4A28G4/Gi/FhfM5GU0aS2QdzML6+AccFpmg=</latexit>

x0 = cos(↵)x+ sin(↵)y

y0 = � sin(↵)x+ cos(↵)y

<latexit sha1_base64="Wib+s+EN+xhKBTv05xqb7FSwQdM=">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</latexit>

t0 = cosh(↵)t� sinh(↵)x

x0 = � sinh(↵)t+ cosh(↵)y

tanh(↵) = v

cosh(↵) =
1p

1� v2
, sinh(↵) =

vp
1� v2

Proper time, the light cone determines the causal 
structure of space-time.  A four-dimensional space-
time known as Minkowski space-time.  The 
symmetry group that defines the geometry is the 
Poincaré group, consisting of translations and 
Lorentz transformations

<latexit sha1_base64="dGq1p+nSa9TSaMZNDEnX8LGM+Io=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgaLUEFKokVdFt3oyor2AU0ok+mkHTqZxJlJoYRs/BU3LhRx62e482+ctllo64ELh3Pu5d57vIhRqSzr28gtLC4tr+RXC2vrG5tb5vZOQ4axwKSOQxaKlockYZSTuqKKkVYkCAo8Rpre4GrsN4dESBryBzWKiBugHqc+xUhpqWPuJQ5GDNZShzzGdAhv7m9L9vHpUccsWmVrAjhP7IwUQYZax/xyuiGOA8IVZkjKtm1Fyk2QUBQzkhacWJII4QHqkbamHAVEusnkgRQeaqUL/VDo4gpO1N8TCQqkHAWe7gyQ6stZbyz+57Vj5V+4CeVRrAjH00V+zKAK4TgN2KWCYMVGmiAsqL4V4j4SCCudWUGHYM++PE8aJ2X7rFy5qxSrl1kcebAPDkAJ2OAcVME1qIE6wCAFz+AVvBlPxovxbnxMW3NGNrML/sD4/AFs4ZUA</latexit>

P ⌘ ISO(1, 3)

<latexit sha1_base64="CDSwaxh1PIshoE4oqy4pTcj1ZwY=">AAACJXicbZBNS8MwGMdTX+d8q3r0EhyC4BitDPXgYejFg4cJ7gXWWtI028LStCSpOsq+jBe/ihcPDhE8+VVMtx5084HAn9//eZI8fz9mVCrL+jIWFpeWV1YLa8X1jc2tbXNntymjRGDSwBGLRNtHkjDKSUNRxUg7FgSFPiMtf3CV+a0HIiSN+J0axsQNUY/TLsVIaeSZF0/3qRMmI0fQXl8hIaJHiHJUPnbKzo2+K8iJlzo84zAb0sozS1bFmhScF3YuSiCvumeOnSDCSUi4wgxJ2bGtWLkpEopiRkZFJ5EkRniAeqSjJUchkW462XIEDzUJYDcS+nAFJ/T3RIpCKYehrztDpPpy1svgf14nUd1zN6U8ThThePpQN2FQRTCLDAZUEKzYUAuEBdV/hbiPBMJKB1vUIdizK8+L5knFPq1Ub6ul2mUeRwHsgwNwBGxwBmrgGtRBA2DwDF7BOxgbL8ab8WF8TlsXjHxmD/wp4/sHlgSmiQ==</latexit>

xµ ! aµ + ⇤µ
⌫ x

⌫
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The light cone and the mass hyperboloid, position space versus momentum space

<latexit sha1_base64="WUTLNcISDyYZwpDJOY66jS8M4o0=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWARXNSShGK7EYoiuKxgH9CkZTKdtEMnkzAzEUrIxl9x40IRt36GO//G6WOhrQcuHM65l3vv8WNGpbKsb2NldW19YzO3ld/e2d3bNw8OmzJKBCYNHLFItH0kCaOcNBRVjLRjQVDoM9LyRzcTv/VIhKQRf1DjmHghGnAaUIyUlnrm8W3XuUhdP4Bx1nXc4pVbDHtW1+mZBatklStV24GaTAHtRVIAc9R75pfbj3ASEq4wQ1J2bCtWXoqEopiRLO8mksQIj9CAdDTlKCTSS6cPZPBMK30YREIXV3Cq/p5IUSjlOPR1Z4jUUC56E/E/r5OooOqllMeJIhzPFgUJgyqCkzRgnwqCFRtrgrCg+laIh0ggrHRmeR3C0svLpOmU7MtS+b5cqF3P48iBE3AKzoENKqAG7kAdNAAGGXgGr+DNeDJejHfjY9a6YsxnjsAfGJ8/CwSUyA==</latexit>

E2 � p2 = m2
0 E = mc2 m =

E

c2

All of relativistic mechanics follows from implementing these properties
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pN = mv

pE = mv
1q

1� v2

c2

EN =
m

2
v2

EE = mc2
1q

1� v2

c2

m ! 0, v ! c p =
E

c

Massless particles can only be dealt with in relativity 

Mass (inertia) represents resistance to acceleration 

Nothing to do with friction 

Viscosity is resistance to velocity

Mechanics reminder

A few useful remarks
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Einstein and Heisenberg complicate our lives

Useful basic formulae.  A reminder.  Just this 
once, we reintroduce h and c

p2 =

✓
E

c

◆2

� p2 = m2c2

E = ±
p

p2c2 +m2c4 ⇡ ±(mc2 +
p2

2m
+ . . .)

�x� p � ~
2

� =
h

mc
Compton wavelength

E =
mc2p

1� v2/c2
p =

mvp
1� v2/c2

� p � mc �E � mc2

(�x)min � 1

2

✓
~
mc

◆

When the uncertainly in momentum is 
bigger than mc, the uncertainty in 
energy is larger than mc^2, hence there 
is enough energy to produce another 
particle of the same type.  In Relativity 
mass and energy are interchangeable.  
Hence we cannot localize a particle 
below its Compton wavelength.  If we 
do, we will not find a single particle, but 
rather a fairly complicated quantum 
state with no well-defined number of 
particles. 

Part icle production by physical 
processes should be a central part of the 
theory. 

Particle number is not conserved.  We 
need fields
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LQFT

Relativistic causality
1.3 From Wave Functions to Quantum Fields 7

R1 R2

x

t

Fig. 1.4 Two regions R1, R2 that are causally disconnected.

Hence, in a relativistic theory, the basic operators in the Heisenberg picture must
depend on the space-time position xµ . Unlike the case in non-relativistic quantum
mechanics, here the position x is not an observable, but just a label, similarly to the
case of time in ordinary quantum mechanics. Causality is then imposed microscop-
ically by requiring

O x ,O y 0, if x y 2 0. (1.18)

A smeared operator OR over a space-time region R can then be defined as

OR d4xO x fR x (1.19)

where fR x is the characteristic function associated with R,

fR x 1 x R
0 x R . (1.20)

Eq. (1.17) follows now from the microcausality condition (1.18).
Therefore, relativistic invariance forces the introduction of quantum fields. It is

only when we insist in keeping a single-particle interpretation that we crash against
causality violations. To illustrate the point, let us consider a single particle wave
function ψ t,x that initially is localized in the position x 0

ψ 0,x δ x . (1.21)

Evolving this wave function using the Hamiltonian H ∇2 m2 we find that
the wave function can be written as
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ically by requiring
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OR d4xO x fR x (1.19)

where fR x is the characteristic function associated with R,

fR x 1 x R
0 x R . (1.20)

Eq. (1.17) follows now from the microcausality condition (1.18).
Therefore, relativistic invariance forces the introduction of quantum fields. It is

only when we insist in keeping a single-particle interpretation that we crash against
causality violations. To illustrate the point, let us consider a single particle wave
function ψ t,x that initially is localized in the position x 0

ψ 0,x δ x . (1.21)

Evolving this wave function using the Hamiltonian H ∇2 m2 we find that
the wave function can be written as

Microscopic causality,  Locality in Special Relativity imposes 
important constraints into what are observables.  The light-cone 
decrees the causal structure of space-time.Physical measurements 
should be compatible with it

The world is Quantum 

Particle Wave Duality 

Special Relativity 

Microscopic Causality
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Lorentz and Poincaré Groups
In trying to systematically construct viable QFTs it is useful to 
understand the representations of the Lorentz (and Poincaré) 
groups. 

The Hilbert space of states has to carry a unitary representation 
of the Lorentz group, so that quantum amplitudes are consistent 
with Unitarity and Relativistic Invariance.  The fields 
themselves however, transform under finite dimensional 
representations.  They are much easier to study.  Just recall the 
usual rotation group SU(2).  The Lorentz group, also known as 
SO(3,1) preserves the Minkowski metric 

In a moment we will look at the representations of the group.

ds2 = dt2 � dx2 � dy2 � dz2 = ⌘µ⌫ dx
µ dx⌫ µ, ⌫ = 0, 1, 2, 3

248 B A Crash Course in Group Theory

They can be found in a number of textbooks (for example [2]), as well as in reference
[4] of chapter 11.

The Lorentz Group.

The Lorentz group SO(1,3) is defined as the group of space-time transformations
that preserve the Minkowski metric, that is

x µ ! µ
-x- such that 4µ-!

µ
'!

-
& 4'& . (B.28)

From its very definition we find that ! µ
- satisfy that det! 1 and

!00
2

3

i 1
! i

0
2 1, (B.29)

which follows from the 00 component of the second equation in (B.28). Because
then !00

2 1 the Lorentz group can be split into the following four disconnected
components

- L : proper, orthochronous transformations with det! 1, !00 1.
- L : improper, orthochronous transformations with det! 1, !00 1.
- L : improper, non-orthochronous transformations with det! 1, !00 1.
- L : proper, non-orthochronous transformations with det! 1, !00 1.

The term (non)-orthochronous refers to whether the Lorentz transformation pre-
serves or not the direction of time. Notice that the identity is included in L and
therefore this is the only brach of the Lorentz group that forms a subgroup. The other
three branches are in fact connected to the orthochronous, proper Lorentz subgroup
by parity and time reversal in the following way (see chapter 11)

L
P

L , L
T

L , L
PT

L . (B.30)

We focus then onL . We are going to see that transformations in this subgroup
can be written in terms of complex 2 2 matrices of unit determinant. We consider
a four-vectorV µ and construct the Hermitian matrix

V V 01
3

i 1
V i(i

V 0 V 3 V 1 iV 2

V 1 iV 2 V 0 V 3
. (B.31)

This defines a one-to-one correspondence between four-vectors and Hermitian ma-
trices, whose determinant gives the norm of the vector

detV 4µ-V µV - . (B.32)

Now, the determinant is preserved by any SL(2,C) transformation acting as
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⇤0
0
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⇤i
0

�2
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46 4 Theories and Lagrangians II: Introducing Gauge Fields

Dirac string

8

g

Fig. 4.2 The Dirac monopole.

gauge invariant observables are non-local, as can be seen from the definition of the
phaseU .

Magnetic monopoles.

It is very easy to check that the vacuum Maxwell equations

" E 0
" B 0 (4.10)

" E
t
B

" B
t
E

remain invariant under the transformation

E iB ei+ E iB , + 0,2$ (4.11)

which, in particular, for + $
2 interchanges the electric and the magnetic fields:

E B, B E. This duality symmetry is however broken in the presence of elec-
tric sources 6 , j . Nevertheless the Maxwell equations can be “completed” by intro-
ducing sources for the magnetic field 6m, jm in such a way that the duality (4.11)
is restored when supplemented by the transformation

6 i6m ei+ 6 i6m , j i jm ei+ j i jm . (4.12)

Chapter 4
Theories and Lagrangians II: Introducing
Gauge Fields

4.1 Classical Gauge Fields

In classical electrodynamics the basic quantities are the electric and magnetic fields
E and B. These can be expressed in terms of the scalar and vector potential 2 ,A
as

E "2
A
t
,

B " A. (4.1)

From these equations follows that there is an ambiguity in the definition of the
potentials given by the gauge transformations

2 t,x 2 t,x
t
0 t,x , A t,x A t,x "0 t,x . (4.2)

From a classical point of view the introduction of the potentials 2 ,A is seen as
a technicality that helps solving the Maxwell equations, but without physical rele-
vance.
The equations of electrodynamics can be recast in a manifestly Lorentz invariant

form using the four-vector gauge potential Aµ 2 ,A and the antisymmetric rank-
two tensor: Fµ- µA- -Aµ . Maxwell’s equations become

µFµ- jµ ,

0µ-(4 -F(4 0, (4.3)

where the four-current jµ 6 , j contains the charge density and the electric cur-
rent. The field strength tensor Fµ- and the Maxwell equations are invariant under
gauge transformations (4.2), which in covariant form read

Aµ Aµ µ0. (4.4)
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Classical EM in relativistic form
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In this form, relativistic invariance is manifest (see later), but also duality if we ignore 
charges and currents, and also scale invariance
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The two invariants we can make with F
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Chapter 4
Theories and Lagrangians II: Introducing
Gauge Fields

4.1 Classical Gauge Fields

In classical electrodynamics the basic quantities are the electric and magnetic fields
E and B. These can be expressed in terms of the scalar and vector potential 2 ,A
as

E "2
A
t
,

B " A. (4.1)

From these equations follows that there is an ambiguity in the definition of the
potentials given by the gauge transformations

2 t,x 2 t,x
t
0 t,x , A t,x A t,x "0 t,x . (4.2)

From a classical point of view the introduction of the potentials 2 ,A is seen as
a technicality that helps solving the Maxwell equations, but without physical rele-
vance.
The equations of electrodynamics can be recast in a manifestly Lorentz invariant

form using the four-vector gauge potential Aµ 2 ,A and the antisymmetric rank-
two tensor: Fµ- µA- -Aµ . Maxwell’s equations become

µFµ- jµ ,

0µ-(4 -F(4 0, (4.3)

where the four-current jµ 6 , j contains the charge density and the electric cur-
rent. The field strength tensor Fµ- and the Maxwell equations are invariant under
gauge transformations (4.2), which in covariant form read

Aµ Aµ µ0. (4.4)
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Finally, the equations of motion of charged particles are given, in covariant form, by

m
duµ

d1
eFµ-u- , (4.5)

where e is the charge of the particle and uµ 1 its four-velocity as a function of the
proper time. These equations of motion, depending only on the field strength Fµ- ,
are gauge invariant.
The physical role of the vector potential becomes manifest only in QuantumMe-

chanics. Using the prescription of minimal substitution p p eA, the Schrödinger
equation describing a particle with charge e moving in an electromagnetic field is

i
t
7

1
2m

" ieA 2 e2 7 . (4.6)

Because of the explicit dependence on the electromagnetic potentials 2 and A, this
equation seems to change under the gauge transformations (4.2). This is physically
acceptable only if the ambiguity does not affect the probability density given by
7 t,x 2. Therefore, a gauge transformation of the electromagnetic potential should
amount to a change in the (unobservable) phase of the wave function. This is indeed
what happens: the Schrödinger equation (4.6) is invariant under the gauge transfor-
mations (4.2) provided the phase of the wave function is transformed at the same
time according to

7 t,x e ie0 t,x 7 t,x . (4.7)

The Aharonov-Bohm effect.

This interplay between gauge transformations and the phase of the wave function
give rise to surprising phenomena. The first evidence of the role played by the elec-
tromagnetic potentials at the quantum level was pointed out by Yakir Aharonov and
David Bohm [1]. Let us consider a double slit experiment as shown in Fig. 4.1,
where we have placed a shielded solenoid just behind the first screen. Although
the magnetic field is confined to the interior of the solenoid, the vector potential is
nonvanishing also outside. Of course the value of A outside the solenoid is a pure
gauge, i.e." A 0, however because the region outside the solenoid is not simply
connected the vector potential cannot be gauged to zero everywhere.
If we denote by7 0

1 and7 0
2 the wave functions for each of the two electron

beams in the absence of the solenoid, the total wave function once the magnetic field
is switched on can be written as

7 eie 81
A dx7 0

1 eie 82
A dx7 0

2

eie 81
A dx 7 0

1 eie 8 A dx7 0
2 , (4.8)
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Coupling to QM requires the gauge potentials and a non-trivial transformation 
of the wave function, this gives subtle consequences to gauge symmetry

With QM, gauge symmetry creeps in

Gauge invariance is the guiding principle in the construction of SM interactions 
It is crucial in the consistent quantization of the theory 
Global symmetries are accidents of low-dimension Lagrangians…
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Non-local observables
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81
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Screen

Electron S
source

Fig. 4.1 Illustration of an interference experiment to show the Aharonov-Bohm effect. S represent
the solenoid in whose interior the magnetic field is confined.

where 81 and 82 are two curves surrounding the solenoid from different sides, and
8 is any closed loop surrounding it. Therefore the relative phase between the two
beams gets an extra term depending on the value of the vector potential outside the
solenoid

U exp ie
8

A dx . (4.9)

Because of the change in the relative phase of the electron wave functions, the pres-
ence of the vector potential becomes observable even if the electrons do not feel the
magnetic field. If we perform the double-slit experiment when the magnetic field
inside the solenoid is switched off we will observe the usual interference pattern on
the second screen. However if now the magnetic field is switched on, because of the
phase (4.8), a change in the interference pattern will appear. This is the Aharonov-
Bohm effect.
The first question that comes up is what happens with gauge invariance. Since

we said that A can be changed by a gauge transformation it seems that the resulting
interference patters might depend on the gauge used. This is not the case because the
phase factor (4.9) is actually independent of the gauge used. This is a consequence
of Stoke’s theorem. Since " A 0 outside the solenoid the value of U does not
change under a continuous deformation of the curve 8 , so long as the solenoid is
not crossed.
The lesson we have learned is that in the quantum theory there are, apart from

the electric and magnetic fields, other gauge invariant quantities that give rise to
observable effects. A very important difference with respect E and B is that these
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This is the Aharonov-Bohm effect.  The phase factor, and its non-
abelian generalisation are known as “Wilson loops” or holonomies of 
the gauge field.  Note that classically there would be no effect.  The 
Lorentz force equation only involves E,B hence the electrons would 
not see the solenoid at all!!
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Magnetic monopoles: 
Dirac and charge quantisation

46 4 Theories and Lagrangians II: Introducing Gauge Fields

Dirac string

8

g

Fig. 4.2 The Dirac monopole.

gauge invariant observables are non-local, as can be seen from the definition of the
phaseU .

Magnetic monopoles.

It is very easy to check that the vacuum Maxwell equations

" E 0
" B 0 (4.10)

" E
t
B

" B
t
E

remain invariant under the transformation

E iB ei+ E iB , + 0,2$ (4.11)

which, in particular, for + $
2 interchanges the electric and the magnetic fields:

E B, B E. This duality symmetry is however broken in the presence of elec-
tric sources 6 , j . Nevertheless the Maxwell equations can be “completed” by intro-
ducing sources for the magnetic field 6m, jm in such a way that the duality (4.11)
is restored when supplemented by the transformation

6 i6m ei+ 6 i6m , j i jm ei+ j i jm . (4.12)
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For angle = 90 E and B get exchanged

The symmetry extend to matter if we have magnetic 
sources:
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In covariant language, this modification of the Maxwell equations implies adding
sources on the right-hand side of the Bianchi identities

µFµ- jµm, (4.13)

where jµm 6m, jm and Fµ- 1
20

µ-()F() is the dual electromagnetic tensor field.
This means that while electric charges act as sources for Fµ- , magnetic charges are
sources of the dual field strength Fµ- . The duality transformation (4.11)-(4.12) is
written now as

Fµ- iFµ- ei+ Fµ- iFµ- , jµ i jµm ei+ jµ i jµm (4.14)

that keep the extended Maxwell equations invariant. For + $
2 electric and mag-

netic sources get interchanged and the field strength is replaced by its dual.
In 1931 Dirac [2] studied the possibility of finding solutions of the completed

Maxwell equations with a magnetic monopoles of charge g as a source, i.e. solutions
to

" B g% x . (4.15)

Away from the position of the monopole " B 0 and the magnetic field can be
still derived locally from a vector potential A according to B " A. However,
the vector potential cannot be regular everywhere since otherwise Gauss law would
imply that the magnetic flux threading a closed surface around the monopole should
vanish, contradicting (4.15).
Keeping this in mind we look now for solutions to Eq. (4.15). Working in spher-

ical coordinates we find

Br
1
4$

g
x 2

, B2 B+ 0. (4.16)

Away from the position of the monopole (x 0) the magnetic field can be derived
from the vector potential

A2
1
4$

g
x
tan

+
2

, Ar A+ 0. (4.17)

As expected we find that this vector potential is actually singular around the half-
line + $ (see Fig. 4.2). This singular line starting at the position of the monopole
is called the Dirac string and its position changes with a change of gauge but cannot
be eliminated by any gauge transformation. Physically we can see it as an infinitely
thin solenoid confining a magnetic flux entering into the magnetic monopole from
infinity that equals the outgoing magnetic flux from the monopole.
Since the position of the Dirac string depends on the gauge chosen it seems

that the presence of monopoles introduces an ambiguity. This would be rather
strange, since Maxwell equations are gauge invariant also in the presence of mag-
netic sources. The solution to this apparent riddle lies in the fact that the Dirac string
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The Dirac string can be changed by gauge transformations, in doing QM it has to be 
unobservable.  Then we can do a “A-B” like argument (Dirac did it 20 years earlier).  
We should not forget the fact that there is a factor of 
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does not pose any consistency problem as far as it does not produce any physical
effect, i.e. if its presence turns out to be undetectable. From our discussion of the
Aharonov-Bohm effect we know that the wave function of charged particles pick up
a phase (4.9) when surrounding a region where magnetic flux is confined (such as
the solenoid in the Aharonov-Bohm experiment).We explained that the Dirac string
associated with the monopole can be seen as a infinitely thin solenoid. Therefore it
will be unobservable if the phase picked up by the wave function of a charged par-
ticle is equal to one. A simple calculation of this phase in the field of the monopole
shows that this happens if

eieg 1 eg 2$n with n Z. (4.18)

Interestingly, we are led to the conclusion that the presence of a single magnetic
monopole somewhere in the Universe implies for consistency the quantization of
the electric charge in units of 2$g , where g is the magnetic charge of the monopole

1

The idea of the magnetic monopole can be extended to dyons, particles having
both electric and magnetic charge q,g . The equations of motion for such a particle
in an electromagnetic field can be written remembering that the magnetic charges
couple to the dual field strength and requiring invariance under duality. This leads
to

mxµ qFµ- gFµ- x- , (4.19)

where m is the mass of the dyon and the dot indicates differentiation with respect to
the proper time. Writing the right-hand side of this equation in components in the
nonrelativistic limit we get the generalization of the Lorentz force acting on a dyon
with charges q,g

F q E v B g B v E . (4.20)

The invariance under duality is obvious if we notice that the parenthesis in the right-
hand side of (4.19) can be written as Im q ig Fµ- iFµ- , which is manifestly
invariant.
The Dirac quantization condition, valid for an electrically charged particle and

a magnetic monopole, can be extended to two dyons with charges q1,g1 and
q2,g2 . To obtain this new condition one could proceed as in the case of the Dirac
monopole and impose the condition that the corresponding singularities of the gauge
potentials are unobservable. Here instead we are going to exploit the invariance of
both the extended Maxwell equations and the equations of motion of the dyons un-
der duality transformations.

1 The quantization of the electric charge has another consequence which is that the gauge trans-
formations of the wave function (4.7) are periodic. Using a technical jargon one says that the U(1)
gauge group gets compactified (see Appendix B). Although it might seem just a technical point,
this has important physical consequences for the production of monopoles in gauge theories.
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These two facts implies that the proper quantization condition for the charge of
the dyons should also be duality invariant and, moreover, reduce to the Dirac quanti-
zation condition for the case q1,g1 e,0 , q2,g2 0,g . Taking into account
how the electric and magnetic charge transforms it is obvious that the following
combination is duality invariant

q1 ig1 q2 ig2 q1q2 g1g2 i q1g2 q2g1 . (4.21)

A look at the Lorentz force shows q1g2 q2g1 is the coupling constant of the
velocity-dependent part of the force between the two dyons. The other duality-
invariant combination,q1q2 g1g2, gives the strength of the coupling of the velocity-
independent part of this force, i.e. their “Coulomb” interaction. Since the imaginary
part of Eq. (4.21) reduces to the Dirac quantization condition in the appropriate
limit, we arrive at

q1g2 q2g1 2$n, where n Z, (4.22)

called the Dirac-Schwinger-Zwanziger quantization condition [3].
There are some difficulties in considering quantum theories with fundamental

magnetic monopoles. One of them is that they cannot be handled in perturbation
theory, since the Dirac quantization condition implies that electric and magnetic
coupling constants are inverse of each other and cannot be simultaneously small.
This problem is avoided if monopoles are not fundamental objects, but field con-
figurations with finite size and energy. It was proved by ’t Hooft and Polyakov [4]
that many gauge theories contain such monopole solitonic solutions. The ’t Hooft-
Polyakov monopoles have masses that scale with the inverse of the coupling con-
stant, and therefore they are very heavy when the theory is weakly coupled. Only
at large gauge couplings this objects become light and can be counted among the
low-lying excitations of the system.
Monopoles are believed to have been produced copiously in the very early Uni-

verse. It is a generic prediction of grand unified theories that monopoles forms when
a semisimple gauge group is spontaneously broken leaving a U(1) factor (sponta-
neous symmetry breaking will be explained in Chapter 7). The reason is that this
U(1) is compact in the sense explained in the footnote of page 48, and therefore
can “accommodate” monopole solutions. The fact that these monopoles are not ob-
served today is believed to be the result of the dilution they underwent during the
inflationary era that presumably followed their production.

4.2 Quantization of the Electromagnetic Field.

We now proceed to the quantization of the electromagnetic field in the absence of
sources 6 0, j 0. In this case the Maxwell equations (4.10) can be derived from
the Lagrangian density
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LMaxwell
1
4
Fµ-Fµ- 1

2
E2 B2 . (4.23)

Although in general the procedure to quantize the Maxwell Lagrangian is not very
different from the one used for the Klein-Gordon or the Dirac field, here we need
to deal with a new ingredient: gauge invariance. Unlike the cases studied so far,
here the photon field Aµ is not unambiguously defined because the action and the
equations of motion are insensitive to the gauge transformations Aµ Aµ µ0 .
A first consequence of this symmetry is that the theory has less physical degrees of
freedom than one would expect from the fact that we are dealing with a vector field.
The way to tackle the problem of gauge invariance is to fix the freedom in choos-

ing the electromagnetic potential before quantization. This can be done in several
ways, for example by imposing the Lorentz gauge fixing condition

µAµ 0. (4.24)

Notice that this condition does not fix completely the gauge freedom since Eq. (4.24)
is left invariant by gauge transformations satisfying µ

µ0 0. One of the advan-
tages, however, of the Lorentz gauge is that it is covariant and therefore does not
pose any danger to the Lorentz invariance of the quantum theory. Besides, applying
it to the Maxwell equation µFµ- 0 one finds

0 µ
µA- - µAµ µ

µA- . (4.25)

Because Aµ satisfies the massless Klein-Gordon the photon, the quantum of the
electromagnetic interaction, has zero mass.
Once gauge invariance is fixed Aµ t,x can be expanded in a complete basis of

plane-wave solutions to Eq. (4.25)

0µ k,) e i k t ik x, (4.26)

where ) 1 represents the helicity of the photon and 0µ k,) are the correspond-
ing polarization vectors. The Lorentz gauge condition (4.24) forces the polarization
vectors to be transverse

kµ0µ k,) kµ0µ k,) 0. (4.27)

Now, upon quantization, the gauge field operator Aµ t,x can be written as the fol-
lowing expansion

Aµ t,x
) 1

d3k
2$ 3

1
2 k

0µ k,) a k,) e i k t ik x

0µ k,) a k,) ei k t ik x . (4.28)

In addition, the canonical commutation relations imply that

Chapter 4
Theories and Lagrangians II: Introducing
Gauge Fields

4.1 Classical Gauge Fields

In classical electrodynamics the basic quantities are the electric and magnetic fields
E and B. These can be expressed in terms of the scalar and vector potential 2 ,A
as

E "2
A
t
,

B " A. (4.1)

From these equations follows that there is an ambiguity in the definition of the
potentials given by the gauge transformations

2 t,x 2 t,x
t
0 t,x , A t,x A t,x "0 t,x . (4.2)

From a classical point of view the introduction of the potentials 2 ,A is seen as
a technicality that helps solving the Maxwell equations, but without physical rele-
vance.
The equations of electrodynamics can be recast in a manifestly Lorentz invariant

form using the four-vector gauge potential Aµ 2 ,A and the antisymmetric rank-
two tensor: Fµ- µA- -Aµ . Maxwell’s equations become

µFµ- jµ ,

0µ-(4 -F(4 0, (4.3)

where the four-current jµ 6 , j contains the charge density and the electric cur-
rent. The field strength tensor Fµ- and the Maxwell equations are invariant under
gauge transformations (4.2), which in covariant form read

Aµ Aµ µ0. (4.4)
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To be able to invert, we need to fix the gauge:
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As usual, we look for plane wave solutions 
Residual gauge transformation used to fully 
fix the gauge

k2 = kµk
µ = (k0)2 � k2 = 0
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In addition, the canonical commutation relations imply that

✏µ(k,�) ! ✏µ(k,�) + kµ �(k), k2 = 0

Now, as usual we expand the field in oscillator and apply CCR.  After fully fixing the 
gauge there are only two physical polarisations.  Gauge invariance seems more a 
redundancy rather than a symmetry in the description of the theory

Chapter 4
Theories and Lagrangians II: Introducing
Gauge Fields

4.1 Classical Gauge Fields

In classical electrodynamics the basic quantities are the electric and magnetic fields
E and B. These can be expressed in terms of the scalar and vector potential 2 ,A
as

E "2
A
t
,

B " A. (4.1)

From these equations follows that there is an ambiguity in the definition of the
potentials given by the gauge transformations

2 t,x 2 t,x
t
0 t,x , A t,x A t,x "0 t,x . (4.2)

From a classical point of view the introduction of the potentials 2 ,A is seen as
a technicality that helps solving the Maxwell equations, but without physical rele-
vance.
The equations of electrodynamics can be recast in a manifestly Lorentz invariant

form using the four-vector gauge potential Aµ 2 ,A and the antisymmetric rank-
two tensor: Fµ- µA- -Aµ . Maxwell’s equations become

µFµ- jµ ,

0µ-(4 -F(4 0, (4.3)

where the four-current jµ 6 , j contains the charge density and the electric cur-
rent. The field strength tensor Fµ- and the Maxwell equations are invariant under
gauge transformations (4.2), which in covariant form read

Aµ Aµ µ0. (4.4)

43

The electric field is 
the momentum p 
a n d t h e v e c t o r 
p o t e n t i a l t h e 
“coordinate” q
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a k,) ,a k ,) i 2$ 3 2 k % k k %))
a k,) ,a k ,) a k,) ,a k ,) 0. (4.29)

Therefore a k,) , a k,) form a set of creation-annihilation operators for photons
with momentum k and helicity ) .
Behind the simple construction presented above there are a number of subtleties

related with gauge invariance. In particular the gauge freedom seem to introduce
states in the Hilbert space with negative probability. A careful analysis shows that
when gauge invariance if properly handled these spurious states decouple from
physical states and can be eliminated. The details can be found in standard text-
books (see Ref. [1] in Chapter 1).

4.3 Coupling Gauge Fields to Matter.

Once we have learned how to quantize the electromagnetic field we consider inter-
acting theories containing electrically charged particles, for example electrons. To
couple the Dirac Lagrangian to electromagnetism we use as guiding principle what
we learned about the Schrödinger equation for a charged particle. There we saw that
the gauge ambiguity of the electromagnetic potential is compensated with a U(1)
phase shift in the wave function. In the case of the Dirac equation we know that the
Lagrangian is invariant under# eie0# , with 0 a constant. However this invariance
is broken as soon as one identifies 0 with the gauge transformation parameter of the
electromagnetic field which depends on the position.
Looking at the Dirac Lagrangian (3.34) it is easy to see that in order to promote

the global U(1) symmetry into a local one, # eie0 x # , it suffices to replace the
ordinary derivative µ by a covariant one Dµ satisfying

Dµ eie0 x # eie0 x Dµ# . (4.30)

This covariant derivative can be constructed in terms of the gauge potential Aµ as

Dµ µ ieAµ . (4.31)

The Lagrangian of a spin- 12 field coupled to electromagnetism is written as

LQED
1
4
Fµ-Fµ- # iD m # , (4.32)

invariant under the gauge transformations

# eie0 x # , Aµ Aµ µ0 x . (4.33)

Unlike the theories we have seen so far, the Lagrangian (4.32) describe an inter-
acting theory. By plugging (4.31) into the Lagrangian we find that the interaction
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If we keep all four polarisation by partial gauge 
fixing, then we get negative probabilities 
(Gupta-Bleuler, BRST)

��,�0 ! �⌘�,�0
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The classical theory of radiation needs a profound revision after the photon was discovered, which together 
with the wave-particle duality, yields the standard quantization of the electromagnetic field
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Implementing wave-particle duality

14 2 From Classical to Quantum Fields

p 2$
3
2 2Ep p , (2.18)

and given the normalization of p we find the normalization of the relativistic states
to be

p p 2$ 3 2Ep % p p . (2.19)

It might not be obvious at first sight, but the previous normalization is Lorentz
invariant. Although it is not difficult to show this in general, here we consider the
simpler case of 1+1 dimensions where the two components p0, p1 of the on-shell
momentum can be parametrized in terms of a single hyperbolic angle ) as

p0 mcosh) , p1 msinh) . (2.20)

Now, the combination 2Ep% p1 p1 can be written as

2Ep% p1 p1 2mcosh) % msinh) msinh) 2% ) ) , (2.21)

where we have made use of the property (2.9) of the % -function. Lorentz trans-
formations in 1 1 dimensions are labelled by a parameter , R and act on the
momentum by shifting the hyperbolic angle ) ) , . However, Eq. (2.21) is in-
variant under a common shift of ) and ) , so the whole expression is obviously
invariant under Lorentz transformations.
To summarize what we did so far, we have succeed in constructing a Lorentz

covariant basis of states for the one-particle Hilbert spaceH1. The generators of the
Poincaré group act on the states p of the basis as

Pµ p pµ p ,

U ! p ! µ
- p- ! p with ! SO 1,3 . (2.22)

This transformation is compatible with the Lorentz invariance of the normalization
that we have checked above

p p p U ! 1U ! p ! p ! p . (2.23)

OnH1 the operator Pµ admits the following spectral representation

Pµ
d3p
2$ 3

1
2Ep

p pµ p . (2.24)

Using (2.23) and the fact that the measure is invariant under Lorentz transformation,
one can easily show that Pµ transform covariantly under SO 1,3

U ! 1PµU !
d3p
2$ 3

1
2Ep

! 1p pµ ! 1p ! µ
-P- . (2.25)
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For every matter particle we construct asymptotic states, and the corresponding creation and annihilation 
operators, an equivalent way of thinking of canonical variables Q,P.  The construction automatically generates 
a unitary representation of ISO(1,3)
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2.1 Particles and Quantum Fields 15

A set of covariant creation-annihilation operators can be constructed now in
terms of the operators a p , a p introduced above

' p 2$
3
2 2Epa p , ' p 2$

3
2 2Epa p (2.26)

with the Lorentz invariant commutation relations

' p ,' p 2$ 3 2Ep % p p ,

' p ,' p ' p ,' p 0. (2.27)

Particle states are created by acting with any number of creation operators ' p on
the Poincaré invariant vacuum state 0 satisfying

0 0 1,
Pµ 0 0, (2.28)

U ! 0 0 , for all ! SO 1,3 .

A general one-particle state f H1 can be then written as

f
d3p
2$ 3

1
2Ep

f p ' p 0 , (2.29)

while a n-particle state f H n
1 can be expressed as

f
n

i 1

d3pi
2$ 3

1
2.pi

f p1, . . . ,pn ' p1 . . .' pn 0 . (2.30)

That these states are Lorentz invariant can be checked by noticing that from the
definition of the creation-annihilation operators follows the transformation

U ! ' p U ! ' !p (2.31)

and the corresponding one for creation operators.
As we have argued above, the very fact that measurements have to be localized

implies the necessity of introducing quantum fields. Here we will consider the sim-
plest case of a scalar quantum field / x satisfying the following properties:

- Hermiticity.

/ x / x . (2.32)

- Microcausality. Since measurements cannot interfere with each other when per-
formed in causally disconnected points of space-time, the commutator of two
fields have to vanish outside the relative ligth-cone

/ x ,/ y 0, x y 2 0. (2.33)
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Let us construct some observable in this theory.  It will be an operator depending on space 
time, and satisfying some simple conditions:

  Hermiticity 

Microcausality 

Translational invariance 

  Lorentz invariance 

  Linearity
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- Translation invariance.

eiP a/ x e iP a / x a . (2.34)

- Lorentz invariance.

U ! / x U ! / ! 1x . (2.35)

- Linearity. To simplify matters we will also assume that / x is linear in the
creation-annihilation operators ' p , ' p

/ x
d3p
2$ 3

1
2Ep

f p,x ' p g p,x ' p . (2.36)

Since / x should be hermitian we are forced to take g p,x f p,x . More-
over, / x satisfies the equations of motion of a free scalar field, µ

µ m2 / x
0, only if f p,x is a complete basis of solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation.
These considerations leads to the expansion

/ x
d3p
2$ 3

1
2Ep

e iEpt ip x' p eiEpt ip x' p . (2.37)

Given the expansion of the scalar field in terms of the creation-annihilation oper-
ators it can be checked that / x and t/ x satisfy the equal-time canonical com-
mutation relations

/ t,x , t/ t,y i% x y . (2.38)

The general (non-equal time) commutator

/ x ,/ x i* x x (2.39)

can also be computed using Eq. (2.37). The function * x y is given by

i* x y Im
d3p
2$ 3

1
2Ep

e iEp t t ip x x

d4p
2$ 4 2$ % p2 m2 0 p0 e ip x x , (2.40)

where 0 x is defined as

0 x + x + x 1 x 0
1 x 0 . (2.41)

Using the last expression in Eq. (2.40) it is easy to show that i* x x vanishes
when x and x are space-like separated. Indeed, if x x 2 0 there is always
a reference frame in which both events are simultaneous, and since i* x x is
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+ve energy -ve energy

T h i s i s t h e s t a n d a r d 
quantization of the Klein-
Gordon field, but it can be 
generalized to other fields 
with charge, spinor indices, 
e t c . T h e p r o c e d u r e i s 
basically the same (see 
appendix)

What is the aether?  The answer could not be obtained in the 19th century…
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Coupling matter
We imitate the coupling in the Schrödinger equation, this is what used to be called 
minimal coupling.  We make derivatives covariant with respect to space-time 
dependent changes of phases in the wave-function

Chapter 4
Theories and Lagrangians II: Introducing
Gauge Fields

4.1 Classical Gauge Fields

In classical electrodynamics the basic quantities are the electric and magnetic fields
E and B. These can be expressed in terms of the scalar and vector potential 2 ,A
as

E "2
A
t
,

B " A. (4.1)

From these equations follows that there is an ambiguity in the definition of the
potentials given by the gauge transformations

2 t,x 2 t,x
t
0 t,x , A t,x A t,x "0 t,x . (4.2)

From a classical point of view the introduction of the potentials 2 ,A is seen as
a technicality that helps solving the Maxwell equations, but without physical rele-
vance.
The equations of electrodynamics can be recast in a manifestly Lorentz invariant

form using the four-vector gauge potential Aµ 2 ,A and the antisymmetric rank-
two tensor: Fµ- µA- -Aµ . Maxwell’s equations become

µFµ- jµ ,

0µ-(4 -F(4 0, (4.3)

where the four-current jµ 6 , j contains the charge density and the electric cur-
rent. The field strength tensor Fµ- and the Maxwell equations are invariant under
gauge transformations (4.2), which in covariant form read

Aµ Aµ µ0. (4.4)
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Finally, the equations of motion of charged particles are given, in covariant form, by

m
duµ

d1
eFµ-u- , (4.5)

where e is the charge of the particle and uµ 1 its four-velocity as a function of the
proper time. These equations of motion, depending only on the field strength Fµ- ,
are gauge invariant.
The physical role of the vector potential becomes manifest only in QuantumMe-

chanics. Using the prescription of minimal substitution p p eA, the Schrödinger
equation describing a particle with charge e moving in an electromagnetic field is

i
t
7

1
2m

" ieA 2 e2 7 . (4.6)

Because of the explicit dependence on the electromagnetic potentials 2 and A, this
equation seems to change under the gauge transformations (4.2). This is physically
acceptable only if the ambiguity does not affect the probability density given by
7 t,x 2. Therefore, a gauge transformation of the electromagnetic potential should
amount to a change in the (unobservable) phase of the wave function. This is indeed
what happens: the Schrödinger equation (4.6) is invariant under the gauge transfor-
mations (4.2) provided the phase of the wave function is transformed at the same
time according to

7 t,x e ie0 t,x 7 t,x . (4.7)

The Aharonov-Bohm effect.

This interplay between gauge transformations and the phase of the wave function
give rise to surprising phenomena. The first evidence of the role played by the elec-
tromagnetic potentials at the quantum level was pointed out by Yakir Aharonov and
David Bohm [1]. Let us consider a double slit experiment as shown in Fig. 4.1,
where we have placed a shielded solenoid just behind the first screen. Although
the magnetic field is confined to the interior of the solenoid, the vector potential is
nonvanishing also outside. Of course the value of A outside the solenoid is a pure
gauge, i.e." A 0, however because the region outside the solenoid is not simply
connected the vector potential cannot be gauged to zero everywhere.
If we denote by7 0

1 and7 0
2 the wave functions for each of the two electron

beams in the absence of the solenoid, the total wave function once the magnetic field
is switched on can be written as

7 eie 81
A dx7 0

1 eie 82
A dx7 0

2

eie 81
A dx 7 0

1 eie 8 A dx7 0
2 , (4.8)
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a k,) ,a k ,) i 2$ 3 2 k % k k %))
a k,) ,a k ,) a k,) ,a k ,) 0. (4.29)

Therefore a k,) , a k,) form a set of creation-annihilation operators for photons
with momentum k and helicity ) .
Behind the simple construction presented above there are a number of subtleties

related with gauge invariance. In particular the gauge freedom seem to introduce
states in the Hilbert space with negative probability. A careful analysis shows that
when gauge invariance if properly handled these spurious states decouple from
physical states and can be eliminated. The details can be found in standard text-
books (see Ref. [1] in Chapter 1).

4.3 Coupling Gauge Fields to Matter.

Once we have learned how to quantize the electromagnetic field we consider inter-
acting theories containing electrically charged particles, for example electrons. To
couple the Dirac Lagrangian to electromagnetism we use as guiding principle what
we learned about the Schrödinger equation for a charged particle. There we saw that
the gauge ambiguity of the electromagnetic potential is compensated with a U(1)
phase shift in the wave function. In the case of the Dirac equation we know that the
Lagrangian is invariant under# eie0# , with 0 a constant. However this invariance
is broken as soon as one identifies 0 with the gauge transformation parameter of the
electromagnetic field which depends on the position.
Looking at the Dirac Lagrangian (3.34) it is easy to see that in order to promote

the global U(1) symmetry into a local one, # eie0 x # , it suffices to replace the
ordinary derivative µ by a covariant one Dµ satisfying

Dµ eie0 x # eie0 x Dµ# . (4.30)

This covariant derivative can be constructed in terms of the gauge potential Aµ as

Dµ µ ieAµ . (4.31)

The Lagrangian of a spin- 12 field coupled to electromagnetism is written as

LQED
1
4
Fµ-Fµ- # iD m # , (4.32)

invariant under the gauge transformations

# eie0 x # , Aµ Aµ µ0 x . (4.33)

Unlike the theories we have seen so far, the Lagrangian (4.32) describe an inter-
acting theory. By plugging (4.31) into the Lagrangian we find that the interaction
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Therefore a k,) , a k,) form a set of creation-annihilation operators for photons
with momentum k and helicity ) .
Behind the simple construction presented above there are a number of subtleties

related with gauge invariance. In particular the gauge freedom seem to introduce
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4.3 Coupling Gauge Fields to Matter.
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The rigid phase rotation invariance of the Dirac Lagrangian for electrons is transformed into local 
phase rotations, a physically more satisfactory concept.  This defines the coupling of the electron to 
the E&M field:

This is QED, the best tested theory in the history of 
science, an example is the gyromagnetic ratio of the 
electron, 
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between fermions and photons to be

L int
QED eAµ#5µ# . (4.34)

As advertised above, in the Dirac theory the electric current four-vector is given by
jµ e#5µ# .
The quantization of interacting field theories poses new problems that we did not

meet in the case of the free theories. In particular in most cases it is not possible
to solve the theory exactly. When this happens the physical observables have to
be computed in perturbation theory in powers of the coupling constant. An added
problem appears when computing quantum corrections to the classical result, since
in that case the computation of observables are plagued with infinities that should
be taken care of. We will go back to this problem in Chapter 9.

4.4 Nonabelian Gauge Theories.

Quantum electrodynamics (QED) is the simplest example of a gauge theory cou-
pled to matter based in the abelian gauge symmetry of local U(1) phase rotations.
However, it is possible also to construct gauge theories based on nonabelian groups.
Actually, our knowledge of the strong and weak interactions is based on the use of
such nonabelian generalizations of QED, the Yang-Mills theories.
Let us consider a gauge group G with generators Ta, a 1, . . . ,dimG satisfying

the Lie algebra2

Ta,Tb i f abcT c. (4.35)

A gauge field taking values on the Lie algebra g of the group G can be introduced
Aµ AaµTa which transforms under a gauge transformations as

Aµ
1

igYM
U µU 1 UAµU 1, U ei9

a x Ta , (4.36)

where gYM is the coupling constant. These gauge transformations are non-linear in
the gauge function 9a. Infinitesimally, the fields Aaµ transform according to

%Aaµ
1
gYM

µ9a f abcAbµ9
c (4.37)

The field strength tensor associated with the nonabelian gauge field Aaµ is defined
as

Faµ- µAa- -Aaµ gYM f abcAbµA
c
- . (4.38)

2 Some basics facts about Lie groups have been summarized in Appendix A.

g/2 = 1.00115965218085(76)

↵�1 = 137.035999070(98)

g
e

8m
[�µ, �⌫ ]Fµ⌫
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Lorentz and Poincaré Groups

Chapter 3
Theories and Lagrangians I: Matter Fields

Up to this point we have used a scalar field to illustrate our discussion of the quanti-
zation procedure. However, nature is richer than that and it is necessary to consider
other fields with more complicated behavior under Lorentz transformations. Before
considering other fields we pause and study the properties of the Lorentz group.

3.1 Representations of the Lorentz Group

The Lorentz group is the group of linear coordinate transformations that leave in-
variant the Minkowskian line element. It has a very rich mathematical structure that
we review in appendix B. Here our interest is focused on its representations.
In four dimensions the Lorentz group has six generators. Three of them corre-

spond to the generators of the group of rotations in three dimensions SO(3). In terms
of the generators Ji of the group a finite rotation of angle 2 with respect to an axis
determined by a unitary vector e can be written as

R e,2 e i2 e J, J
J1
J2
J3

. (3.1)

The other three generators of the Lorentz group are associated with boostsMi along
the three spatial directions. A boost with rapidity ) along a direction u is given by

B u,) e i) u M, M
M1
M2
M3

. (3.2)

These six generators satisfy the algebra
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Ji,Jj i0i jkJk,
Ji,Mk i0i jkMk, (3.3)
Mi,Mj i0i jkJk,

The first line corresponds to the commutation relations of SO(3), while the second
one implies that the generators of the boosts transform like a vector under rotations.
In fact, the six generators of the Lorentz group can be collected into the six inde-
pendent components of an antisymmetric rank-two tensorJµ- according to

J0i Mi, Ji j 0i jkJk. (3.4)

They satisfy

Jµ- ,J'& i4µ'J-& i4µ&J-' i4-&Jµ' i4-'Jµ& . (3.5)

In fact, this form of the Lorentz algebra is independent of the space-time dimension.
The task of finding representations of the algebra (3.3) [or (3.5)] might seem

difficult at first sight. The problem is greatly simplified if we consider the following
combination of the generators

Jk
1
2
Jk iMk . (3.6)

Using (3.3) it is easy to prove that the new generators Jk satisfy the algebra

Ji ,Jj i0i jkJk ,

Ji ,Jj 0. (3.7)

Then the Lorentz algebra in four dimensions (3.3) is actually equivalent to two
copies of the algebra of SU 2 SO 3 . Therefore the irreducible representations
of the Lorentz group can be obtained from the well-known representations of SU(2).
Since the latter ones are labelled by the spin s k 1

2 ,k (with k N), any represen-
tation of the Lorentz algebra can be identified by specifying s ,s , the spins of
the representations of the two copies of SU(2) that made up the algebra (3.3).
To get familiar with this way of labeling the representations of the Lorentz

group we study some particular examples. Let us start with the simplest one
s ,s 0,0 . This state is a singlet under Ji and therefore also under rotations
and boosts. Therefore we have a scalar.
The next interesting cases are 1

2 ,0 and 0, 12 . They correspond respectively to a
right-handed and a left-handedWeyl spinor. Their properties will be studied in more
detail below. In the case of 1

2 ,
1
2 , since from Eq. (3.6) we see that Ji Ji Ji ,

the rules of addition of angular momentum tell us that there are two states, one of
them transforming as a vector and another one as a scalar under three-dimensional
rotations. Actually, a more detailed analysis shows that the singlet state corresponds
to the time component of a vector and the states combine to form a vector under the
Lorentz group.
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Rotations and boosts generate Lorentz transformation, hence six 
parameter and six generators of infinitesimal transformations.  The 
algebra is easy to obtain and “diagonalise”

The representations of each SU(2) are labelled by a single integer 
or half integer “angular” momentum s=0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, … Under 
parity
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Representation Type of field

0,0 Scalar

1
2 ,0 Right-handed spinor

0, 12 Left-handed spinor

1
2 ,
1
2 Vector

1,0 Selfdual antisymmetric 2-tensor

0,1 Anti-selfdual antisymmetric 2-tensor

Table 3.1 Representations of the Lorentz group in terms of the representations of SU(2) SU(2)

There are also more “exotic” representations. For example we can consider the
1,0 and 0,1 representations corresponding respectively to a selfdual and an anti-
selfdual rank-two antisymmetric tensor. In Table 3.1 we summarize the previous
discussion.
To conclude our discussion of the representations of the Lorentz group we notice

that under parity the generators of SO(1,3) transform as1

P : Ji Ji, P :Mi Mi (3.8)

this implies that P : Ji Ji and therefore a representation s1,s2 is transformed
into s2,s1 . This means that, for example, a vector 1

2 ,
1
2 is invariant under parity,

whereas a left-handed Weyl spinor 1
2 ,0 transforms into a right-handed one 0, 12

and vice versa.
It is instructive to see how the representations of the Lorentz group differ from

those of SO(4), the isometry group of four-dimensional Euclidean space. As the
Lorentz group it is generated by a set of six generatorsJµ- whose algebra can be
obtained from equation (3.5) by replacing 4µ- %µ- . As a matter of fact, the Lie
algebra of SO(4) is isomorphic to that of SU(2) SU(2), as can be seen by defining
the generators

Na 4aµ-J
µ- , Na 4 a

µ-J
µ- . (3.9)

The numerical coefficients 4aµ- and 4aµ- (with a 1,2,3 and µ ,- 0, . . . ,3) are
called ’t Hooft symbols and are given by

4aµ- 0aµ- %aµ%-0 %a-%µ0,

4 a
µ- 0aµ- %aµ%-0 %a-%µ0. (3.10)

1 Parity and other discrete symmetries are studied in detail in chapter 11.

J
P! J

M ! �M

J± ! J⌥

(s1, s2) ! (s2, s1)

J = J+ + J�

(s+, s�) =

s++s�X

j=|s+�s�|

j
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Weyl spinors

34 3 Theories and Lagrangians I: Matter Fields

Here 0aµ- represents the Levi-Civita antisymmetric symbol with three indices and it
is taken to be zero whenever µ or - is equal to zero. Now it is not difficult to check
that the generators (3.9) satisfy the Lie algebra of SU(2) SU(2)

Na,Nb i0abcNc, Na
,Nb i0abcNc, Na,Nb 0. (3.11)

This shows that the representations of SO(4) can be also labelled in terms of the
irreducible representations of SU(2), pretty much in the same fashion as we did
with the Lorentz group.

3.2 Weyl Spinors

A Weyl spinor u is a complex two-component object that transforms in the rep-
resentations 1

2 ,0 and 0, 12 respectively. The generators Ji can be explicitly con-
structed using the Pauli matrices as

Ji
1
2
(i, Ji 0 for 1

2 ,0 ,

Ji 0, Ji
1
2
(i for 0, 12 . (3.12)

Going back to Ji and Ki we have that under a rotation of angle + and axis n and a
boost of rapidity & &1,&2,&3 the spinors u transform as

u e
i
2 +n i& (u . (3.13)

To construct a free Lagrangian for the fields u we have to look for quadratic
combinations of the fields that are Lorentz scalars. Defining ( µ 1, (i we can
construct the following quantities

u ( µu , u ( µu . (3.14)

The first thing to point out is that, since Ji Ji , the hermitian conjugated fields
u are in the 0, 12 and 1

2 ,0 representation respectively. The combinations (3.14)
actually transform as a four-vector under (3.13), due to the property

e
i
2 +n i& (( µe

i
2 +n i& ( ! µ

- +n,& (- , (3.15)

where ! µ
- +n,& gives the transformation of the coordinates xµ .

Once the transformation properties of (3.14) are known we can start building
invariants. If, in addition, we also demand that the Lagrangian is invariance under
global phase rotations

u ei+u (3.16)
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Here 0aµ- represents the Levi-Civita antisymmetric symbol with three indices and it
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This shows that the representations of SO(4) can be also labelled in terms of the
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with the Lorentz group.

3.2 Weyl Spinors

A Weyl spinor u is a complex two-component object that transforms in the rep-
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2 ,0 and 0, 12 respectively. The generators Ji can be explicitly con-
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Going back to Ji and Ki we have that under a rotation of angle + and axis n and a
boost of rapidity & &1,&2,&3 the spinors u transform as
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To construct a free Lagrangian for the fields u we have to look for quadratic
combinations of the fields that are Lorentz scalars. Defining ( µ 1, (i we can
construct the following quantities

u ( µu , u ( µu . (3.14)

The first thing to point out is that, since Ji Ji , the hermitian conjugated fields
u are in the 0, 12 and 1

2 ,0 representation respectively. The combinations (3.14)
actually transform as a four-vector under (3.13), due to the property
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The simplest representations have fundamental physical 
importance,  they are called Weyl spinors.  Clearly they are 
representations of the connected component of SO(3,1), but not 
of parity, since parity interchanges the representations
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we are left with just one possibility up to a sign, namely

LWeyl iu t ( " u iu ( µ
µu . (3.17)

This is the Weyl Lagrangian. In order to get a more clear idea of the physical mean-
ing of the spinors u we write the equations of motion

0 ( " u 0. (3.18)

Multiplying this equation on the left by 0 ( " and applying the algebraic prop-
erties of the Pauli matrices we conclude that u satisfies the massless Klein-Gordon
equation

µ
µ u 0, (3.19)

whose solutions are:

u x u k e ik x, with k0 k . (3.20)

Plugging these solutions back into the equations of motion (3.18) we find

k k ( u 0, (3.21)

which implies

u :
( k
k

1,

u :
( k
k

1. (3.22)

Since the spin operator is defined as s 1
2( , the previous expressions give the helic-

ity of the states with wave function u , i.e. the projection of spin along the momen-
tum of the particle. Therefore we conclude that u is a Weyl spinor of positive he-
licity ) 1

2 , while u has negative helicity ) 1
2 . This agrees with our assertion

in the previous section that the representation 1
2 ,0 corresponds to a right-handed

Weyl fermion (positive helicity) whereas 0, 12 is a left-handedWeyl fermion (neg-
ative helicity). For example, the standard model neutrinos are left-handed Weyl
spinors and therefore transform in the representation 0, 12 of the Lorentz group.
Nevertheless, it is possible that we were too restrictive in constructing the Weyl

Lagrangian (3.17). There we constructed the invariants from the vector bilinears
(3.14) corresponding to the product representations

1
2 ,
1
2

1
2 ,0 0, 12 and 1

2 ,
1
2 0, 12

1
2 ,0 . (3.23)

In particular our insistence in demanding the Lagrangian to be invariant under the
global symmetry u ei+u rules out the scalar term that appears in the product
representations

Consider for simplicity this global symmetry: fermion number
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positive helicity, right handed antineutrinos

negative helicity, left handed, neutrinos
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Charge conjugation and Majorana masses

ML = e�
i
2 ✓·��

1
2�·�

MR = e�
i
2 ✓·�+

1
2�·�

We know that under parity, the L,R Weyl spinors are exchanged.  Another way to 
exchange them is via complex conjugation, later to be related to charge conjugation

detML = 1

detMR = 1

detM = ✏abMa1 Mb2

detM✏ab = ✏cdMca Mdb
✏ = i�2 =

✓
0 1
�1 0

◆

Using �⇤ = ��2 � �2
 c
L = �2  ⇤

L transforms like  R

 c
R = �2  ⇤

R transforms like  L

 We can express any 
theory fully in terms of L 
or R fermions.   

 Charge conjugation and 
parity exchange L and R 

 A parity invariant theory 
requires L,R spinors at 
the same time 

 We can construct a mass 
for pure L spinors if we 
ignore fermion number 

Fermions anticommuting

36 3 Theories and Lagrangians I: Matter Fields

1
2 ,0

1
2 ,0 1,0 0,0 ,

0, 12 0, 12 0,1 0,0 . (3.24)

The singlet representations corresponds to the antisymmetric combinations

0abua ub , (3.25)

where 0ab is the antisymmetric symbol 012 021 1.
At first sight it might seem that the term (3.25) vanishes identically because of

the antisymmetry of the 0-symbol. However we should keep in mind that the spin-
statistic theorem (more on this later) demands that fields with half-integer spin have
to satisfy the Fermi-Dirac statistics and therefore satisfy anticommutation relations,
whereas fields of integer spin follow the statistic of Bose-Einstein and, as a conse-
quence, quantization replaces Poisson brackets by commutators. This implies that
the components of the Weyl fermions u are anticommuting Grassmann fields

ua ub ub ua 0. (3.26)

It is important to realize that, strictly speaking, fermions (i.e., objects that satisfy
the Fermi-Dirac statistics) do not exist classically. The reason is that they satisfy
the Pauli exclusion principle and therefore each quantum state can be occupied, at
most, by one fermion. Therefore the naive definition of the classical limit as a limit
of large occupation numbers cannot be applied. Fermion field do not really make
sense classically.
Since the combination (3.25) does not vanish and we can construct a new La-

grangian

LWeyl iu ( µ
µu

m
2

0abua ub h.c. (3.27)

This mass term, called of Majorana type, is allowed if we do not worry about break-
ing the global U(1) symmetry u ei+u . This is not the case, for example, of
charged chiral fermions, since the Majorana mass violates the conservation of elec-
tric charge or any other gauge U(1) charge. In the Standard Model, however, there is
no such a problem if we introduce Majorana masses for right-handed neutrinos,
since they are singlet under all standard model gauge groups. Such a term will
break, however, the global U(1) lepton number charge because the operator 0ab-aR-bR
changes the lepton number by two units

3.3 Dirac Spinors.

We have seen that parity interchanges the representations 1
2 ,0 and 0, 12 , i.e. it

changes right-handed with left-handed fermions

✏abu
a ub = u1 u2 � u2 u1

Most general Majorana mass, 
Takagi factorisation
1

2

�
MIJ ✏ab u

a,I ub,J + h.c.
�
,

I, J = 1, . . . NF , MIJ = MJI complex

M = U

0

B@
m1 . . . 0

0
. . . 0

0 . . . mNF

1

CA UT

mi are positive square roots of MM†

This is the most 
general fermion 
mass matrix!!!  
I t i n c l u d e s 
CKM, in fact it 
is more general
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Weyl + parity        Dirac
3.3 Dirac Spinors. 37

P : u u . (3.28)

An obvious way to build a parity invariant theory is to introduce a pair or Weyl
fermions u and u . Actually, these two fields can be combined in a single four-
component spinor

#
u
u (3.29)

transforming in the reducible representation 1
2 ,0 0, 12 .

Since now we have both u and u simultaneously at our disposal the equations
of motion for u , i( µ

µu 0 can be modified, while keeping them linear, to
introduce a mass term

i( µ
µu mu

i( µ
µu mu

i ( µ 0
0 ( µ µ# m 0 1

1 0 # . (3.30)

These equations of motion can be derived from the Lagrangian density

LDirac i# ( µ 0
0 ( µ µ# m# 0 1

1 0 # . (3.31)

To simplify the notation it is useful to define the Dirac 5-matrices as

5µ
0 ( µ

( µ 0 . (3.32)

and the Dirac conjugate spinor # is given

# # 50 #
0 1
1 0 . (3.33)

Now the Lagrangian (3.31) can be written in the more compact form

LDirac # i5µ µ m # . (3.34)

The associated equations of motion give the Dirac equation (1.10) with the identifi-
cations

50 & , 5 i i' i. (3.35)

The 5-matrices defined in (3.32) satisfy the Clifford algebra

5µ ,5- 24µ- . (3.36)
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In D dimensions this algebra admits representations of dimension 2 D
2 . Eq. (3.32)

gives the so-called chiral representation of the Dirac algebra. Other representations
of the algebra (3.36) can be constructed exploting its invariance under unitary trans-
formations 5µ U5µU .
A representation of the Lorentz algebra SO(1,D 1) can be constructed using

the 5-matrices as

J µ- i
4
5µ ,5- ( µ- . (3.37)

By definition, Dirac fermions# inD dimensions transform under the Lorentz group
in this representation.
When D is even the representation (3.37) is reducible. In the case of interest

D 4 this result is easy to prove by defining the chirality matrix

55 i50515253 1 0
0 1 . (3.38)

The matrix 55 anticommutes with all other 5-matrices and as a consequence

55,(
µ- 0. (3.39)

Because of Schur’s lemma (see Appendix) this means that the representation of the
Lorentz group provided by ( µ- is reducible into subspaces spanned by the eigen-
vectors of 55 with the same eigenvalue. Defining the projectors P 1

2 1 55 these
subspaces correspond to

P #
u
0 , P #

0
u , (3.40)

which are precisely the Weyl spinors introduced above.
Our next task is to quantize the Dirac Lagrangian. This will be done along the

lines used for the Klein-Gordon field, starting with a general solution to the Dirac
equation and introducing the corresponding set of creation-annihilation operators.
Therefore we start by looking for a complete basis of solutions to the Dirac equa-
tion. In the case of the scalar field the elements of the basis were labelled by their
four-momentum kµ . Now, however, we have more degrees of freedom since we are
dealing with a spinor which means that we have to add extra labels. Looking back
at Eq. (3.22) we can define the helicity operator for a Dirac spinor as

)
1
2(

k
k 0

0 1
2(

k
k

. (3.41)

Hence, each element of the basis of functions is labelled by its four-momentum
kµ and the corresponding eigenvalue s of the helicity operator. For positive energy
solutions we then propose the ansatz
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Tr �µ�⌫ = 4 ⌘µ⌫

Tr �µ�⌫�↵�� = 4 ⌘µ⌫⌘↵� � 4 ⌘µ↵⌘�⌫ + 4 ⌘µ�⌘↵⌫

Tr �5�
↵���µ�⌫ = 4 i ✏↵�µ⌫

We look for +ve and -ve energy solutions as usual

3.3 Dirac Spinors. 39

u k,s e ik x, s
1
2
, (3.42)

where u' k,s (' 1, . . . ,4) is a four-component spinor. Substituting in the Dirac
equation we obtain

k m u k,s 0. (3.43)

In the same way, for negative energy solutions we have

v k,s eik x, s
1
2
, (3.44)

where v' k,s has to satisfy

k m v k,s 0. (3.45)

Multiplying Eqs. (3.43) and (3.45) on the left respectively by k m we find that
the momentum is on the mass shell, k2 m2. Because of this, the wave function
for both positive- and negative-energy solutions can be labeled as well using the
three-momentum k of the particle, u k,s , v k,s .
A detailed analysis shows that the functions u k,s , v k,s satisfy the properties

u k,s u k,s 2m, v k,s v k,s 2m,

u k,s 5µu k,s 2kµ , v k,s 5µv k,s 2kµ , (3.46)

s 1
2

u' k,s u& k,s k m '& ,

s 1
2

v' k,s v& k,s k m '& ,

with k0 .k k2 m2. Then, a general solution to the Dirac equation including
creation and annihilation operators can be written as:

#' t,x
s 1

2

d3k
2$ 3

1
2.k

u' k,s b k,s e i.kt ik x

v' k,s d k,s ei.kt ik x . (3.47)

Because we are dealing with half-integer spin fields, the spin-statistics theorem
forces a modification of the canonical quantization prescription (2.54) such that in
the case of the Dirac field the canonical Poisson brackets are replaced by anticom-
mutators

i , PB , . (3.48)

Thus we arrive to the following canonical anticommutation relations for the field
# t,x

#' t,x ,#& t,y % x y %'& . (3.49)
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Group Theory reminder

For the SM all group we will need are:

G : U(1), SU(2), SU(3)

g 2 G g = ei✏
a Ta

[T a , T b] = ifabc T c

tr(T aT b) = T2(R) �ab
GSM = SU(3)⇥ SU(2)⇥ U(1)

U(1) is of course the simplest, just phase multiplication, i.e. as in QED

SU(2): angular momentum, isospin, and also weak isospin

244 B A Crash Course in Group Theory

SU(2)

The group SU(2) is well-known from the theory of angular momentum in quantum
mechanics. Its Lie algebra has three generators T 1,T 2,T 3 that satisfy the algebra

Ta,Tb i0abcT c. (B.8)

The generators

T
1
2
T 1 iT 2 , T 3 (B.9)

can alternatively be used to write the SU(2) Lie algebra as

T 3,T T , T ,T T 3. (B.10)

Either form of the algebra shows that no subset of generators is mutually commut-
ing. Therefore the Cartan subalgebra of SU(2) can be taken to be made of a single
generator that, by convention, we can take to be T 3.
Using (B.10) the irreducible representations of the Lie algebra of SU(2) can be

constructed following the standard techniques familiar from quantum mechanics.
The are characterize by their spin s, a nonnegative integer or half-integer, and have
dimension 2s 1. Here we focus on two basic representations. One is the fundamen-
tal two-dimensional representation with spin s 1

2 ). The generators can be written
in terms of the Pauli matrices as

Ta
1
2
(a, a 1,2,3, (B.11)

whereas finite transformations in the connected component of the identity are

D 1
2
'i e

i
2'i(

i
, (B.12)

The second representation of SU(2) that wemention here is the three-dimensional
adjoint (or spin 1) representation which can be written as

D1 'i e i'iJi , (B.13)

with the generators given by

J1
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

, J2
0 0 1
0 0 0
1 0 0

, J3
0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

. (B.14)

Actually, Ji (i 1,2,3) generate rotations around the x, y and z axis respectively.
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T 1 iT 2 , T 3 (B.9)

can alternatively be used to write the SU(2) Lie algebra as

T 3,T T , T ,T T 3. (B.10)

Either form of the algebra shows that no subset of generators is mutually commut-
ing. Therefore the Cartan subalgebra of SU(2) can be taken to be made of a single
generator that, by convention, we can take to be T 3.
Using (B.10) the irreducible representations of the Lie algebra of SU(2) can be

constructed following the standard techniques familiar from quantum mechanics.
The are characterize by their spin s, a nonnegative integer or half-integer, and have
dimension 2s 1. Here we focus on two basic representations. One is the fundamen-
tal two-dimensional representation with spin s 1

2 ). The generators can be written
in terms of the Pauli matrices as

Ta
1
2
(a, a 1,2,3, (B.11)

whereas finite transformations in the connected component of the identity are

D 1
2
'i e
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2'i(

i
, (B.12)

The second representation of SU(2) that wemention here is the three-dimensional
adjoint (or spin 1) representation which can be written as

D1 'i e i'iJi , (B.13)

with the generators given by
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det g = 1 ) trT a = 0 (for SU(2), SU(3) not for U(1) of course)

For spin ½ 
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For spin 1 

tr
�a

2

�a

2
=

1

2
�ab

For SU(3) the generators are the eight Gell-Mann 3x3 traceless hermitean matrices chosen to 
satisfy:

tr
�a

2

�a

2
=

1

2
�ab; a, b = 1, . . . , 8

a, b = 1, 2, 3

 SU(3) of color, an exact gauge symmetry,  also flavor SU(3), which is 
global (see later)
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More about SU(3)
72 5 Theories and Lagrangians III: The Standard Model
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Fig. 5.1 The lowest-lying pseudoscalar mesons. The masses of the particles are indicated in paren-
thesis.

An important relation is the Gell-Mann-Nishijima formula that gives the electric
charge of an strong-interacting particle in terms of its third isospin component and
strangeness

Q I3
B S
2

, (5.6)

where B is the baryon number, that takes the values B 1 for baryons, B 1
for antibaryons and B 0 for mesons. The combination Y 1

2 B S defines the
strong hypercharge that is conserved in strong interaction processes.

Weak interaction.

After gravity the weak interaction is the most universal force in Nature since every
knownmatter particle take part in it. This includes all hadrons as well as a number of
nonhadronic particles called leptons. In spite of its feebleness, the weak interaction
cannot produce bound states, it is behind very important physical processes such as
neutron beta decay

n p e -e, (5.7)

responsible for the radioactive disintegration of nuclei.
Neutron beta decay is an example of a process mediated by a so-called weak

charged current: the hadronic n, p and leptonic e ,-e pare contain particles
whose electric charge differ in one unit. Another example of this kind of processes
is provided by muon decay
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There are very few representations we will 
need for color SU(3):

3, 3̄, 8

qu
ar

ks

an
tiq

ua
rk

s

gl
uo

ns

For flavor SU(3) more needed: mesons, 
baryons

3, 3̄, 8, 10, 10, 27 . . .
A remarkable fact about the SM and QCD in 
particular is the fact that once we write the most 
general Lagrangian compatible with color gauge 
symmetry,  flavor appears as an approximate global 
symmetry of the problem, although it was theorized 
earlier.

5.3 Quantum Chromodynamics 79

quarks and has total spin s 3
2 . Then, its wave function with sz

3
2 has to be

* ;sz 3
2 uuu u ,u ,u . (5.24)

As it stands, the wave function is symmetric under the interchange of any of the
identical three quarks. This is indeed a problem because quarks are fermions and
therefore their total wave function has to be completely antisymmetric. One way
way to avoid the problem is if each quark has an extra index taking three values, ui
with i 1,2,3. Then, the wave function

* ;sz 3
2

1
3!
0i jk ui ,u j ,uk . (5.25)

is antisymmetric under the interchange of any of the constituent quarks, as required
by their fermionic statistics. This new quantum number is called color. The conclu-
sion we have reached is that each quark flavor comes in tree different states labeled
by this new index.
The color quantum number is the key to the formulation of a theory of strong

interaction able to give account of the phenomenology. This theory is called Quan-
tum Chromodynamics (QCD) and is a nonabelian gauge theory based on the gauge
group SU(3). This group acts on the color index of the quark spinor field as

Qf
i U g i j Q f

j , with g SU(3), (5.26)

where f 1, . . . ,6 runs over the six quark flavors and U g is an element of the
fundamental representation of the gauge group. The Lagrangian of the theory can
be constructed using what we learned in section 4.4

LQCD
1
4
Faµ-F

aµ-
6

f 1
Qf iD mf Qf . (5.27)

To keep the notation simple we have omitted the color indices. The nonabelian
gauge field strength Faµ- (with a 1, . . . ,8) and the covariant derivative Dµ are
given in terms of the SU(3) gauge field Aaµ by (4.38) and (4.45) respectively. In the
latter case the generators TaR are the Gell-Mann matrices listed in equation (B.16).
The QCD Lagrangian (5.27) leads to a theory where the interaction between

quarks have the features required to explain both quark confinement and the deep
inelastic scattering experiments. Unfortunately, at this point we cannot be more ex-
plicit because we still have to learn quite a lot about how to quantize an interacting
field theory such as QCD. The most we can say now is that quantum effects in
this theory result in an effective force between quarks that grows at large distances,
whereas it tends to zero at short distances. The clarification of this statement will
have to wait until chapter 9.
From the point of view of the quark model it seems rather arbitrary that hadrons

results form bound states of either a quark and an antiquark or of three quarks. Why
not, let us say, having hadrons made of two quarks? QCD offers an explanation of

76 5 Theories and Lagrangians III: The Standard Model

choice for the proton and neutron wave functions, uud and udd , are not good
candidates. This is because these states are eigenstate of the third component of the
isospin I3 but not of the total isospin I2. Indeed, for the case of the proton the states
with well defined total isospin are1

uud S
1
6

uud udu 2 duu ,

uud A
1
2

uud udu . (5.15)

Both states have I 1
2 , I3

1
2 . The subscripts indicate that the states are symmetric

and antisymmetric with respect to the interchange of the two last states. The proton
is in fact a linear combination of these two states. To find the precise one we need to
take into account that the total wave function, including the spin degrees of freedom,
have to be antisymmetric under the interchange of any two quarks. Taking this into
account we have

p
1
2

uud S A uud A S ,

p
1
2

uud S A uud A S . (5.16)

The spin states A,S, A,S are eigenstates of the total spin (with s 1
2 ) and its

third component (sz 1
2 ), the subscripts indicating again that the wave functions

are symmetric and antisymmetric in the last two states. For example, for the spin-up
states we have

S
1
6

2 ,

A
1
2

. (5.17)

A similar analysis can be carried out for the neutron, whose flavor wave function is
written in terms of the states ddu S,A which have I 1

2 , I3
1
2 .

Protons and neutrons are not the only hadrons made out of u and d quarks. By
simple countingwe see that there are 23 8 possible baryon states. Keeping in mind
that quarks transform in the fundamental representation of the SU(2)I isospin group
these states are classified by the irreducible representations contained in the product
representation

2 2 2 4 2S 2A. (5.18)

1 Here we have to remember that the isospin operator acting on the Hilbert space of three particles
has the form Ii I 1i 1 1 1 I 2i 1 1 1 I 3i , where I ai is the isospin operator acting
on the Hilbert space of the a-th particle.
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pseudo-scalar meson octet
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Range of applications of QFT

QFT expresses physics compatible with special relativity and QM 

Hence, it is the natural arena to formulate the basic laws of Nature 

Non-relativistic theories: Many body Physics, e.g. Quantum Liquids  

Interaction of radiation with matter (QED) 

Precise description of the strong interactions (QCD) 

Successful EW unification leading to the GWS formulation of the SM 

Routinely tested at all known accelerators, present and past 

Spectacular application to the Large Scale Structure of the Universe 

Basic description of symmetries, unbroken and broken...
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Range of applications

Picture courtesy of Phil 
Palmedo
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Some general remarks
The 19th century gave us group theory and electromagnetism, but symmetry arguments rarely entered the 
discussions 

After 100 years, the study of symmetries plays a central role in the discussion of physical theories.  We 
will present the SM by pursuing different aspects of symmetry related to it 

Kinematic symmetries:  Lorentz, Poincaré, scale and conformal (we have covered them already) 

Local (gauge) or global.  Our current view is that global symmetries are accidental properties of low 
energy Lagrangians, in the UV all symmetries should be local 

It seems that all fundamental interactions are mediated by suitable generalizations of the EM field.  They 
are gauge (gravity) theories.    There is something unnatural and rigid about fundamental global 
symmetries.  We do not really know why this is so (string theory?), because we do not have a full UV 
completion of the SM including gravity 

We have learned to live with EFTs, the old goal of fully renormalizable theories is too naive.  EFTs are as 
good, if used properly, and far more flexible 

Explicit, spontaneous or softly broken 

Anomalous symmetries:  those that do not survive quantization, but play a fundamental role in 
determining consistency conditions, and in the end provide the basis for Renormalization and the 
Renormalization Group. 

Discrete symmetries:  C, P, T, CP, CPT… We start our exploration of symmetries…
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Noether’s Theorem

Quantum mechanical realization of Symmetries (Wigner’s 
theorem).  In QM theory physical symmetries are maps 
among states that preserve probability amplitudes (their 
modulus).  They can be unitary or anti-unitary

7.2 Quantum Mechanical Realizations of Symmetries 119

As an example of these internal unitary symmetries we can mention the approxi-
mate flavor symmetries in hadron physics. Ignoring charges and masses differences
the QCD Lagrangian is invariant under the following unitary symmetry acting on
the quarks u and d

u
d M u

d , (7.24)

where M U(2) = U(1)B SU(2). The U(1)B factor corresponds to the baryon
number, whose conserved charge assigns 1

3 to quarks and antiquarks respectively.
On the other hand the SU(2) part mixes the quark u and d. Since the proton is a
bound state of two quarks u and one quark d, while the neutron is made out of one
quark u and two quarks d, this symmetry reduces at low energies to the well-known
isospin transformations of nuclear physics mixing protons and neutrons.

7.2 Quantum Mechanical Realizations of Symmetries

In a quantum theory physical symmetries are maps in the Hilbert space of the theory
that preserve the probability amplitudes. In more precise terms, a symmetry is a one-
to-one transformation that, acting on two arbitrary states ' , & H

' ' , & & , (7.25)

satisfies

' & ' & . (7.26)

Wigner’s theorem states that these transformations are implemented by operators
that are either unitary or antiunitary. Unitary operators are well-known objects from
any quantum mechanics course. They are linear operatorsU that satisfies2

U ' U & ' & , (7.27)

for any two states in the Hilbert space. In addition, the transformation of O under
U

O O U OU 1, (7.28)

from where it follows that ' O & ' O & .
Antiunitary operators, on the other hand, have the property

U ' U & ' & (7.29)

2 Here we use the notation U ' U ' and U ' ' U .
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unitary

anti-unitary T-reversal, CPT

For continuous symmetries we have Noether’s celebrated 
theorem:  If under infinitesimal transformations, AND 
WITHOUT USING THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION you 
can show that:

S[�] =

Z
d4xL(�, @µ�)

116 7 Symmetries I: Continuous Symmetries

When %0qi is applied on a solution to the equations of motion the term inside the
square brackets vanishes and we conclude that there is a conserved quantity

Q 0 with Q
L
qi
%0qi. (7.2)

Notice that in this derivation it is crucial that the symmetry depends on a continuous
parameter since otherwise the infinitesimal variation of the Lagrangian in Eq. (7.1)
does not make sense.
In Classical Field Theory a similar result holds. Let us consider for simplicity a

theory of a single field / x . We say that the variations %0/ depending on a contin-
uous parameter 0 are a symmetry of the theory if, again without using the equations
of motion, the Lagrangian density changes by

%0L µKµ . (7.3)

If this happens then the action remains invariant and so do the equations of motion.
Working out now the variation ofL under %0/ we find

%0L
L

µ/
µ%0/

L

/
%0/

µ
L

µ/
%0/

L
/ µ

L

µ/
%0/ (7.4)

µKµ . (7.5)

If / x is a solution to the equations of motion the last terms in the second line
disappears, and we find that there is a conserved current

µJµ 0 with Jµ
L

µ/
%0/ Kµ . (7.6)

A conserved current implies the existence of a charge
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With a conserved charge that generates the symmetry:
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Useful examples

118 7 Symmetries I: Continuous Symmetries

Q d3x#50# d3x# # . (7.17)

In physics there are several instances of global U(1) symmetries that act as phase
shifts on spinors. This is the case, for example, of the baryon and lepton number
conservation in the Standard Model. A more familiar case is the U(1) local sym-
metry associated with electromagnetism. Notice that although in this case we are
dealing with a local symmetry, + e' x , the invariance of the Lagrangian holds
in particular for global transformations with ' x constant and therefore there is
a conserved current jµ e#5µ# . In Eq. (4.34) we saw how spinors in QED are
coupled to the photon field precisely through this current. Its time component is the
electric charge density 6 , while the spatial components make the current density
vector j.
The previous analysis can be extended also to nonabelian unitary global symme-

tries acting on N species of fermions as

#i Ui j# j, (7.18)

where Ui j is a N N unitary matrix, U U UU 1. This transformation leaves
invariant the Lagrangian

L i# j # j m# j# j, (7.19)

where we sum over repeated indices. If we write the matrix U in terms of the N2
hermitian group generators Ta of U(N) as

U exp i'aTa , Ta Ta, (7.20)

the conserved currents are found to be

jµ a # iT
a
i j5

µ# j, µ jµ 0. (7.21)

with N2 conserved charges

Qa d3x#i T
a
i j# j (7.22)

The group U(N) of N N unitary matrices admits the decomposition U(N)
U(1) SU(N). The U(1) factor corresponds to the elementU ei'01 that multiplies
all spinor fields by the same phase. The corresponding charge

Q0 d3x#i #i (7.23)

measures, in the quantum theory, the number of fermions minus the number of an-
tifermions. It commutes with the other N2 1 charges associated with the nontrivial
SU(N) part of the global symmetry group.
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and are antilinear, i.e.

U a ' b & a U ' b U & , a,b C. (7.30)

To find the transformation of operator matrix elements under an antiunitary trans-
formation we compute

' O & O ' & U & U O ' . (7.31)

Writing now U O ' U O ' and inserting the identity we arrive at the final
result

' O & & U O U 1 ' . (7.32)

Continuous symmetries are implemented only by unitary operators. This is be-
cause they are continuously connected with the identity, which is a unitary operator.
Discrete symmetries, on the other hand, can be implemented by either unitary or
antiunitary operators. An example of the latter is time reversal, that we will study in
detail in chapter 11.
In the previous section we have seen that in canonical quantization the conserved

chargesQa associated with a continuous symmetry by Noether’s theorem are opera-
tors that generate the infinitesimal transformation of the quantum fields. The conser-
vation of the classical charges Qa,H PB 0 implies that the operatorsQa commute
with the Hamiltonian

Qa,H 0. (7.33)

The symmetry group generated by the operators Qa is implemented on the Hilbert
space of the theory by a set of unitary operators U ' , where 'a (with a
1, . . . ,dimg) labels the transformation3. That the group is generated by the con-
served charges means that in a neighborhood of the identity, the operators U '
can be written as

U ' ei'
aQa . (7.34)

A symmetry group can be realized in the quantum theory in two different ways,
depending on how its elements act on the ground state of the theory. Implementing it
in one way or the other have important consequences for the spectrum of the theory,
as we will learn now.

Wigner-Weyl realization.

In this case the ground state of the theory 0 is invariant under all the elements
of the symmetry group U ' 0 0 . Eq. (7.34) implies then that the vacuum is

3 A quick survey of group theory can be found in Appendix B.
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When U is the identity, we have fermion number, 
or charge

In the m=0 limit we have more symmetry: CHIRAL SYMMETRY, rotate L,R fermions independently.  If the mass 
parameters are small, we can always consider approximate chiral symmetry, as it is the case in QCD

L = i ̄jL /@  Lj + i ̄jR /@  Rj

U 2 U(N) Nthe number of fermions

 L,R ! UL,R  L,R U(N)L ⇥ U(N)R
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Wigner-Weyl mode

Imagine we have a symmetry that is a symmetry of the 
ground state
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depending on how its elements act on the ground state of the theory. Implementing it
in one way or the other have important consequences for the spectrum of the theory,
as we will learn now.

Wigner-Weyl realization.

In this case the ground state of the theory 0 is invariant under all the elements
of the symmetry group U ' 0 0 . Eq. (7.34) implies then that the vacuum is

3 A quick survey of group theory can be found in Appendix B.
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Then the states of the theory fall into multiplets of the symmetry group
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annihilated by them

Qa 0 0 . (7.35)

The field operators of the quantum theory have to transform according to some
irreducible representation of the symmetry group. It is easy to see that the finite
form of the infinitesimal transformation (7.9) is given by

U ' /iU ' 1 Ui j ' / j, (7.36)

where the matricesUi j ' form the group representation in which the field /i trans-
forms. If we consider now the quantum state associated with the operator /i

i /i 0 (7.37)

we find that, because of the invariance of the vacuum (7.35), the states i have to
transform in the same representation as /i

U ' i U ' /iU ' 1U ' 0 Ui j ' / j 0 Ui j ' j . (7.38)

Therefore the spectrum of the theory is classified in multiplets of the symmetry
group.
Any two states within a multiplet can be “rotated” into one another by a symme-

try transformation. Now, since H,U ' 0 the conclusion is that all states in the
same multiplet have the same energy. If we consider one-particle states, then going
to the rest frame we see how all states in the same multiplet have exactly the same
mass.

Nambu-Goldstone realization.

In our previous discussion we have seen how the invariance of the ground state of a
theory under a symmetry group has as a consequence that the spectrum is classified
in multiplets transforming under irreducible representations of the symmetry group.
This shows in degeneracies in the mass spectrum of the theory.
Nevertheless, the condition (7.35) is not mandatory and can be relaxed by con-

sidering theories where the vacuum state is not preserved by the symmetry

ei'
aQa 0 0 Qa 0 0. (7.39)

In this case it is also said that the symmetry is spontaneously broken by the vacuum.
To illustrate the consequences of (7.39) we consider the example of a number

scalar fields 2 i (i 1, . . . ,N) whose dynamics is governed by the Lagrangian

L
1
2 µ2 i µ2 i V 2 i , (7.40)
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The spectrum of the theory is classified in terms of multiplets of the symmetry group.  
This is the case of the Hydrogen atom.  The Hamiltonian is rotational invariant, the 
ground state is an s-wave state, hence all excited states fall into degenerate 
representations of the rotation group: 1s, 2s, 2p, 2s, 3p, 3d,…  In QM (finite number 
of d.o.f.) this is (almost) always the case (tunnelling, band theory in solids)
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Sometimes also called hidden symmetry.  The symmetry is 
spontaneously broken by the vacuum
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Consider a collection of N scalar fields with a global 
symmetry group G
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where we assume that V x is bounded from below and depends on the fields
through the combination 2 i2 i. Then the theory is globally invariant under the trans-
formations

%2 i 0a T a i
j2

j, (7.41)

with Ta, a 1, . . . , 12N N 1 the generators of the group SO N .
To analyze the structure of vacua in this theory we begin by constructing its

Hamiltonian

H $ i,2 i d3x
1
2
$ i$ i

1
2
"2 i "2 i V 2 i (7.42)

and look for the minimum of the potential energy functional, given by

V 2 i d3x
1
2
"2 i "2 i V 2 i . (7.43)

We want the vacuum to preserve translational invariance. Therefore we are looking
for field configurations satisfying"2 0. This means that the vacua of the potential
V 2 i coincides with those of V 2 i . The corresponding values of the scalar fields
2 i we denote by4

2 i : V 2 i 0,
V
2 i 2 i 2 i

0. (7.44)

Let us divide now the generators Ta of SO(N) into two groups: the first one we
denote by H' (' 1, . . . ,h) and consists of those generator satisfying

H' i
j 2

j 0. (7.45)

The meaning of this equation is that the vacuum configuration 2 i is left invariant
by the group transformations generated by H' . For this reason we will call them
unbroken generators. Notice that the commutator of two unbroken generators also
annihilates the vacuum expectation value, H' ,H&

i j 2 j 0. Thus they form a
subalgebra of the algebra of the generators of SO(N). The subgroup they generate
preserves the vacuum and hence it is realized à la Wigner-Weyl. This means in
particular that the spectrum is classified in multiplets with respect to this unbroken
subgroup.
The remaining generators we denote by KA, with A 1, . . . , 12N N 1 h, and

by definition do not preserve the vacuum expectation value of the field

KA i
j 2

j 0. (7.46)

4 For simplicity we consider that the minima of V x occur at V 0.
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where we assume that V x is bounded from below and depends on the fields
through the combination 2 i2 i. Then the theory is globally invariant under the trans-
formations

%2 i 0a T a i
j2

j, (7.41)

with Ta, a 1, . . . , 12N N 1 the generators of the group SO N .
To analyze the structure of vacua in this theory we begin by constructing its

Hamiltonian

H $ i,2 i d3x
1
2
$ i$ i

1
2
"2 i "2 i V 2 i (7.42)

and look for the minimum of the potential energy functional, given by

V 2 i d3x
1
2
"2 i "2 i V 2 i . (7.43)

We want the vacuum to preserve translational invariance. Therefore we are looking
for field configurations satisfying"2 0. This means that the vacua of the potential
V 2 i coincides with those of V 2 i . The corresponding values of the scalar fields
2 i we denote by4

2 i : V 2 i 0,
V
2 i 2 i 2 i

0. (7.44)

Let us divide now the generators Ta of SO(N) into two groups: the first one we
denote by H' (' 1, . . . ,h) and consists of those generator satisfying

H' i
j 2

j 0. (7.45)

The meaning of this equation is that the vacuum configuration 2 i is left invariant
by the group transformations generated by H' . For this reason we will call them
unbroken generators. Notice that the commutator of two unbroken generators also
annihilates the vacuum expectation value, H' ,H&

i j 2 j 0. Thus they form a
subalgebra of the algebra of the generators of SO(N). The subgroup they generate
preserves the vacuum and hence it is realized à la Wigner-Weyl. This means in
particular that the spectrum is classified in multiplets with respect to this unbroken
subgroup.
The remaining generators we denote by KA, with A 1, . . . , 12N N 1 h, and

by definition do not preserve the vacuum expectation value of the field
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j 2
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4 For simplicity we consider that the minima of V x occur at V 0.
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4 For simplicity we consider that the minima of V x occur at V 0.
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The masses are given by the second derivatives of the potential (assuming  canonical 
normalisation)

7.2 Quantum Mechanical Realizations of Symmetries 123

These will be called the broken generators. They generate group transformations
that do not preserve the vacuum expectation value of the field. Next we prove a
very important result concerning these broken generators known as the Goldstone
theorem: for each generator broken by the vacuum there is a massless excitation in
the theory.
The mass matrix of the field excitations around the vacuum 2 i is determined by

the quadratic part of the potential. Since we have assumed that V 2 i 0 and we
are expanding around a minimum, the leading term in the expansion of the potential
around the vacuum expectation values is given by

V 2 i2 i
2V

2 i 2 j
2 2

2 i 2 i 2 j 2 j O 2 2 3 (7.47)

and the mass matrix is

M2
i j

2V
2 i 2 j

2 2
. (7.48)

In order to avoid a cumbersome notation we do not indicate explicitly the depen-
dence of the mass matrix on 2 i .
To extract some information about the possible zero modes of the M2

i j, we write
down the conditions that follow from the invariance of the potentialV 2 i under the
field transformations %2 i 0a T a i

j2
j. At first order in 0a

%V 2 0a
V
2 i

T a i
j2

j 0. (7.49)

Differentiating this expression with respect to 2k we arrive at

2V
2 i 2k

T a i
j2

j V
2 i

T a i
k 0. (7.50)

Now we evaluate this expression in the vacuum 2 i 2 i . Then the derivative in
the second term cancels while the second derivative in the first one gives the mass
matrix. Hence we have found

M2
ik T

a i
j 2

j 0. (7.51)

Now we can write this expression for both broken and unbroken generators. For the
unbroken ones, since H' i

j 2
j 0, we find a trivial identity 0 0. Things are

more interesting for the broken generators, for which we have

M2
ik K

A i
j 2

j 0. (7.52)

Since KA i
j 2

j 0 this equation implies that the mass matrix has as many zero
modes as broken generators. Therefore we have proven Goldstone’s theorem: as-
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For every broken 
generator there is 
a massless scalar 
field

The argument works at the full 
quantum level 

The fields acquiring a VEV need not 
be elementary

L =
1

2
@µ�@µ�

� ! �+ c

Simplest example:
L =

1

2
@µ�@µ�

� ! �+ c

Its own NG-boson
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Phonons are NG bosons

A liquid is translationally invariant 

The crystal after solidification has discrete translational 
symmetry 

The low energy excitation of the lattice contain acoustic 
phonons 

Their dispersion relation is as for NG bosons 

They propagate at the speed of sound !(k) = 2!| sin(ka/2)|
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Order parameters

 The notion of symmetry breaking is intimately connected with the theory of phase 
transitions in CMP 

 It is quite frequent that in going from one phase to another the symmetry of the ground 
state (vacuum) changes 

 In real physical systems this is what we see with magnetic domains in magnetic materials 
below the Curie point 

 In going from one phase to the other, some parameters change in a noticeable way.  These 
are the order parameters. 

 In liquid-solid transition it is the density  

 In magnetic materials it is the magnetization 

 In the Ginsburg-Landau theory of superconductivity, the Cooper pairs acquire a VEV.  This 
breaks U(1) inside the superconductor and thus explains among other things the Meissner 
effect.  The Cooper pairs are pairs of electrons bound by the lattice vibrations.  In ordinary 
superconductors their size is several hundred Angstroms. 

 The order parameters need not be elementary fields...
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Misconceptions, vacuum degeneracy
By abuse of language we often hear, or say that in theories with SSB there is vacuum 
degeneracy.  This is fact is not the case, at least in LQFT.  In understanding this we will 
also understand why there are massless states in theories with SSB.  N is the volume in the 
example.  The Heisenberg model of magnetism.  H is rotational invariant above the critical 
temperature, and magnetized below  it

|0i |✓i

h0|✓i = (cos(✓/2))N

! 0 N ! 1
H = �J

X

<i,j>

si · sj

By making the transitions 
very slowly we can manage to 
make this configuration to 
have as small an energy as we 
wish.  Hence we have a 
continuum spectrum above 
zero.  This is the sign of a 
massless particle, the NG-
boson
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No Goldstone bosons in finite volume

http://carlossicoli.free.fr/A/Alvarez-Gaume_L.,_Vazquez-Mozo_M.A.-An_Invitation_to_Quantum_Field_Theory_-Springer(2011).pdf

This simple example contains the ingredients of the general case.  
Consider a theory in a box of side L and PBCs, the plane waves 
solutions are easy to write down

� = (�1,�2)

@µ @
µ ✓ = 0 @µ @

µ � = 0

We will not explain the details.  
They are spelled out for those 
who want to understand the 
mathematics behind Goldstone’s 
theorem in finite volume.

Advanced Topic… Skip

http://carlossicoli.free.fr/A/Alvarez-Gaume_L.,_Vazquez-Mozo_M.A.-An_Invitation_to_Quantum_Field_Theory_-Springer(2011).pdf
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The BEH mechanism
Notice we say the mechanism, not necessary the particle!  In gauge 
theories one cannot just add a mass for the gauge bosons.  This badly 
destroys the gauge symmetry and the theory is inconsistent.   

BEH showed that in gauge theories with SSB the NG bosons are “eaten” 
by the gauge bosons to become massive but preserving the basic properties 
of the gauge symmetry. Ex. Abelian Higgs model

126 7 Symmetries I: Continuous Symmetries

fields involved would be massive. Also in condensed matter physics massive vector
fields are required to describe certain systems, most notably in superconductivity.
The way out to this situation was found independently by Brout and Englert [3]

and by Higgs [2] using the concept of spontaneous symmetry breaking discussed
above5: if the consistency of the quantum theory requires gauge invariance this can
also be realized à la Nambu-Goldstone. When this happens the full gauge symmetry
is not explicitly present in the effective action constructed around the particular
vacuum chosen by the theory. This makes possible the existence of mass terms for
gauge fields without jeopardizing the consistency of the full theory, which is still
invariant under the whole gauge group.
To illustrate the Higgs mechanism we study the simplest example, the Abelian

Higgsmodel: a U(1) gauge field coupled to a self-interacting charged complex scalar
field 2 with Lagrangian

L
1
4
Fµ-Fµ- Dµ2 Dµ2

)
4

2 2 µ2
2
, (7.56)

where the covariant derivative is given in Eq. (4.31). This theory is invariant under
the gauge transformations

2 ei' x 2 , Aµ Aµ µ' x . (7.57)

The minimum of the potential is defined by the equation 2 µ . Thus, there is a
continuum of different vacua labelled by the phase of the scalar field. None of these
vacua, however, is invariant under the gauge symmetry

2 µei?0 µei?0 i' x (7.58)

and therefore the symmetry is spontaneously broken.
Let us study now the theory around one of these vacua, for example 2 µ , by

writing the field 2 in terms of the excitations around this particular vacuum

2 x µ
1
2
( x ei? x . (7.59)

We should keep in mind that the whole Lagrangian is still gauge invariant under
(7.57), independently of which vacuum we have chosen to perturb around. This
means that we are at liberty of performing a gauge transformation with parameter
' x ? x in order to get rid of the phase in Eq. (7.59). Substituting then 2 x
µ 1

2( x in Eq. (7.56) we find

L
1
4
Fµ-Fµ- e2µ2AµAµ

1
2 µ( µ(

1
2
)µ2(2

)µ(3
)
4
(4 e2µAµAµ( e2AµAµ(2. (7.60)

5 In condensed matter the idea had been previously implemented by Anderson [4].
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Take the unitary gauge
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continuum of different vacua labelled by the phase of the scalar field. None of these
vacua, however, is invariant under the gauge symmetry

2 µei?0 µei?0 i' x (7.58)

and therefore the symmetry is spontaneously broken.
Let us study now the theory around one of these vacua, for example 2 µ , by

writing the field 2 in terms of the excitations around this particular vacuum

2 x µ
1
2
( x ei? x . (7.59)

We should keep in mind that the whole Lagrangian is still gauge invariant under
(7.57), independently of which vacuum we have chosen to perturb around. This
means that we are at liberty of performing a gauge transformation with parameter
' x ? x in order to get rid of the phase in Eq. (7.59). Substituting then 2 x
µ 1

2( x in Eq. (7.56) we find

L
1
4
Fµ-Fµ- e2µ2AµAµ

1
2 µ( µ(

1
2
)µ2(2

)µ(3
)
4
(4 e2µAµAµ( e2AµAµ(2. (7.60)

5 In condensed matter the idea had been previously implemented by Anderson [4].
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We have to ask now about the excitation of the theory around the vacuum 2
µ . There is a real scalar field ( x with mass )µ2. However, what makes the whole
thing interesting is that the gauge field Aµ has adquired a mass given by

m25 2e2µ2. (7.61)

What is really remarkable about this way of giving a mass to the photon is that at no
point we have given up gauge invariance. The symmetry is only hidden. Therefore in
quantizing the theory we can still enjoy all the advantages of having a gauge theory,
while at the same time we have managed to generate a mass for the gauge field.
It might look surprising that in the Lagrangian (7.60) we did not found any mass-

less mode. Since the vacuum chosen by the scalar field breaks the only generator
of U(1) we would have expected from Goldstone’s theorem to have one massless
particle. To understand the fate of the missing Goldstone boson we have to revisit
the calculation leading to the Lagrangian (7.60).Were we dealing with a global U(1)
theory, the Goldstone boson would correspond to excitation of the scalar field along
the valley of the potential and the phase ? x would be the massless Goldstone
boson. However in writing the Lagrangian we managed to get rid of ? x using a
gauge transformation. With this what we did was to shift the Goldstone mode into
the gauge field Aµ . In fact, by identifying the gauge parameter with the Goldstone
excitation we have completely fixed the gauge and the Lagrangian (7.60) does not
have any residual gauge symmetry.
A massive vector field has three polarizations: two transverse ones k 0 k, 1

0 with helicities ) 1 plus a longitudinal one 0L k k. In gauging away the
massless Goldstone boson ? x we have transformed it into the longitudinal polar-
ization of the massive vector field. In the literature this is usually expressed say-
ing that the Goldstone mode is “eaten up” by the longitudinal component of the
gauge field. One should not forget that in spite of the fact that the Lagrangian (7.60)
looks pretty different from the one we started with we have not lost any degrees of
freedom. We started with two polarizations of the photon plus the two degrees of
freedom associated with the real and imaginary components of the complex scalar
field 2 x . After symmetry breaking we ended up with the three polarizations of the
massive vector field and the degree of freedom represented by the real scalar field
( x .
We can also understand the Higgs mechanism in the light of our discussion of

gauge symmetry in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.5). In the Higgs mechanism the invari-
ance of the theory under infinitesimal gauge transformations is not explicitly broken,
and this implies that Gauss’ law is satisfied quantummechanically," Ea phys 0.
Thus, the theory remains invariant under gauge transformations belonging to the
connected component of the identity G0, the ones generated by Gauss’ law. How-
ever, this does not prevent possible breaking of the invariance of the theory with
respect to transformations that cannot be continuously deformed to the identity. In
other words, in the Higgs mechanism the invariance under gauge transformation that
are not in the connected component of the identity, G G0, can be broken.

The simplest example is the GL and BCS theory of superconductivity, in this 
case the “Higgs” particle is composite, it is an object of charge made of two 
bound electrons that get a “VEV” (Cooper pairs) that get a VEV in the 
superconducting state.  The photon is massive in this state.  This explains 
among other things the Meissner effect.
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Gauge couplings: colour

There are three gauge groups in the theory, the colour group SU(3) and the electroweak 
group SU(2)xU(1) of weak isospin and hypercharge.  Y and T3 mix to generate electric 
charge and the photon

SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)⇥ U(1)Y ! SU(3)⇥ U(1)Q

QCD by itself is a perfect theory in many ways

5.3 Quantum Chromodynamics 79

quarks and has total spin s 3
2 . Then, its wave function with sz

3
2 has to be

! ;sz 3
2 uuu u ,u ,u . (5.24)

As it stands, the wave function is symmetric under the interchange of any of the
identical three quarks. This is indeed a problem because quarks are fermions and
therefore their total wave function has to be completely antisymmetric. One way
way to avoid the problem is if each quark has an extra index taking three values, ui
with i 1,2,3. Then, the wave function

! ;sz 3
2

1
3!
"i jk ui ,u j ,uk . (5.25)

is antisymmetric under the interchange of any of the constituent quarks, as required
by their fermionic statistics. This new quantum number is called color. The conclu-
sion we have reached is that each quark flavor comes in tree different states labeled
by this new index.
The color quantum number is the key to the formulation of a theory of strong

interaction able to give account of the phenomenology. This theory is called Quan-
tum Chromodynamics (QCD) and is a nonabelian gauge theory based on the gauge
group SU(3). This group acts on the color index of the quark spinor field as

Qf
i U g i j Q f

j , with g SU(3), (5.26)

where f 1, . . . ,6 runs over the six quark flavors and U g is an element of the
fundamental representation of the gauge group. The Lagrangian of the theory can
be constructed using what we learned in section 4.4

LQCD
1
4
Faµ#F

aµ#
6

f 1
Qf iD mf Qf . (5.27)

To keep the notation simple we have omitted the color indices. The nonabelian
gauge field strength Faµ# (with a 1, . . . ,8) and the covariant derivative Dµ are
given in terms of the SU(3) gauge field Aaµ by (4.38) and (4.45) respectively. In the
latter case the generators TaR are the Gell-Mann matrices listed in equation (B.16).
The QCD Lagrangian (5.27) leads to a theory where the interaction between

quarks have the features required to explain both quark confinement and the deep
inelastic scattering experiments. Unfortunately, at this point we cannot be more ex-
plicit because we still have to learn quite a lot about how to quantize an interacting
field theory such as QCD. The most we can say now is that quantum effects in
this theory result in an effective force between quarks that grows at large distances,
whereas it tends to zero at short distances. The clarification of this statement will
have to wait until chapter 9.
From the point of view of the quark model it seems rather arbitrary that hadrons

results form bound states of either a quark and an antiquark or of three quarks. Why
not, let us say, having hadrons made of two quarks? QCD offers an explanation of
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this fact. What happens is that hadrons are colorless objects, i.e., they transform
as singlets under SU(3). Then, since quarks (resp. antiquarks) transform under the
fundamental 3c (resp. antifundamental 3c) of SU(3) it is impossible to produce a
colorless object out of two quarks

3c 3c 6c 3c. (5.28)

Here, to avoid confusion with the notation of previous sections, we have introduced
a subscript to indicate that we are referring to irreducible representations of color
SU(3). On the other hand, using the well-known identities

3c 3c 8c 1c,
3c 3c 3c 10c 8c 8c 1c, (5.29)

we find that there is no problem in constructing colorless mesons and baryons. One
example is the * wave function shown in equation (5.25). Notice that on purely
group theoretical grounds there ways different from (5.29) of producing color sin-
glets. For example the product of four fundamental and one antifundamental rep-
resentations of SU(3) contains a singlet. These exotic baryons, however, have not
been to date experimentally observed.
QCD includes, besides the six quarks, eight gauge fields mediating the strong in-

teraction, one for each generator of SU(3). These intermediate vector bosons are the
gluons. It is rather counterintuitive that a short-ranged force such as the strong inter-
action is mediated by massless particles. However, we have to recall that the strong
nuclear force that we referred to in section 5.1 is a force between colorless hadrons.
The nuclear force between nucleons emerges as a residual interaction very much in
the same fashion as the van der Waals force emerges in molecular physics between
electrically neutral molecules: the Coulomb force produces a residual potential that
falls off as r 6. The problem is that in the case of QCD the complication of the
theory makes very difficult to give concrete form to this general idea. In spite of
recent progresses [5] there is still no precise understanding of how nuclear effective
potentials emerge from the gluon-mediated QCD interaction between quarks.
The approximate symmetries of the strong interaction as (approximate) global

symmetries of the QCD Lagrangian. Focusing on the two lightest quark flavors, u
and d, the fermionic piece of this Lagrangian can be written as

L u,d
iD mu md

2 0
0 iD mu md

2

u
d

mu md
2

u,d
1 0
0 1

u
d

. (5.30)

In the limit when mu md the second term can be ignored and the Lagrangian is
approximately invariant under the global SU(2)I isospin transformations
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In the limit when mu md the second term can be ignored and the Lagrangian is
approximately invariant under the global SU(2)I isospin transformations

Isospin as an approximate symmetry:

Once the electroweak sector is included the story of the masses is far more complicated (see later) 
The masses appearing here, and in the ordinary formulation of the SM are called the current algebra masses. 
They are rather small compared to the proton or neutron masses.  The limit with zero up and down masses makes sense. 

Note that Standard Gell-Mann Neeman SU(3) is an accidental symmetry of the QCD Lagrangian 

Furthermore, the quark masses provide soft-breaking to the full chiral symmetry (see below)
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Chiral Symmetry Breaking in QCD
In HEP they provide the only observed NG bosons 

The order parameter is not an elementary field, it is provided by a quark bilinear condensate 

To find other NG bosons in the SM we have to go to the Higgs sector, and there they are 
“eaten” to provide masses for the W and Z vector bosons

In QCD there are no fundamental scalars.  Consider just two flavors u,d.  We have 
chiral symmetry

7.3 The Brout-Englert-Higgs Mechanism. 125

that cannot be done by any local operator of the theory. Notice that this is radically
different from our expectations based on the Quantum Mechanics of a system with
a finite number of degrees of freedom.
A typical example of a Goldstone boson in high energy physics is the pion, as-

sociated with the spontaneous breaking of the global chiral isospin SU(2)L SU(2)R
symmetry and that we will study in some detail in Chapter 8. This symmetry acts
independently in the left- and right-handed u and d quark spinors as

uL,R
dL,R

ML,R
uL,R
dL,R

, ML,R SU 2 L,R (7.55)

Because quarks are confined at low energies, this symmetry is expected to be spon-
taneously broken by a nonvanishing value of the vacuum expectation values of the
quark bilinears of the type uRuL 0.
This breaking of the global SU(2)L SU(2)R symmetry to the diagonal SU(2) act-

ing in the same way on the two chiralities has a Goldstone mode which is identified
as the pion (see Section 8.3). This identification, however, might seem a bit puzzling
at first sight, because pions are massive contrary to what is expected of a Goldstone
boson. The solution to this apparent riddle is that the SU(2)L SU(2)R would be an
exact global symmetry of the QCD Lagrangian only in the limit when the masses
of the quarks are zero mu,md 0. Because these quarks have nonzero masses the
chiral symmetry is only approximate and as a consequence the correspondingGold-
stone bosons are not strictly massless. That is why pions have masses, although they
are the lightest particle among the hadrons.
The phenomenon of spontaneous symmetry breaking is not confined to high en-

ergy physics, but appears also frequently in condensed matter [1]. For example,
when a solid crystallizes from a liquid the translational invariance that is present in
the liquid phase is broken to a discrete group of translations that represent the crystal
lattice. This symmetry breaking has associated Goldstone bosons that are identified
with phonons, which are the quantum excitation modes of the vibrational degrees of
freedom of the lattice.

7.3 The Brout-Englert-Higgs Mechanism.

Gauge symmetry seems to prevent a vector field from having a mass. This is obvious
once we realize that a term in the Lagrangian like m2AµAµ is incompatible with
gauge invariance.
However certain physical situations seem to require massive vector fields. This

became evident during the 1960s in the study of weak interactions. The Glashow
model gave a common description of both the electromagnetic and weak forces
based on a gauge theory with group SU(2) U(1). However, in order to reproduce
Fermi’s four-fermion theory of the & -decay, it was necessary that two of the vector

G = SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)R| {z }⇥U(1)B ⇥ U(1)A

SU(2)V

qf↵ f = u, d, ↵ = 1, 2, 3

hq̄f · qf
0
i = ⇤3

�SB �ff
0

q̄f · qf
0
' ⇤3

�SB ei⇡
a�a/f⇡

These are the pions. 
This is an IR property of QCD, not accessible to Pert. Th. 
Low-E pion theorems, chiral Lagrangians…. 
General symmetry principles allow us to work out the low energy description of the 
Goldstonee bosons

The diagonal vector subgroup is 
isospin one U(1) is baryon number.  
The axial U(1) is in fact broken by 
quantum anomalies and it is very 
important in the dynamics and 
vacuum structure of the theory
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Pion Lagrangians, first look at the anomaly
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<latexit sha1_base64="qgDKSq5QLlw28gFqrTZC6SBc2f8=">AAACBnicbVDJSgNBEO2JWxy3UY8uNAbBU5gJkngMevGYgFkgiaGm00ma9Czp7lHCkJMI/ooXD4qYo9/gzW/wJ+wkHjTxQcHjvSqq6rkhZ1LZ9qeRWFhcWl5Jrppr6xubW9b2TlkGkSC0RAIeiKoLknLm05JiitNqKCh4LqcVt3cx9is3VEgW+FdqENKGBx2ftRkBpaWmdWCa/bpgna4CIYJbTK9jVgcedmGI+7hppey0ncnlnCzWZALszJJUfn9U/Lo/HBWa1ke9FZDIo74iHKSsOXaoGjEIxQinQ7MeSRoC6UGH1jT1waOyEU/eGOJjrbRwOxC6fIUn6u+JGDwpB56rOz1QXTnrjcX/vFqk2meNmPlhpKhPpovaEccqwONMcIsJShQfaAJEMH0rJl0QQJROztQhzL08T8qZtJNNnxZ1GudoiiTaQ0foBDkoh/LoEhVQCRF0hx7RM3oxHown49V4m7YmjJ+ZXfQHxvs3ReCcFg==</latexit>

q ! ei↵q
<latexit sha1_base64="il+B3Y9aD2kk7olSY6T0iU8zCx0=">AAACD3icbVA9SwNBEN3zM55fp5aKLIpiY7gLmlgGbSwVjAnkYpjbbJIlu3eX3T0lHCntbPwrNgqK2Nra+Rv8E24SC78eDDzem2FmXhBzprTrvltj4xOTU9OZGXt2bn5h0VlaPldRIgktkYhHshKAopyFtKSZ5rQSSwoi4LQcdI4GfvmSSsWi8Ez3YloT0ApZkxHQRqo727bd9SVrtTVIGV1hepHuMh943Aa/BUJAfb+Pu7jubLpZN1coeHlsyBDY+002i2sPpx/X6w8ndefNb0QkETTUhINSVc+NdS0FqRnhtG/7iaIxkA60aNXQEARVtXT4Tx9vGaWBm5E0FWo8VL9PpCCU6onAdArQbfXbG4j/edVENw9qKQvjRNOQjBY1E451hAfh4AaTlGjeMwSIZOZWTNoggWgToW1C+PPyX3Key3r57N6pSeMQjZBBq2gD7SAPFVARHaMTVEIE3aA79IierFvr3nq2XkatY9bXzAr6Aev1E71Hn5A=</latexit>

q ! e�i↵�5q

At each vertex we can have: 
A current being tested for conservation 
Gauge bosons coupling to the internal 
fermions 
Bose symmetry requires adding the graphs 
The kinematic structure is the same

Vector and Axial singlet currents

<latexit sha1_base64="IN4nbGsA7cfKJjZ912A7mhMfndE=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXigwWwYWUpEqrC6Hoxo3Qgn1AE8JkOmmHTh7MTIQSshH8EjcuFHFX/Ax3foM/4bR1oa0HLhzOuZd773EjRoU0jE8tMze/sLiUXc6trK6tb+ibWw0RxhyTOg5ZyFsuEoTRgNQllYy0Ik6Q7zLSdPtXI795R7igYXArBxGxfdQNqEcxkkpy9B3PSayIpvDi/ARax4nFfXhDGqmj542CUSyXzRJUZAxoTpN8ZW9Y+3rYH1Yd/cPqhDj2SSAxQ0K0TSOSdoK4pJiRNGfFgkQI91GXtBUNkE+EnYwfSOGhUjrQC7mqQMKx+nsiQb4QA99VnT6SPTHtjcT/vHYsvTM7oUEUSxLgySIvZlCGcJQG7FBOsGQDRRDmVN0KcQ9xhKXKLKdCmHl5ljSKBbNUOK2pNC7BBFmwCw7AETBBGVTANaiCOsAgBY/gGbxo99qT9qq9TVoz2s/MNvgD7f0b/QaZFw==</latexit>

f⇡ = 93MeV
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If we include in the current conservation laws the small flavor masses,

If we include in the current conservation laws the small flavor masses,

<latexit sha1_base64="KX0eAVPEUBnC3b6Y1WlQdbW9L7I=">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</latexit>

@µj
µ5a = iq̄{m, ⌧a}q

From the conservation of the current matrix element defined before if follows that:

<latexit sha1_base64="HhgjUDeQJI6MPvaucsN2zfQ6Gi4=">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</latexit>

m⇡ = (mu +md)
v2

f⇡

Recall the quark condensate q̄f · qf
0
' ⇤3

�SB ei⇡
a�a/f⇡

The best way to describe the low-energy chiral Lagrangian for pions, is in terms of a unitary 2x2 matrix, which 
under L,R transformations.  The quark mass matrix breaks softly the symmetry in the expected way

<latexit sha1_base64="o5p/uhW187QRA8CNCte95gb+6YI=">AAACAHicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXboYWoVIoiYi6LLpx4aKKaQtNLJPppB06yYSZiVpCN36Df+DGhSJu/Qx3/RunrUJ9HbhwOOde7r3HjxmVyrKGRmZmdm5+IbuYW1peWV0z1zdqkicCEwdzxkXDR5IwGhFHUcVIIxYEhT4jdb93MvLr10RIyqNL1Y+JF6JORAOKkdJSy9xyire7rqCdrkJC8Bt4Bh14cVVqmQW7bI0BrV/kyypU8m7pfljpV1vmu9vmOAlJpDBDUjZtK1ZeioSimJFBzk0kiRHuoQ5pahqhkEgvHT8wgDtaacOAC12RgmN1eiJFoZT90NedIVJd+dMbiX95zUQFR15KozhRJMKTRUHCoOJwlAZsU0GwYn1NEBZU3wpxFwmElc4sNx3C/6S2V7YPyvvnOo1jMEEWbIM8KAIbHIIKOAVV4AAMBuABPIFn4854NF6M10lrxvic2QTfYLx9ANwbmEU=</latexit>

U(x) ! LUR+

<latexit sha1_base64="mmHr0idbHIpzkpfikYW4/Qn2g+8=">AAAB7HicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LC1CRShJEfVY9OKxgmkLbSib7aZdutmE3Y0YQn+Dlx4U8eoP8tZ/47ZVqF8PBh7vzTAzz485U9q2p1ZuZXVtfSO/Wdja3tndK+4fNFWUSEJdEvFItn2sKGeCupppTtuxpDj0OW35o+uZ37qnUrFI3Ok0pl6IB4IFjGBtJNetPJygXrHsVO05kP2LfFnleql7OpnW00av+N7tRyQJqdCEY6U6jh1rL8NSM8LpuNBNFI0xGeEB7RgqcEiVl82PHaNjo/RREElTQqO5ujyR4VCpNPRNZ4j1UP30ZuJfXifRwaWXMREnmgqyWBQkHOkIzT5HfSYp0Tw1BBPJzK2IDLHERJt8Cssh/E+atapzXj27NWlcwQJ5OIISVMCBC6jDDTTABQIMHuEJni1hTawX63XRmrM+Zw7hG6y3D8gHkP8=</latexit>

U(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="isOJxWdKSuu8pmBEA4vw/0JLjRk=">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</latexit>

L = �f2
⇡

4
tr(@µU@µU�1) + v3tr(MU + h.c.)

<latexit sha1_base64="0vlX0eS1SjfL9Sqx8HA8aBVwRTM=">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</latexit>

mf =

✓
mu 0
0 md

◆
= M
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If we select the currents appearing on the vertices of the triangle diagram, we get different 
interesting results

<latexit sha1_base64="fGpeqXpubIL/gSnB98LznXY1+so=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM7QIglKSoq3LohuXFewDmlgm00k7diYJMxMhhIAf4Q+4caGIW7/DXf/GaetCWw/3wuGce5k7x4sYlcqyxkZuaXlldS2/XtjY3NreMXf3WjKMBSZNHLJQdDwkCaMBaSqqGOlEgiDuMdL2RlcTv/1AhKRhcKuSiLgcDQLqU4yUlnrmgZPe36UOj+E5RNkpHOhysp5ZsspWpVazq1CTKaA9T0r1onPyNK4njZ755fRDHHMSKMyQlF3bipSbIqEoZiQrOLEkEcIjNCBdTQPEiXTT6fkZPNJKH/qh0B0oOFV/b6SIS5lwT09ypIZy3puI/3ndWPkXbkqDKFYkwLOH/JhBFcJJFrBPBcGKJZogLKi+FeIhEggrnVhBh7Dw5UXSqpTtavnsRqdxCWbIg0NQBMfABjVQB9egAZoAgxQ8g1fwZjwaL8a78TEbzRk/O/vgD4zPb5Ill5M=</latexit>

{jµ5a, g, g}

<latexit sha1_base64="O+IYzAuYk/1HnCTpyHRam0XKXdU=">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</latexit>

@µj
µ5a = � g2

16⇡2
✏↵�µ⌫F c

↵�F
d
µ⌫ · tr[⌧atctd]

The trace vanishes, and their is no anomaly in this current.  Its only breaking comes from the quark masses

<latexit sha1_base64="MqVDHKgYxPu/BJxuus3uCqUkiTU=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduhhZBUEpStHVZdOOygn1AE8tkOmnHTiZhZiKEEL/CvRsXirj1Q9z1b5y2LrT1cC8czrmXuXO8iFGpLGti5FZW19Y38puFre2d3T1z/6Atw1hg0sIhC0XXQ5IwyklLUcVINxIEBR4jHW98NfU7D0RIGvJblUTEDdCQU59ipLTUN4tOen+XOkEMz7NTONTlZH2zbFWsar1u16AmM0B7kZQbJefkadJImn3zyxmEOA4IV5ghKXu2FSk3RUJRzEhWcGJJIoTHaEh6mnIUEOmms+MzeKSVAfRDoZsrOFN/b6QokDIJPD0ZIDWSi95U/M/rxcq/cFPKo1gRjucP+TGDKoTTJOCACoIVSzRBWFB9K8QjJBBWOq+CDmHpy8ukXa3YtcrZjU7jEsyRB4egBI6BDeqgAa5BE7QABgl4Bq/gzXg0Xox342M+mjN+dorgD4zPb3g/lv4=</latexit>

{jµ5, g, g}
<latexit sha1_base64="+ArDRp3iI6JrlTnJXiJWUExX4E8=">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</latexit>

@µj
µ5a = �g2nf

32⇡2
✏↵�µ⌫F c

↵�F
d
µ⌫

This is a true anomaly, the chiral rotation of phases for the quarks generates a non-trivial change in the action as a 
consequence of the gluon fields.  This is very useful in the formulation of the strong CP problem

Finally, the original ABJ anomaly follows when we consider one isospin current and two photons instead of gluons.  
This led to the correct computation of the electromagnetic decay of the neutral pion

<latexit sha1_base64="7cjAUMO4OyizYu2NeXDumQBiP9Y=">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</latexit>

@µj
µ5a = � e2

16⇡2
✏↵�µ⌫F↵�Fµ⌫ · tr[⌧aQ2]

<latexit sha1_base64="sMTGEiis9YBivzSD1nDjC6AhmuE=">AAACCHicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunRhAzEx0ZAZouCS6MYlJvJIGCR3SoFKOzNpOyZkwtKNa//CjQuNcesnuONvLKCJgie5uSfn3Jv2Hi/kTGnbHlmJhcWl5ZXkamptfWNzK729U1VBJAmtkIAHsu6Bopz5tKKZ5rQeSgrC47Tm9S/Gfu2OSsUC/1oPQtoU0PVZhxHQRmql99349iZ2RYRPMQyPsdsFIeCnu8NWOmvn7Hyx6BSwIRNgZ5ZkSxn36HFUGpRb6U+3HZBIUF8TDko1HDvUzRikZoTTYcqNFA2B9KFLG4b6IKhqxpNDhvjAKG3cCaQpX+OJ+nsjBqHUQHhmUoDuqVlvLP7nNSLdOWvGzA8jTX0yfagTcawDPE4Ft5mkRPOBIUAkM3/FpAcSiDbZpUwIcyfPk2o+5xRyJ1cmjXM0RRLtoQw6RA4qohK6RGVUQQTdoyf0gl6tB+vZerPep6MJ63tnF/2B9fEFVs6b5w==</latexit>

{jµ5a, �, �}
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Gauge theories and their quantization

Imagine we have a theory with a global symmetry

 ! g   ̄ !  ̄g† L =  ̄i/@  

Imitating electromagnetism:

@µ ! Dµ =
�
@µ + ieAa

µT
a
�
 ⌘ (@µ + ieAµ) Dµ ! gDµ 

We can read off the gauge field transformations

Aµ ! 1

ie
g @µg

�1 + gAµ g
�1

g ⇡ 1 + ✏ Aµ ! Aµ +
1

ie
Dµ✏ Dµ✏+ ie[Aµ, ✏]

[Dµ, D⌫ ] = ieT aF a
µ⌫ , F a

µ⌫ = @µA
a
⌫ � @⌫A

a
µ � efabcAb

µA
c
⌫

Fµ⌫ ⌘ T aF a
µ⌫ ! gFµ⌫ g

�1

Nonabelian gauge fields have self-couplings unlike photons.  This is responsible 
for confinement, among other things
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54 4 Theories and Lagrangians II: Introducing Gauge Fields

L
1
4
Faµ-F

µ- a i#D# Dµ/ Dµ/

# M1 / i55M2 / # V / . (4.46)

In order to keep the theory renormalizable we have to restrict M1 / and M2 /
to be at most linear in / whereas V / have to be at most of quartic order. The
Lagrangian of the Standard Model is of the form (4.46).

4.5 Understanding Gauge Symmetry

In classical mechanics the use of the Hamiltonian formalism starts with the replace-
ment of generalized velocities by momenta

pi
L
qi

qi qi q, p . (4.47)

Most of the times there is no problem in inverting the relations pi pi q,q . How-
ever in some systems these relations might not be invertible and result in a number
of constraints of the type

fa q, p 0, a 1, . . . ,N1. (4.48)

These systems are called degenerate or constrained [5, 6].
The presence of constraints of the type (4.48) makes the formulation of the

Hamiltonian formalism more involved. The first problem is related to the ambi-
guity in defining the Hamiltonian, since the addition of any linear combination of
the constraints do not modify its value. Secondly, one has to make sure that the
constraints are consistent with the time evolution in the system. In the language of
Poisson brackets this means that further constraints have to be imposed in the form

fa,H PB 0. (4.49)

Following [5] we use the symbol to indicate a “weak” equality that holds when
the constraints fa q, p 0 are satisfied. Notice however that since the computation
of the Poisson brackets involves derivatives, the constraints can be used only after
the bracket is computed. In principle the conditions (4.49) can give rise to a new
set of constraints gb q, p 0, b 1, . . . ,N2. Again these constraints have to be
consistent with time evolution and we have to repeat the procedure. Eventually this
finishes when a set of constraints is found that do not require any further constraint
to be preserved in time3.

3 In principle it is also possible that the procedure finishes because some kind of inconsistent
identity is found. In this case the system itself is inconsistent as it is the case with the Lagrangian
L q,q q.

G e n e r a l g a u g e t h e o r y 
Lagrangian:

We need to provide the 
gauge group and the matter 
representations for bosons 
and fermions and off we go

Quantising a gauge theory is no joke.  There are plenty of subtleties. We give you just a 
taste

We can define chromoelectric and magnetic fields as in 
QED

F a
0i = @0A

a
i � @iA

a
0 � iefabcAb

0A
c
i ⌘ Ea

i

F a
ij = ✏ijkB

a
k , F a

0i = @0A
a
0 �DiA

a
0

The canonical variables are

Aa,Ea

Aa
0 implements a constraint

We can read off the Hamiltonian density

L = Ea @0A
a � 1

2
(E2 +B2)�Aa

0 (D ·E)a
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H =

Z
d
3
x

✓
1

2
(E2 +B2) +A

a
0 (D ·E)a

◆

[Aa
i (x, 0), E

b
j (y, 0)] = i �ij �

ab�(x� y)

We can fix the gauge A_0=0 so 
tha t we on ly have t ime-
i n d e p e n d e n t g a u g e 
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s i n t h e 
Hamiltonian theory, but we are 
missing one of the equations of 
motion, Gauss’ law that has to be 
implemented as a constraint.

(D ·E)a = 0 Cannot be implemented at the operator level.  It 
generates gauge transformations

[Q(✏), Aa
i ] = i(D✏)a U(✏) = exp(i

Z
d
3
x ✏

a(x) (D ·E)a), U H U
�1 = H

Gauss’ law becomes a condition on the physical states:

U(✏)|physi = |physi
D ·E |physi = 0

Each gauge configuration sits in an orbit and we need 
choose only one element, this is done by “fixing” the 
gauge for the t-independent gauge transf.

WE HAVE 2-DIM G PHYSICAL DEGREES OF 
FREEDOM
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Some Topology
  Gauge symmetry is more a redundant description of the d.o.f. 

  Gauss’ law implements gauge invariance under gauge t. 
connected to the identity. Consider finite-E configurations
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Since states have to be identified by gauge transformations the topology of the
gauge group plays an important physical role. To illustrate the point let us first deal
with a toy model of a U(1) gauge theory in 1+1 dimensions. Later we will be more
general. In the Hamiltonian formalism gauge transformations g x are functions
defined on R with values on the gauge group U(1)

g :R U 1 . (4.64)

We assume that g x is regular at infinity. In this case we can add to the real line R

the point at infinity to compactify it into the circumference S1 (see Fig. 4.3). Once
this is done g x are functions defined on S1 with values on U 1 S1 that can be
parametrized as

g : S1 U 1 , g x ei' x , (4.65)

with x 0,2$ .

... ...

.

8 8

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.3 Compactification of the real line (a) into the circumference S1 (b) by adding the point at
infinity.

Because S1 does have a nontrivial topology, g x can be divided into topological
sectors. These sectors are labelled by an integer number n Z and are defined by

' 2$ ' 0 2$ n . (4.66)

Geometrically n gives the number of times that the spatial S1 winds around the
S1 defining the gauge group U(1). This winding number can be written in a more
sophisticated way as

S1

g x 1dg x 2$n , (4.67)

where the integral is along the spatial S1.
In R3 a similar situation happens with the gauge group4 SU(2). If we demand

g x SU(2) to be regular at infinity x we can compactify R3 into a three-
dimensional sphere S3, exactly as we did in 1+1 dimensions. On the other hand, the
matrices g x can be parameterized as
4 Although we present for simplicity only the case of SU(2), similar arguments apply to any simple
group.

g(x) = ei↵(x) ! 1 |x| ! 1
↵(x) ! 0 |x| ! 1

There are others, and Gauss’ law cannot impose invariance

g(x) : S3 ! G, g(1) = 1
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g x a0 x 1 ia x ( (4.68)

and the conditions g x g x 1, detg 1 implies that a0 2 a2 1. This shows
that SU(2) is a three-dimensional sphere and therefore g x defines a map from the
spatial S3 to the S3 defined by the gauge group

g : S3 S3. (4.69)

As in the case in 1+1 dimensions here the gauge transformations g x are also di-
vided into topological sectors labelled this time by the integer winding number

n
1

24$2 S3
d3x0i jkTr g 1

ig g 1
ig g 1

ig . (4.70)

In the two cases analyzed we have found that, due to the nontrivial topology of
the gauge group manifold, gauge transformations are divided into different sectors
labelled by an integer n. Because this winding number is a continuous function of the
gauge transformation g x , two transformations with different values of n cannot be
smoothly deformed into each other. In particular, the sector with n 0 corresponds
to those transformations that can be continuously connected with the identity.
Now we will be a bit more formal. Let us consider a gauge theory in 3+1 dimen-

sions with gauge groupG and let us denote by G the set of all gauge transformations
G g : S3 G . At the same time we define G0 as the set of transformations in
G that can be smoothly deformed into the identity. Our theory will have topological
sectors if

G G0 1. (4.71)

The existence of topological sectors in three-dimensional gauge theories is con-
trolled by a mathematical object called the third homotopy group of the gauge group
manifoldMG that is denoted by $3 MG . It can be proved (see for example [8]) that
$3 S1 1, i.e. the homotopy group is trivial, and therefore no topological sectors
appear in three-dimensional electrodynamics. On the other hand, $3 S3 Z and as
a consequence the topological sectors of the SU(2) gauge theory are labelled by a
single integer, the winding number5.
In the case of the electromagnetism we have seen that Gauss’ law annihilates

physical states. For a nonabelian theory the analysis is similar and leads to the con-
dition

U g0 phys exp i d3x9a x " Ea phys phys , (4.72)

where g0 x ei9a x Ta is in the connected component of the identity G0. The im-
portant point to realize here is that only the elements of G0 can be written as expo-

5 The existence of topological sectors in (1+1)-dimensional electrodynamics is a consequence of
the nontrivial character of the first homotopy group of S1, namely $1 S1 Z.

You cannot comb a sphere

⇡3(G) = Z the integers

 Winding number circle to 
circle

The group SU(2) happens to be topologically a three sphere
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Consider the group of gauge transformations for 
SU(2) in the Hamiltonian formulation of the theory.  
Consider gauge transformations from space to 
SU(2)
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G ⌘ {g : S3 ! S3}
Sphere wrap on sphere, like circles, the winding 
number is n, there is a single generator modulo 
gauge transformations
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A surprise: CP violation
  Gauge invariance only requires that under non-trivial transformations, a phase is generated.  This is a 
vacuum angle!  In fact it violates CP. 

  It can be measured by looking for an edm of the neutron.  So far no measurement.  We will show below 
how to study the effects of the vacuum angle at low-energies, and the potential solutions proposed so far. 

  The strong CP problem, axions, invisible axions, axion cosmology, dark matter...

60 4 Theories and Lagrangians II: Introducing Gauge Fields

nentials of the infinitesimal generators. Since this generators annihilate the physical
states this implies that U g0 phys phys only when g0 G0.
What happens then with gauge transformations in the other topological sectors?

If g G G0 there is still a unitary operatorU g that realizes gauge transformations
on the Hilbert space of the theory. However since g is not in the connected com-
ponent of the identity, it cannot be written as the exponential of Gauss’ law. Still
gauge invariance is preserved if U g only changes the overall global phase of the
physical states. For example, if g1 is a gauge transformation with winding number
n 1

U g1 phys ei+ phys . (4.73)

It is easy to convince oneself that all transformations with winding number n 1
have the same value of + modulo 2$ . This can be shown by noticing that if g x has
winding number n 1 then g x 1 has opposite winding number n 1. Since the
winding number is additive, given two transformations g1, g2 with winding number
1, g 1

1 g2 has winding number n 0. This implies that

phys U g 1
1 g2 phys U g1 U g2 phys

ei +2 +1 phys (4.74)

and we conclude that +1 +2 mod 2$ . Once we know this it is straightforward to
conclude that a gauge transformation gn x with winding number n has the follow-
ing action on physical states

U gn phys ein+ phys , n Z. (4.75)

To find a physical interpretation of this result we are going to look for similar
things in other physical situations. One of then is borrowed from condensed matter
physics and refers to the quantum states of electrons in the periodic potential pro-
duced by the ion lattice in a solid. For simplicity we discuss the one-dimensional
case where the minima of the potential are separated by a distance a. When the bar-
rier between consecutive degenerate vacua is high enough we can neglect tunneling
between different vacua and consider the ground state na of the potential near the
minimum located at x na (n Z) as possible vacua of the theory. This vacuum
state is, however, not invariant under lattice translations

eiaP na n 1 a . (4.76)

It is nevertheless possible to define a new vacuum state

k
n Z

e ikna na , (4.77)

which under eiaP transforms just by a global phase

g1 2 G/G0 the generator
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Lagrangian analysis. In constructing the Lagrangian for the nonabelian version of
Maxwell theory we only consider the term Faµ-Fµ- a. However this is not the only
Lorentz and gauge invariant term that contains just two derivatives. We can write
the more general action

S
1
4

d4xFaµ-Fµ- a +g2YM
32$2

d4xFaµ-Fµ- a, (4.84)

where Faµ- is the dual of the field strength defined by

Faµ-
1
2
0µ-()F() a. (4.85)

The constant + is dimensionless in natural units. The extra term in (4.84), propor-
tional to Ea Ba, is actually a total derivative and does not change the equations of
motion or the quantum perturbation theory.
This, however, does not mean that the addition of the second piece in the action

(4.84) does not change the physics. It can be directly checked that

g2YM
32$2

Faµ-Fµ- a g2YM
16$2

Tr Fµ-Fµ-
µJ µ (4.86)

with

J µ g2YM
16$2

0µ-()Tr F-(A)
2igYM
3

A-A(A) . (4.87)

Thus, the contribution of the second term in (4.84) can be computed using Gauss’
theorem. To ensure the convergence of the integral we assume that the vector poten-
tial A t,x approaches a pure gauge configuration both at spatial infinity and at late
and early times t . To be more precise we assume that

A t ,x 1
igYM

g x "g x 1, (4.88)

while A t,x is taken to vanish at t . This last condition implies no loss of
generality, since it can be always achieved by an appropriate gauge transformation
of the vector potential.
In the gauge A0 0 it is easy to check thatJ i 0 at spatial infinity. Hence, the

integral of the topological term in the action only receives contributions from the
boundaries at t (see Fig. 4.4). This gives the following result

g2YM
32$2

d4xFaµ-F
µ- a

1
24$2

d3x0i jkTr g ig 1 g jg 1 g kg 1 . (4.89)
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while A t,x is taken to vanish at t . This last condition implies no loss of
generality, since it can be always achieved by an appropriate gauge transformation
of the vector potential.
In the gauge A0 0 it is easy to check thatJ i 0 at spatial infinity. Hence, the

integral of the topological term in the action only receives contributions from the
boundaries at t (see Fig. 4.4). This gives the following result

g2YM
32$2

d4xFaµ-F
µ- a

1
24$2

d3x0i jkTr g ig 1 g jg 1 g kg 1 . (4.89)

= 4Ea ·Ba

62 4 Theories and Lagrangians II: Introducing Gauge Fields

Lagrangian analysis. In constructing the Lagrangian for the nonabelian version of
Maxwell theory we only consider the term Faµ-Fµ- a. However this is not the only
Lorentz and gauge invariant term that contains just two derivatives. We can write
the more general action

S
1
4

d4xFaµ-Fµ- a +g2YM
32$2

d4xFaµ-Fµ- a, (4.84)

where Faµ- is the dual of the field strength defined by

Faµ-
1
2
0µ-()F() a. (4.85)

The constant + is dimensionless in natural units. The extra term in (4.84), propor-
tional to Ea Ba, is actually a total derivative and does not change the equations of
motion or the quantum perturbation theory.
This, however, does not mean that the addition of the second piece in the action

(4.84) does not change the physics. It can be directly checked that

g2YM
32$2

Faµ-Fµ- a g2YM
16$2

Tr Fµ-Fµ-
µJ µ (4.86)

with

J µ g2YM
16$2

0µ-()Tr F-(A)
2igYM
3

A-A(A) . (4.87)

Thus, the contribution of the second term in (4.84) can be computed using Gauss’
theorem. To ensure the convergence of the integral we assume that the vector poten-
tial A t,x approaches a pure gauge configuration both at spatial infinity and at late
and early times t . To be more precise we assume that

A t ,x 1
igYM

g x "g x 1, (4.88)

while A t,x is taken to vanish at t . This last condition implies no loss of
generality, since it can be always achieved by an appropriate gauge transformation
of the vector potential.
In the gauge A0 0 it is easy to check thatJ i 0 at spatial infinity. Hence, the

integral of the topological term in the action only receives contributions from the
boundaries at t (see Fig. 4.4). This gives the following result

g2YM
32$2

d4xFaµ-F
µ- a

1
24$2

d3x0i jkTr g ig 1 g jg 1 g kg 1 . (4.89)
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<latexit sha1_base64="XtHBm/MvAgaAB21WLL71bIWpCbY=">AAAB7XicdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CjMi6jHoxWMEs0AyhJ5OTdKmp3vorhFCyD948aCIV//Hm39jZxHi9qDg8V4VVfWiVAqLvv/h5ZaWV1bX8uuFjc2t7Z3i7l7d6sxwqHEttWlGzIIUCmooUEIzNcCSSEIjGlxN/MY9GCu0usVhCmHCekrEgjN0Ur2NfUDWKZaCsj8F9X+RL6tE5qh2iu/truZZAgq5ZNa2Aj/FcMQMCi5hXGhnFlLGB6wHLUcVS8CGo+m1Y3rklC6NtXGlkE7VxYkRS6wdJpHrTBj27U9vIv7ltTKML8KRUGmGoPhsUZxJippOXqddYYCjHDrCuBHuVsr7zDCOLqDCYgj/k/pJOTgrn96cliqX8zjy5IAckmMSkHNSIdekSmqEkzvyQJ7Is6e9R+/Fe5215rz5zD75Bu/tE6hljzI=</latexit>

✓

Neutron = udd
Using the quark charges, and putting 
the size of the neutron as a Compton 
wavelength, and using:

<latexit sha1_base64="5LH+ISzKI/gXMGurWO7dwgPm3rc=">AAACEXicdZBLSwMxFIUz9VXra9Slm2ARupAyU4q6LLpxI1SwD+gMJZPeaUOTmSHJiGXoX3DjX3HjQhG37tz5b0wfgs8DgY9z7iXJCRLOlHacdyu3sLi0vJJfLaytb2xu2ds7TRWnkkKDxjyW7YAo4CyChmaaQzuRQETAoRUMzyZ56xqkYnF0pUcJ+IL0IxYySrSxunbJGwREYoo9kiQyvsEVx/EOceZJgS+gaRCHIAUbd+2iW3amws4v+IyKaK56137zejFNBUSacqJUx3US7WdEakY5jAteqiAhdEj60DEYEQHKz6Y/GuMD4/RwGEtzIo2n7teNjAilRiIwk4LogfqZTcy/sk6qwxM/Y1GSaojo7KIw5VjHeFIP7jEJVPORAUIlM2/FdEAkodqUWPhawv/QrJTdo3L1slqsnc7ryKM9tI9KyEXHqIbOUR01EEW36B49oifrznqwnq2X2WjOmu/som+yXj8APZ6bZw==</latexit>

~c ⇡ 200MeV fermi

<latexit sha1_base64="C6/09hHAN45VHWZ8G2PmWZsdiwg=">AAACInicdVDLThtBEJwFkhDnwUKOXEZYkTiAtZugBG4WuXA0En5IXmPNjtt4xDyWmd4Ia9lv4ZJfyYUDiHCKlI9h/EACkpTUUqmqW91daSaFwyj6HSwsLr14+Wr5deXN23fvV8LVtZYzueXQ5EYa20mZAyk0NFGghE5mgalUQjs9/Tbx29/BOmH0EY4z6Cl2osVQcIZe6od7F4O+vqAJyzJrzmkcHRfb8eeSJu7MYhFvJ9y4BEeArEy2KPgqEqsoV2U/rMa1aAoa/UUerCqZo9EPfyUDw3MFGrlkznXjKMNewSwKLqGsJLmDjPFTdgJdTzVT4HrF9MWSfvTKgA6N9aWRTtXHEwVTzo1V6jsVw5F77k3Ef3ndHIe7vULoLEfQfLZomEuKhk7yogNhgaMce8K4Ff5WykfMMo4+1crjEP5PWp9q8ZfazuFOtb4/j2OZrJMNskli8pXUyQFpkCbh5JL8JNfkJvgRXAW3wd2sdSGYz3wgTxD8uQegn6Md</latexit>

|dn| ⇡ 10�13
p
1� cos ✓ e cm

Experimentally:
<latexit sha1_base64="X0NF+iTIXBpfAvq9AGHiHapevJI=">AAACC3icdVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLevTSJAgeNMyEED0GvXiMYBbIxNDTqSSN3T1Dd48QJrl78Ve8eFDEqz/gzb+xswhxe1DweK+KqnpBxJk2rvvhLCwuLa+sptbS6xubW9uZnd2aDmNFoUpDHqpGQDRwJqFqmOHQiBQQEXCoBzfnY79+C0qzUF6ZQQQtQXqSdRklxkrtTHbYacsh9jlg7LnXyXGhNPKPMNhKfCUwFaN2Jufl3Qmw+4t8WTk0Q6Wdefc7IY0FSEM50brpuZFpJUQZRjmM0n6sISL0hvSgaakkAnQrmfwywgdW6eBuqGxJgyfq/ERChNYDEdhOQUxf//TG4l9eMzbd01bCZBQbkHS6qBtzbEI8DgZ3mAJq+MASQhWzt2LaJ4pQY+NLz4fwP6kV8l4pX7ws5spnszhSaB9l0SHy0AkqowtUQVVE0R16QE/o2bl3Hp0X53XauuDMZvbQNzhvn5romOM=</latexit>

|dn|  10�26 e cm

<latexit sha1_base64="k31Au8dd2RmhcwCcRH/tO0h3fR8=">AAAB/XicdVDJSgNBFOyJW4zbuNy8NAbBi2FGg3oMevEYwSyQGUNP503SpGeh+40Qh+CvePGgiFf/w5t/42QR4lbwoKh6j1eUF0uh0bI+jNzc/MLiUn65sLK6tr5hbm7VdZQoDjUeyUg1PaZBihBqKFBCM1bAAk9Cw+tfjPzGLSgtovAaBzG4AeuGwhecYSa1zR0He4CMOhIota2b9NA+HrbNol2yxqDWL/JlFckU1bb57nQingQQIpdM65ZtxeimTKHgEoYFJ9EQM95nXWhlNGQBaDcdpx/S/UzpUD9S2YRIx+rsRcoCrQeBl20GDHv6pzcS//JaCfpnbirCOEEI+eSRn0iKER1VQTtCAUc5yAjjSmRZKe8xxThmhRVmS/if1I9K9kmpfFUuVs6ndeTJLtkjB8Qmp6RCLkmV1Agnd+SBPJFn4954NF6M18lqzpjebJNvMN4+ATABk8Q=</latexit>

✓  10�13

A simple classical argument (Thanks to Anson Hook)
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<latexit sha1_base64="MqVDHKgYxPu/BJxuus3uCqUkiTU=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduhhZBUEpStHVZdOOygn1AE8tkOmnHTiZhZiKEEL/CvRsXirj1Q9z1b5y2LrT1cC8czrmXuXO8iFGpLGti5FZW19Y38puFre2d3T1z/6Atw1hg0sIhC0XXQ5IwyklLUcVINxIEBR4jHW98NfU7D0RIGvJblUTEDdCQU59ipLTUN4tOen+XOkEMz7NTONTlZH2zbFWsar1u16AmM0B7kZQbJefkadJImn3zyxmEOA4IV5ghKXu2FSk3RUJRzEhWcGJJIoTHaEh6mnIUEOmms+MzeKSVAfRDoZsrOFN/b6QokDIJPD0ZIDWSi95U/M/rxcq/cFPKo1gRjucP+TGDKoTTJOCACoIVSzRBWFB9K8QjJBBWOq+CDmHpy8ukXa3YtcrZjU7jEsyRB4egBI6BDeqgAa5BE7QABgl4Bq/gzXg0Xox342M+mjN+dorgD4zPb3g/lv4=</latexit>

{jµ5, g, g}
<latexit sha1_base64="+ArDRp3iI6JrlTnJXiJWUExX4E8=">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</latexit>

@µj
µ5a = �g2nf

32⇡2
✏↵�µ⌫F c

↵�F
d
µ⌫

Recall the anomaly calculation for the axial current.

What this means is that for each flavor of quarks, if we redefine the chiral phase of the quark, 
we generate the “topological term 

<latexit sha1_base64="C+437DyuaASh1OaFHMbNBvAEsbU=">AAAB/HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBovgqiRS1GWpCC4r2Ac0aZlMJu3QyUyYmQgh1F9x40IRt36IO//G6UOwPg5cOJxzL/dwgoRRpR3nwyqsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t79v5BW4lUYtLCggnZDZAijHLS0lQz0k0kQXHASCcYX079zh2Rigp+q7OE+DEachpRjLSRBnY594IIXvWRh0OhYaOPJqWBXXGrzgzQ+UW+rApYoDmw371Q4DQmXGOGlOq5TqL9HElNMSOTkpcqkiA8RkPSM5SjmCg/n4WfwGOjhDAS0gzXcKZ+v8hRrFQWB2YzRnqkfnpT8S+vl+rows8pT1JNOJ4/ilIGtYDTJmBIJcGaZYYgLKnJCvEISYS16WuphP9J+7TqnlVrN7VKvbGoowgOwRE4AS44B3VwDZqgBTDIwAN4As/WvfVovViv89WCtbgpgyVYb59G3pPk</latexit>

Ea ·Ba

By doing this, the theta parameter is redefined:

<latexit sha1_base64="8CypoN2X4nrd6MyNK7i0AEPdyRU=">AAACI3icdZBLSwMxFIUz9V1fVZdugkVQhDIVUXElunEjKFgrdEq5k962oZkHyR2lDPNf3PhX3LhQxI0L/4vpQ7A+DgQO37mXJMePlTTkuu9ObmJyanpmdi4/v7C4tFxYWb02UaIFVkSkIn3jg0ElQ6yQJIU3sUYIfIVVv3vaz6u3qI2MwivqxVgPoB3KlhRAFjUKRx51kMDTst0h0Dq640PCd3jq6YCDbmd8a2CbSJmFAhQ/z7bzjUKxXHIH4u4v8xUV2UgXjcKr14xEEmBIQoExtbIbUz0FTVIozPJeYjAG0YU21qwNIUBTTwd/zPimJU3eirQ9IfEB/b6RQmBML/DtZADUMT+zPvwrqyXUOqynMowTwlAML2olilPE+4XxptQoSPWsAaGlfSsXHdAgyNY6VsL/5nq3VN4v7V3uFY9PRnXMsnW2wbZYmR2wY3bGLliFCXbPHtkze3EenCfn1Xkbjuac0c4aG5Pz8QnU9KO2</latexit>

✓ ! ✓ + arg(detM)
<latexit sha1_base64="isOJxWdKSuu8pmBEA4vw/0JLjRk=">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</latexit>

L = �f2
⇡

4
tr(@µU@µU�1) + v3tr(MU + h.c.)

<latexit sha1_base64="R2McvXbZSqbOmx8gmCKCwilo47o=">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</latexit>

M !
✓
mu ei✓ 0

0 md

◆

And we need to work out the dependence of low energy physics on the vacuum angle.  We need to include 
the nucleon isospin doublet

<latexit sha1_base64="oqTUc4f3mdQY+6WTPz/2RUGxPQY=">AAACF3icbVBNSwMxEM36WdevqkcvoSIIlrJbpPUiFL14kgq2FZpSsum0DWazS5IVy9J/0Yt/xYsHRbzqrf/GtBX8fDDweG+GmXlBLLg2njd25uYXFpeWMyvu6tr6xmZ2a7uuo0QxqLFIROo6oBoEl1Az3Ai4jhXQMBDQCG7OJn7jFpTmkbwygxhaIe1J3uWMGiu1swX3guRPSB6TAHpcpnFIjeJ3Q+zGhLgSuwRk50ttZ/e8glcsl/0StmQK7P8me5UcORyNK4NqO/tOOhFLQpCGCap10/di00qpMpwJGLok0RBTdkN70LRU0hB0K53+NcT7VungbqRsSYOn6veJlIZaD8LAdtoD+/q3NxH/85qJ6R63Ui7jxIBks0XdRGAT4UlIuMMVMCMGllCmuL0Vsz5VlBkbpWtD+PPyX1IvFvxS4ejSpnGKZsigXZRDB8hHZVRB56iKaoihEXpAT+jZuXcenRfnddY653zO7KAfcN4+AKxgoWo=</latexit>

N =

✓
p
n

◆
<latexit sha1_base64="men9A/ery1ul64bpdMkjTacM9VQ=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3oUWoqGWmSOuyqAtXpYJ9QKeUTJppQzMPkjtCGfoBblz5H25cKOLWD3DXvzFtFbT1QODknHNJ7nFCwRWY5thILC2vrK4l11Mbm1vbO+ndvboKIklZjQYikE2HKCa4z2rAQbBmKBnxHMEazuBy4jfumFQ88G9hGLK2R3o+dzkloKVOOms7RMaVEb7CFXyKf25urnZiQ58BOcIVnTLzZqFUsopYkymwNU+y5Yx9/DguD6ud9KfdDWjkMR+oIEq1LDOEdkwkcCrYKGVHioWEDkiPtTT1icdUO54uM8KHWuliN5D6+ICn6u+JmHhKDT1HJz0CfTXvTcT/vFYE7nk75n4YAfPp7CE3EhgCPGkGd7lkFMRQE0Il13/FtE8koaD7S+kSFlZeJPVC3irmz250GxdohiQ6QBmUQxYqoTK6RlVUQxTdoyf0gl6NB+PZeDPeZ9GE8T2zj/7A+PgCfDWcWg==</latexit>

N̄DN � N̄f(U, ✓)N
<latexit sha1_base64="p10dJ4yKcAMq6J9rM+LviiY9PyM=">AAACGHicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8aNwN8XEUvXiMYGIgG8PspGOGzMwuM71iWPIZXvwVLx4U8erNv3ESc/BV0FBUddPdFSVSWPT9D29qemZ2bj63kF9cWl5ZLayt122cGg41HsvYNCJmQQoNNRQooZEYYCqScBX1z0b+1S0YK2J9iYMEWordaNEVnKGT2oX9TluHLElMfEcPSuVwlwb+dbYXHA5piD1A5hRwlYVGUa6G7ULRL/lj0L8kmJAimaDaLryHnZinCjRyyaxtBn6CrYwZFFzCMB+mFhLG++wGmo5qpsC2svFjQ7rtlA7txsaVRjpWv09kTFk7UJHrVAx79rc3Ev/zmil2j1uZ0EmKoPnXom4qKcZ0lBLtCAMc5cARxo1wt1LeY4ZxdFnmXQjB75f/knq5FByWKheV4snpJI4c2SRbZIcE5IickHNSJTXCyT15JM/kxXvwnrxX7+2rdcqbzGyQH/DePwHKAJ3D</latexit>

dn ⇡ 5.2 10�16✓ e cm

Why is theta so small?  Hadron dynamics depends on it in a non-trivial way
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For small vacuum angle, the minimum of the potential is
<latexit sha1_base64="oCbEdX9hGSdF/Wd8Navd3WOfq9E=">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</latexit>

V (✓) =
✓2

8
f2
⇡m

2
⇡

mumd

(mu +md)2

As a function of the vacuum angle, the ground state energy is periodic.  It can be shown that:

<latexit sha1_base64="cYlxN4o+bCoWyfpybrphx4qpvcM=">AAACDnicbVBLS0JBFJ7b0+xltWwzJIKSyL0i1SaQ2rQ0yAd4ReaORx2c+2Dm3EDEX9Cmv9KmRRFtW7fr3zQ+gtI+OPDN953DnPN5kRQabfvLWlldW9/YTGwlt3d29/ZTB4c1HcaKQ5WHMlQNj2mQIoAqCpTQiBQw35NQ9wbXE79+D0qLMLjDYQQtn/UC0RWcoZHaqUwta+dcCbSWdbEPyHJu/tLN/7xOadGNRK6dStsFewq6TJw5SZM5Ku3Up9sJeexDgFwyrZuOHWFrxBQKLmGcdGMNEeMD1oOmoQHzQbdG03PGNGOUDu2GylSAdKr+nhgxX+uh75lOn2FfL3oT8T+vGWP3ojUSQRQjBHz2UTeWFEM6yYZ2hAKOcmgI40qYXSnvM8U4mgSTJgRn8eRlUisWnLNC6baULl/N40iQY3JCssQh56RMbkiFVAknD+SJvJBX69F6tt6s91nrijWfOSJ/YH18A9lSmXs=</latexit>

V (0)  V (✓) = V (✓ + 2⇡)

<latexit sha1_base64="/1KgByOz+/7F1MKNkc7ZlQvJCH0=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1ItQ9OKxgv3AJpTNdtMu3WzC7kQopf/CiwdFvPpvvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLrut1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTZNkmvEGS2Si2yE1XArFGyhQ8naqOY1DyVvh8Hbqt564NiJRDzhKeRDTvhKRYBSt9OjjgCO99lPRLVfcqjsDWSZeTiqQo94tf/m9hGUxV8gkNabjuSkGY6pRMMknJT8zPKVsSPu8Y6miMTfBeHbxhJxYpUeiRNtSSGbq74kxjY0ZxaHtjCkOzKI3Ff/zOhlGV8FYqDRDrth8UZRJggmZvk96QnOGcmQJZVrYWwkbUE0Z2pBKNgRv8eVl0jyrehfV8/vzSu0mj6MIR3AMp+DBJdTgDurQAAYKnuEV3hzjvDjvzse8teDkM4fwB87nD3dFkMs=</latexit>

✓ = ⇡For the full potential Is a special place, where a cusp may develop for some values of the quark masses

The axion solution of the strong CP problem consist of making theta into a dynamical field “a” whose potential V(a) will relax its 
value to zero.  A is a pseudo scalar, and also a pseudo Goldstone boson, hence the theory is symmetric approximately under shifts 
a—> a + constant.  The term quadratic in the axion field is:

<latexit sha1_base64="iPyQ0DsERydIHgc85wRp/2r3dwo=">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</latexit>

V (✓) =
a2

8
f2
⇡m

2
⇡

mumd

(mu +md)2

Normalizing the kinetic term as:
<latexit sha1_base64="z59Ico9bbor/hMDi3AWVcbvR7NA=">AAACc3icbZFNaxsxEIa124+k7peTQi85dIhbSGlqdp3Q5lIILZQeekihTgKWvczK2lhE0gpJWzDL/oH+vNz6L3rpvVp7D2nSAcHLO89Io5ncSOF8kvyK4jt3793f2HzQe/jo8ZOn/a3tU1dWlvExK2Vpz3N0XArNx154yc+N5ahyyc/yy09t/uwHt06U+rtfGj5VeKFFIRj6YGX9nzVlKOFrQ/c/0H2oU1oGHEYNFBnORrBHDVovUGY1VVUD+DqYb2qENXcwAmrELOCUGydkqWctR3VFUZoF0px7bNqLqVXgbQOfsw5Yy2tU1h8kw2QVcFuknRiQLk6y/hWdl6xSXHsm0blJmhg/rdt+meRNj1aOG2SXeMEnQWpU3E3r1cwaeBWcORSlDUd7WLnXK2pUzi1VHkiFfuFu5lrzf7lJ5YujaS20qTzXbP1QUUnwJbQLgLmwnHm5DAKZFaFXYAu0yHxYUy8MIb355dvidDRM3w0Pvx0Ojj9249gkO2SX7JGUvCfH5As5IWPCyO/oefQiguhPvBPvxi/XaBx1Nc/IPxG//Qsw3bxg</latexit>

L =
1

2
f2
a (@µa)

2 +
a

32⇡2
✏µ⌫↵� trFµ⌫F↵�

<latexit sha1_base64="EggPOUu1rcoJI1DW1HpaS8agpmU=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="kGODAAF9NyXNg/7JsfArSxsHtB4=">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</latexit>

ma ⇡ 5.4⇥ 10�10eV · 1.1⇥ 1016 GeV

fa

Excellent candidate for dark matter…
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The EW theory.  Fermion quantum numbers
84 5 Theories and Lagrangians III: The Standard Model

Leptons
i (generation) 1 2 3 T 3 Y

Li -e
e L

-µ
µ L

-1
1 L

1
2
1
2

1
2

!iR eR µR 1R 0 1

Table 5.1 Transformation properties of the lepton fields under the electroweak gauge group
SU(2) U(1)Y . In the last two columns on the right the values of the weak isospin and the hy-
percharge are shown for the different fields.

In the case of quarks we proceed along similar lines. We look first at the charged
weak current that couples protons with neutrons. Taking into account the quark
content of these particles we see how this current in fact couples the u and d quark,
suggesting that they form an isodoublet. This structure is repeated for the three quark
generations3

u
d L

,
c
s L

,
t
b L

. (5.44)

As with leptons, the right-handed quark components are singlet under SU(2). The
hypercharges of the different quarks are shown in table 5.2, where the notation Qi,
Ui
L and Di

L is respectively introduced to denote the left-handed doublets and right-
handed SU(2) singlets.
The next task is to determine the couplings of the different matter fields (lep-

tons and quarks) to the intermediate vector bosons. From Eq. (4.45) the covariant
derivative acting on the matter fields in a representation R of the gauge field is of
the form

Dµ µ igWµ ig Bµ
µ igWµ TR igWµ TR igW3

µT 3R ig BµYR, (5.45)

where the generators are in the representation of the corresponding matter fields
on which the covariant derivative acts. It is important to notice that we have intro-
duced two distinct coupling constants g and g associated with the two factors of the
gauge group, SU(2) and U(1)Y . This is because gauge transformations do not mix
the gauge field Wµ with Bµ and therefore gauge invariance does not require that

3 A word of warning is in order here. Although denoted by the same letter, the fields in the quark
doublets are not necessarily the same ones that appear as the hadron constituents in the quark
model. The two are related by a linear combination. This for the time being cryptic remark will
find clarification in chapter 10 (see page 173).
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Quarks
i (generation) 1 2 3 T 3 Y

Qi u
d L

c
s L

t
b L

1
2
1
2

1
6

Ui
R uR cR tR 0 2

3

Di
R dR sR bR 0 1

3

Table 5.2 Transformation properties of the quarks in the electroweak sector of the standard model.

both coupling constants should be related. Applying Eq. (5.41) we express Dµ in
terms of the gauge fields Aµ and Zµ

Dµ µ igWµ TR igWµ TR iAµ gsin+wT 3R g cos+wYR
iZµ gT 3R cos+w g YR sin+w . (5.46)

We have identified Aµ with the electromagnetic gauge field. Thus the third term
in the covariant derivative gives the coupling of the matter field to the electromag-
netism and, as a consequence, it should be of the form ieQAµ , with Q the charge
operator. With this in mind and using once more the Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation
(5.37) we conclude that the electric charge e is related to the coupling constants g
and g by

e gsin+w g cos+w. (5.47)

This equation gives the physical interpretation of the weak mixing angle that ap-
peared above in a rather mysterious way. It measures the ratio between the two
independent coupling constants in the electroweak sector of the standard model:

tan+w
g
g

. (5.48)

Precise calculations with the standard model requires writing an Lagrangian from
where to start a quantization of the theory. A first piece contains that dynamics
of gauge fields and can be constructed using what we learned in chapter 4 about
nonabelian gauge fields

The fundamental fermions come in three families with the same 
quantum numbers with respect to the gauge group

In principle one 
could add sterile 
neutrinos, right 
handed neutrinos 
who are singlets 
under the gauge 
g r o u p .  T h e y 
would generate 
Dirac masses for 
t h e k n o w n 
neutrinos
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We can spell out the quantum numbers for each generation.  The only difference is 
related to their masses

Left handed fermions
<latexit sha1_base64="d5kn6C0GH4rFLw+hL6XN+hqe+qs=">AAACBnicdZDLSgMxGIUz9VbrbdSlCMEitGDrTJXqsqgLlxXsBdphyKRpG5q5kGSEMszKja/SjQtF3PoCbtwJvoZ706lCvR0IHL7z/yQ5TsCokIbxqqVmZufmF9KLmaXlldU1fX2jLvyQY1LDPvN500GCMOqRmqSSkWbACXIdRhrO4HScN64IF9T3LuUwIJaLeh7tUoykQra+nTvYK+XtyNwvx7DtBywUMGcmqGDGtp41i0YiaPwyX1G2kn9/Lpy9jaq2/tLu+Dh0iScxQ0K0TCOQVoS4pJiRONMOBQkQHqAeaSnrIZcIK0q+EcNdRTqw63N1PAkTOr0RIVeIoeuoSRfJvviZjeFfWSuU3WMrol4QSuLhyUXdkEHpw3EnsEM5wZINlUGYU/VWiPuIIyxVc5npEv439VLRLBcPL1QbJ2CiNNgCOyAHTHAEKuAcVEENYHANRuAO3Gs32q32oD1ORlPa584m+Cbt6QMh1Jon</latexit>

(3, 2)1/6 � (1, 2)�1

Right handed fermions

<latexit sha1_base64="hu/UOXQ/E63Iq12N9tOlzwbuu4Y=">AAACGnicdZDLSgMxGIUz9VbrbdSlm2ARWrB1phV1WdSFywr2Au0wZNJMG5q5kGSEMsxzuPEFfAg3LhQRN+JG8DXcm16EejsQOHzn/0lynJBRIQ3jTUvNzM7NL6QXM0vLK6tr+vpGXQQRx6SGAxbwpoMEYdQnNUklI82QE+Q5jDSc/skwb1wSLmjgX8hBSCwPdX3qUoykQrZu5sq7Zt6OS3vlBLaDkEUCTlDBnGbmhCW2njWLxkjQ+GW+omwl//FcOH2/qdr6S7sT4MgjvsQMCdEyjVBaMeKSYkaSTDsSJES4j7qkpayPPCKsePS1BO4o0oFuwNXxJRzR6Y0YeUIMPEdNekj2xM9sCP/KWpF0j6yY+mEkiY/HF7kRgzKAw55gh3KCJRsogzCn6q0Q9xBHWKo2M9Ml/G/qpaJ5UNw/V20cg7HSYAtsgxwwwSGogDNQBTWAwRW4BffgQbvW7rRH7Wk8mtImO5vgm7TXT6GBoLI=</latexit>

(3, 1)2/3 � (3, 1)�1/3 � (1, 1)�1

There is a fundamental chiral nature of these quantum number, generically anomalies spoil gauge 
invariance and hence the consistency of the theory.  It is remarkable that the hypercharge assignments are 
essentially unique for the consistency of the theory.  The exquisite structure of the families is in need of 
explanation.  Let’s see how this happens

<latexit sha1_base64="wb80skfmNKK2lKE9RJnXbiFJS+g=">AAACJ3icdVBbSwJBGJ21m9ltq8deBiVQAtm1qJ5C6qVHo1YFV2R2HHVw9sLMt4Us/ot+Qi/9lV6CisjH/kmjFtjtwMDhnPPxfXO8SHAFljUyUnPzC4tL6eXMyura+oa5uVVVYSwpc2goQln3iGKCB8wBDoLVI8mI7wlW8/pnY792zaTiYXAFg4g1fdINeIdTAlpqmSeXTn6/4AL3mcKal764k7cL2JW82wMiZXiDZ4Njs5Uwf9gyc3bRmgBbv8iXlStn3b3bUXlQaZlPbjuksc8CoIIo1bCtCJoJkcCpYMOMGysWEdonXdbQNCB6XTOZ/HOId7XSxp1Q6hcAnqizEwnxlRr4nk76BHrqpzcW//IaMXSOmwkPohhYQKeLOrHAEOJxabjNJaMgBpoQKrm+FdMekYSCrjYzW8L/pFoq2ofFgwvdximaIo12UBblkY2OUBmdowpyEEV36AE9oxfj3ng0Xo23aTRlfM5so28w3j8Ac1WmRQ==</latexit>

SU(3)⇥ SU(2)⇥ U(1) ! SU(3)⇥ U(1)em
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Anomalous Symmetries
Sometimes symmetries of the classical Lagrangian do not survive quantization 

Global chiral symmetries, responsible for the electromagnetic decay of the neutral pion.  This is a welcome anomaly, it does not 
jeopardize consistency of the theory 

Gauged chiral symmetries.  This happens when left and right multiplets have different representations of the gauge group.  At the one-
loop level we find a non-trivial conditions among the quantum numbers necessary to maintain gauge invariance.  It suffices to satisfy 
this condition at the one-loop level.  This is the example we want to explore now 

Scale invariance.  The behavior of the theory under scale transformation.  Rather, how physics depends on scales is far more 
interesting that just dimensional analysis

144 8 Anomalies

where the chiral fermions # i transform according to the representations 1ai, of the
gauge group G (a 1, . . . ,dimG). The covariant derivatives Dµ are then defined
by

Dµ # i
µ# i igAaµ1

a # i . (8.59)

As with global symmetries, anomalies in the gauge symmetry appear in the triangle
diagram with one axial and two vector gauge current vertices

0 T jaµA x jb-V x jc(V 0 0
jaµA jb-V

jc(V

symmetric

(8.60)

where gauge vector and axial currents jaµV , jaµA are given by

jaµV
N

i 1
# i 1a 5µ# i

N

j 1
# j 1a 5µ# j

,

jaµA

N

i 1
# i 1a 5µ# i

N

i 1
# j 1a 5µ# j

. (8.61)

Luckily, we do not have to compute the whole diagram in order to find an anomaly
cancellation condition, it is enough if we calculate the overall group theoretical fac-
tor. In the case of the diagram in Eq. (8.60) for every fermion species running in the
loop this factor is equal to

tr 1ai, 1bi, ,1ci, , (8.62)

where the sign corresponds respectively to the generators of the representation of
the gauge group for the left and right-handed fermions. Hence the anomaly cancel-
lation condition reads

N

i 1
tr 1ai, 1bi, ,1ci,

N

j 1
tr 1aj, 1bj, ,1cj, 0. (8.63)

Knowing this we can proceed to check the anomaly cancellation in the Stan-
dard Model SU(3) SU(2) U(1). Left handed fermions (both leptons and quarks)
transform as doublets with respect to the SU(2) factor whereas the right-handed
components are singlets. The charge with respect to the U(1) part, the hypercharge
Y , is determined by the Gell-Mann-Nishijima formula

Q T3 Y, (8.64)
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N
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N
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Luckily, we do not have to compute the whole diagram in order to find an anomaly
cancellation condition, it is enough if we calculate the overall group theoretical fac-
tor. In the case of the diagram in Eq. (8.60) for every fermion species running in the
loop this factor is equal to

tr 1ai, 1bi, ,1ci, , (8.62)

where the sign corresponds respectively to the generators of the representation of
the gauge group for the left and right-handed fermions. Hence the anomaly cancel-
lation condition reads

N

i 1
tr 1ai, 1bi, ,1ci,

N

j 1
tr 1aj, 1bj, ,1cj, 0. (8.63)

Knowing this we can proceed to check the anomaly cancellation in the Stan-
dard Model SU(3) SU(2) U(1). Left handed fermions (both leptons and quarks)
transform as doublets with respect to the SU(2) factor whereas the right-handed
components are singlets. The charge with respect to the U(1) part, the hypercharge
Y , is determined by the Gell-Mann-Nishijima formula

Q T3 Y, (8.64)

Anomaly cancellation condition, it has highly non-
trivial implications for the family structure.  In the 
graph each vertex should be L or R currents, 
contributing with opposite signs

 When the gauge current is not conserved, gauge invariance is violated, and unphysical states begin to propagate, or the gauge 
symmetry is broken by some additional scalars in the theory
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Deriving Quantum Numbers

(N, 2)LqL � (1, 2)LlL
(N, 1)RuR

� (N, 1)RdR
� (1, 1)ReR

SU(N)c ⇥ SU(2)⇥ U(1) S.M. anomaly

Single family

Anomaly conditions, we will normalize e_R=-1 as in the SM

U(1)SU(2)2 2N qL + 2 lL = 0

U(1)SU(N)2 2 qL � (uR + dR) = 0

U(1)3 2N q3L + 2 l3L �N u3
R �N d3R � e3R = 0

U(1) 2 qL + 2 lL �N(uR + dR)� eR = 0

A simple computation now yields a (nearly) unique solution:

qL =
1

2N
lL = �1

2
eR = �1

uR + dR = 1/N

uR dR = �1

4
(1� 1

N2
)

uR =
N + 1

2N

dR = �N � 1

2N

For N=3 we obtain the hypercharges of the SM!!

8.4 Gauge Anomalies 145

where Q is the electric charge of the corresponding particle and T3 is the eigenvalue
with respect to the third generator of the SU(2) group in the corresponding repre-
sentation: T3 1

2(
3 for the doublets and T3 0 for the singlets. For the first family

of quarks (u, d) and leptons (e, -e) we have the following field content

quarks: u'
d' L, 16

u'R, 23
d'R, 23

leptons: -e
e L, 1

2

eR, 1 (8.65)

where ' 1,2,3 labels the color quantum number and the subscript indicates the
value of the weak hypercharge Y . Denoting the representations of SU(3) SU(2)
U(1) by nc,nw Y , with nc and nw the representations of SU(3) and SU(2) respec-

tively and Y the hypercharge, the matter content of the Standard Model consists of
a three family replication of the representations:

left-handed fermions: 3,2 L
1
6

1,2 L
1
2

(8.66)
right-handed fermions: 3,1 R

2
3

3,1 R
1
3

1,1 R
1.

In computing the triangle diagram we have 10 possibilities depending on which
factor of the gauge group SU(3) SU(2) U(1) couples to each vertex:

SU(3)3 SU(2)3 U(1)3

SU(3)2 SU(2) SU(2)U(1)

SU(3)2U(1) SU(2)U(1)2

SU(3)SU(2)2

SU(3)SU(2)U(1)

SU(3)U(1)2

It is easy to check that some of them do not give rise to anomalies. For example the
anomaly for the SU(3)3 case cancels because left and right-handed quarks transform
in the same representation. In the case of SU(2)3 the cancellation happens term by
term because of the Pauli matrices identity (a(b % ab i0abc( c that leads to

tr (a (b,( c 2 tr(a % bc 0. (8.67)
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SU(3)3 SU(2)3 U(1)3

SU(3)2 SU(2) SU(2)U(1)

SU(3)2U(1) SU(2)U(1)2

SU(3)SU(2)2

SU(3)SU(2)U(1)

SU(3)U(1)2

It is easy to check that some of them do not give rise to anomalies. For example the
anomaly for the SU(3)3 case cancels because left and right-handed quarks transform
in the same representation. In the case of SU(2)3 the cancellation happens term by
term because of the Pauli matrices identity (a(b % ab i0abc( c that leads to

tr (a (b,( c 2 tr(a % bc 0. (8.67)

Anomalies cancel generation by generation.  In fact the 
hypercharge assignments is completely determined if we 
also impose the traceless-ness of any U(1), which follows 
from the mixed anomaly including the energy-momentum 
tensor.
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Gauge couplings: EW sector
The EW group has four generators, and the electric charge is a non-trivial mixing between week hyper charge and weak neutral isospin.  The weak 
mixing angle was first introduced by S. Glashow in 1961, in the original formulation of the SU(2) x U(1) formulation of the standard model.  The 
model did not contain the BEH multiplet, but general physical considerations led to the mixing of the neutral currents.
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with g a dimensionless coupling constant. At energies below the mass m the gauge
field becomes nonpropagating and the kinetic term can be ignored. Solving the equa-
tions of motion for Aµ and substituting the result in Lagrangian (5.35) we arrive at
the low energy “contact” interaction

Lint
g2

2m2
JµJµ . (5.36)

Extrapolation of this result to the weak interaction leads to the conclusion that both
charged and neutral weak currents are mediated by massive gauge bosons2.
The construction of a theory of weak interactions based in the interchange of

vector bosons leads in fact to the unification of the weak and electromagnetic inter-
action based on a gauge theory with gauge group SU(2) U(1)Y . This has four gen-
erators: two charged and one neutral bosons, responsible respectively for charged
and neutral weak currents, and the photon. As group generators we use T ,T 3,Y .
The first three are the ladder generators (B.10) of the SU(2) factor, called the weak
isospin. In addition, the so-called weak hypercharge is the generator of the U(1)Y
factor where the subscript is intended to avoid confusion with the electromagnetic
U(1) gauge group. It is important to keep in mind that despite their similar names
the weak isospin and hypercharge are radically different from the strong interaction
namesakes introduced in section 5.1. This notwithstanding, the value of the weak
hypercharge of the different fields will be fixed in such a way that the analog of the
Gell-Mann-Nishijima is satisfied

Q T 3 Y. (5.37)

Once the gauge group is chosen, we begin studying the intermediate gauge
bosons of the theory. For this we introduce the Lie algebra valued gauge fields

Wµ Wµ T Wµ T W3
µT 3, Bµ BµY. (5.38)

Using the Gell-Mann-Nishijima formula (5.37) and the commutation relations of
the SU(2) algebra shown in Eq. (B.10) we have that

Q,T T , Q,T 3 Q,Y 0. (5.39)

This means that the gauge fieldsWµ are electrically charged intermediate bosons,
whileW 3

µ and Bµ are neutral fields.
We still have to identify the electromagnetic U(1) in the gauge group of the elec-

troweak theory. Since the photon has no electric charge, the Maxwell gauge field Aµ
should be somehow a combination of the two neutral gauge bosons,W 3

µ and Bµ . We
define then a new pair of neutral gauge fields Aµ ,Zµ by

2 At the end of this chapter we will see that this is itself not free of problems. How these are
overcome will be explained in chapter 10.
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Aµ Bµ cos+w W3
µ sin+w, (5.40)

Zµ Bµ sin+w W3
µ cos+w,

where the transformation is parametrized by an angle +w called the weak mixing
angle. The form of the linear combination is not arbitrary: it is the most general one
that guarantees that the new gauge fields Aµ and Zµ have canonical kinetic terms
in the action. The field Aµ is now identified with the electromagnetic potential. In
short, what we have done is to parametrize our ignorance of how QED is embedded
in the electroweak gauge theory by introducing the weak mixing angle. Its value
will have to be experimentally determined. The fact that is nonzero indicates that
the weak and electromagnetic interactions are in fact mixed.
We are done, for the time being, with the gauge bosons. Next we fix the rep-

resentation of the matter fields, i.e. how matter fields transform under the gauge
group. Here the experiment is our guiding principle. For example we know that
chargedweak currents couple left-handed leptons to their corresponding left-handed
neutrinos. Because these interactions are mediated by the charged gauge fields
Wµ Wµ T , we are led to include both fields in a SU(2) doublet

-e
e L

,
-µ
µ L

,
-1
1 L

. (5.41)

In addition we also know that the right-handed component of the electron does not
take part in interactions mediated by weak charged currents. This indicates that they
should be taken to be singlets under the SU(2) factor.
The Gell-Mann-Nishijima formula can be used now to fix the hypercharge of the

leptons, i.e. their transformations under the U(1) factor of the gauge group. Using
that the left-handed isodoublets (5.41) transform in the fundamental (s 1

2 ) repre-
sentation of SU(2) where T 3 1

2(
3, we have

Y -!
1
2
, Y !

1
2
, (5.42)

where ! denotes e , µ or 1 . In the case of the right-handed lepton, being a singlet
under SU(2), we have that T 3 0 and therefore

Y !R 1. (5.43)

We summarize the results in table 5.1. There we have introduced the compact no-
tation Li and !i to denote respectively the left-handed isodoublets and right-handed
singlets.
In all this discussion we have ignored the possibility of having a right-handed

component for the neutrino. Being a SU(2) singlet and having zero charge this par-
ticle would have also vanishing hypercharge.Thus, such a particle would be a singlet
under all gauge groups of the standard model. This is called a sterile neutrino and
would only interact gravitationally, what makes their detection extremely difficult.
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Leptons
i (generation) 1 2 3 T 3 Y

Li -e
e L

-µ
µ L

-1
1 L

1
2
1
2

1
2

!iR eR µR 1R 0 1

Table 5.1 Transformation properties of the lepton fields under the electroweak gauge group
SU(2) U(1)Y . In the last two columns on the right the values of the weak isospin and the hy-
percharge are shown for the different fields.

In the case of quarks we proceed along similar lines. We look first at the charged
weak current that couples protons with neutrons. Taking into account the quark
content of these particles we see how this current in fact couples the u and d quark,
suggesting that they form an isodoublet. This structure is repeated for the three quark
generations3

u
d L

,
c
s L

,
t
b L

. (5.44)

As with leptons, the right-handed quark components are singlet under SU(2). The
hypercharges of the different quarks are shown in table 5.2, where the notation Qi,
Ui
L and Di

L is respectively introduced to denote the left-handed doublets and right-
handed SU(2) singlets.
The next task is to determine the couplings of the different matter fields (lep-

tons and quarks) to the intermediate vector bosons. From Eq. (4.45) the covariant
derivative acting on the matter fields in a representation R of the gauge field is of
the form

Dµ µ igWµ ig Bµ
µ igWµ TR igWµ TR igW3

µT 3R ig BµYR, (5.45)

where the generators are in the representation of the corresponding matter fields
on which the covariant derivative acts. It is important to notice that we have intro-
duced two distinct coupling constants g and g associated with the two factors of the
gauge group, SU(2) and U(1)Y . This is because gauge transformations do not mix
the gauge field Wµ with Bµ and therefore gauge invariance does not require that

3 A word of warning is in order here. Although denoted by the same letter, the fields in the quark
doublets are not necessarily the same ones that appear as the hadron constituents in the quark
model. The two are related by a linear combination. This for the time being cryptic remark will
find clarification in chapter 10 (see page 173).
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Quarks
i (generation) 1 2 3 T 3 Y

Qi u
d L

c
s L

t
b L

1
2
1
2

1
6

Ui
R uR cR tR 0 2

3

Di
R dR sR bR 0 1

3

Table 5.2 Transformation properties of the quarks in the electroweak sector of the standard model.

both coupling constants should be related. Applying Eq. (5.41) we express Dµ in
terms of the gauge fields Aµ and Zµ

Dµ µ igWµ TR igWµ TR iAµ gsin+wT 3R g cos+wYR
iZµ gT 3R cos+w g YR sin+w . (5.46)

We have identified Aµ with the electromagnetic gauge field. Thus the third term
in the covariant derivative gives the coupling of the matter field to the electromag-
netism and, as a consequence, it should be of the form ieQAµ , with Q the charge
operator. With this in mind and using once more the Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation
(5.37) we conclude that the electric charge e is related to the coupling constants g
and g by

e gsin+w g cos+w. (5.47)

This equation gives the physical interpretation of the weak mixing angle that ap-
peared above in a rather mysterious way. It measures the ratio between the two
independent coupling constants in the electroweak sector of the standard model:

tan+w
g
g

. (5.48)

Precise calculations with the standard model requires writing an Lagrangian from
where to start a quantization of the theory. A first piece contains that dynamics
of gauge fields and can be constructed using what we learned in chapter 4 about
nonabelian gauge fields
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tan+w
g
g
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Precise calculations with the standard model requires writing an Lagrangian from
where to start a quantization of the theory. A first piece contains that dynamics
of gauge fields and can be constructed using what we learned in chapter 4 about
nonabelian gauge fields

The covariant derivatives become quite intricate:
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Lgauge
1
2
Wµ-W µ- 1

4
Zµ-Zµ-

1
4
Fµ-Fµ- ig

2
cos+wWµ W- Zµ-

ie
2
Wµ W- Fµ- g2

2
Wµ W µ Wµ W µ Wµ W µ 2 (5.49)

where we have introduced the notation

Wµ- µW- -Wµ ie Wµ A- W- Aµ igcos+w Wµ Z- W- Zµ

Zµ- µZ- -Zµ , (5.50)

while Fµ- is the familiar field strength of the Maxwell field Aµ . The gauge piece of
the Lagrangian that just wrote might look a bit cumbersome at first sight. This is
only because we have chosen to write it in terms of the fields Aµ and Zµ . Although
it is there the SU(2) U(1)Y gauge symmetry is not obvious, but as a compensation
we have an action that is explicitly invariant under the gauge transformations of
electromagnetism.We have also eliminated the coupling constant g in favor of g and
the weak mixing angle +w. Moreover, whenever the combination gsin+w appeared
we further used (5.47) and wrote the electric charge e.
For the matter fields, on the other hand, we can write the following gauge invari-

ant Lagrangian

Lmatter

3

i 1
iL jDL j i! jRD!

j
R

iQ jDQ j iU j
RDU

j
R iDj

RDD
j
R . (5.51)

The covariant derivatives that appear in this Lagrangian can be written explicitly
from (5.46) taking into account the representation for the different matter fields.
A glimpse at the LagrangiansLgauge and Lmatter and at the covariant derivative

(5.46) shows the coupling between the standard model particles. As right-handed
fields are singlets under SU(2) we see that theW boson only couples to the left-
handed doublets. Using the expression of the T generators in the fundamental
representation of SU(2) we see that the terms in the standard model Lagrangian
coupling theW boson to the leptons are of the form

gWµ -!5
µ!L, gWµ !L5µ-!. (5.52)

Notice that the strength of these couplings is given by g.
In the case of the Z0 we notice that in the covariant derivative it appears together

with a combination of the two generators of the Cartan subalgebra of the gauge
group SU(2) U(1)Y , namely T 3 and Y . Since they can be taken diagonal we see
that this gauge boson couples fermions of the same kind. In the case of the leptons
these are

g
2cos+w

Zµ-!5
µ-!,

g
cos+w

1
2

sin2 +w Zµ!L5µ!L, (5.53)
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Matter couplings without the Higgs

Gauge couplings

Convenient notation
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Higgs couplings

170 10 The Origin of Mass

Higgs mode discussed in the previous section [see Eq. (7.56)]. We add a massless
fermion # and couple it to the complex scalar field 2 x introducing the so-called
Yukawa coupling term

LYukawa c2## , (10.1)

where c is a real constant. Upon symmetry breaking this term in the Lagrangian
takes the form

LYukawa cµ##
c
2
(## . (10.2)

The first term gives a Dirac mass m# cµ to the fermion # x , while the second
one couples it to the scalar field ( x .
This shows the way to solve the problem of giving mass to fermions coupling

to gauge fields in a chiral way without breaking gauge invariance. In Chapter 5 we
learned that in the standard model the left-handed fermions transform as doublets
under the SU(2) factor of the gauge group, whereas the right-handed components
are singlets. Then, the gauge invariance of the Yukawa couplings indicates that the
Higgs field has to be a SU(2) doublet

H H
H0 , (10.3)

where H and H0 are complex scalar fields. Taking this into account we add to the
standard model Lagrangian the piece

L !
Yukawa

3

i, j 1
C !
i j L

iH!
j
R C !

ji !
i
RH L j (10.4)

that is invariant under SU(2) gauge transformations. Here C !
i j are dimensionless

coupling constants and we have used the notation introduced in the table 5.1. The
Yukawa couplings have been constructed in such a way that neutrinos do not get
Dirac masses. How neutrino masses come about will be discussed later.
The masses of the quarks are generated by Yukawa couplings similar to the ones

already written for the leptons. One important difference, however, lies in the fact
that we want to give mass to the two components of the left-handed SU(2) doublets.
To achieve this we need to couple the fermions not only to the Higgs doubletH but
also to its “charge conjugate”
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Higgs mode discussed in the previous section [see Eq. (7.56)]. We add a massless
fermion # and couple it to the complex scalar field 2 x introducing the so-called
Yukawa coupling term

LYukawa c2## , (10.1)

where c is a real constant. Upon symmetry breaking this term in the Lagrangian
takes the form

LYukawa cµ##
c
2
(## . (10.2)

The first term gives a Dirac mass m# cµ to the fermion # x , while the second
one couples it to the scalar field ( x .
This shows the way to solve the problem of giving mass to fermions coupling

to gauge fields in a chiral way without breaking gauge invariance. In Chapter 5 we
learned that in the standard model the left-handed fermions transform as doublets
under the SU(2) factor of the gauge group, whereas the right-handed components
are singlets. Then, the gauge invariance of the Yukawa couplings indicates that the
Higgs field has to be a SU(2) doublet

H H
H0 , (10.3)

where H and H0 are complex scalar fields. Taking this into account we add to the
standard model Lagrangian the piece

L !
Yukawa
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i, j 1
C !
i j L

iH!
j
R C !

ji !
i
RH L j (10.4)

that is invariant under SU(2) gauge transformations. Here C !
i j are dimensionless

coupling constants and we have used the notation introduced in the table 5.1. The
Yukawa couplings have been constructed in such a way that neutrinos do not get
Dirac masses. How neutrino masses come about will be discussed later.
The masses of the quarks are generated by Yukawa couplings similar to the ones
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that we want to give mass to the two components of the left-handed SU(2) doublets.
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follows that the conjugated Higgs field H also transforms as a SU(2) doublet. Then,
the Dirac masses of the quark fields can be obtained from the following Yukawa
couplings

L q
Yukawa

3

i, j 1
C q
i j Q

iHDj
R C q

ji DiRH Q j

3

i, j 1
C q
i j Q

iHU j
R C q

ji Ui
RH Q j . (10.7)

The notation again is the one set in table 5.2.
We have constructed an interaction term between the Higgs field and the fermions

demanding invariance under SU(2) gauge transformations. It is easy to see that the
Yukawa couplings (10.4) and (10.7) are invariant also under the U(1)Y gauge sym-
metry factor provided the Higgs field is assigned the hypercharge Y H 1

2 . The
Gell-Mann-Nishijima formula then implies that

Q H 1, Q H0 0, (10.8)

thus justifying our notation.
To implement symmetry breaking we have to add the following piece to the stan-

dard model Lagrangian

LHiggs DµH DµH V H,H , (10.9)

where Dµ is the corresponding SU(2) U(1)Y covariant derivative (see Chapter 5,
Section 5.4). The potential has to be wisely chosen in such a way that spontaneous
symmetry breaking takes place and solves our problems with the particle masses
in a satisfactory way. In fact, gauge invariance and the condition that the theory is
renormalizable (see chapter 9) imply that the Higgs potential should be of the form

V H,H )
4
H H µ2

2
. (10.10)

The system exhibit spontaneous symmetry breaking if µ2 0. Then, the theory has
a degenerate family of vacua defined by H H µ2.
The only surviving gauge symmetry in the electroweak sector at low energies is

the U(1) invariance of QED. This means that this symmetry is realized à la Wigner-
Weyl and therefore the vacuum has zero electric charge. Taking into account Eq.
(10.8) this means that we are forced to take

H 0
µ

. (10.11)
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The Higgs couplings responsible for the masses of the leptons and the current algebra masses of the quarks are below.  
Notice that the Higgs field allows allows us to accommodate the quark and lepton masses in the standard model, but unlike 
the masses of the W and Z, it does not explain them.  This is the flavor problem… 

The most general Lagrangian compatible with the 
gauge symmetry and up to dimension 4, so that the 
theory is renormalizable.  Once H gets its VEV the 
masses are generated from the Yukawa couplings.  Use 
unitary gauge.  The gauge fields get masses from the 
kinetic term
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Because Y H 1
2 this vacuum expectation value breaks not only SU(2) but also

U(1)Y . It however preserves the electromagnetic U(1) and therefore implements cor-
rectly the symmetry breaking pattern, SU(2) U(1)Y U(1).
Following the example of the Abelian Higgs model, the fluctuations around this

vacuum can be parametrized as [cf. Eq. (7.59)]

H x eia x
(
2

0
µ 1

2h x
. (10.12)

There are four different fields associated with these fluctuations, here denoted by
a x and h x . The factor eia x (

2 represents the action of the three broken gen-
erators1, and can be eliminated by a SU(2) gauge transformation. This removes
the three would-be Goldstone bosons a x that are transmuted into the longitudinal
components of the massive gauge bosonsW , W and Z0. The remaining propa-
gating degree of freedom h x is the neutral scalar whose elementary excitations we
call the Higgs boson. Inserting

H x
0

µ 1
2h x

(10.13)

in V H,H and expanding the result in powers of the field h x the mass of the
Higgs particle is found to be

mH µ ) . (10.14)

The dimensionless coupling ) governs the self-interaction of the Higgs bosons.
Plugging Eq. (10.13) in the Yukawa couplings (10.4), and we find, at low ener-

gies, the following lepton mass terms in the Lagrangian

L !
mass eL,µL,1L M !

eR
µR
1R

h.c. (10.15)

We notice that no mass term for the neutrinos is generated through the Higgs mech-
anism, so neutrino masses have to be explained in some other way. On the other
hand, for the quarks we find

L q
mass dL,sL,bL M q

dR
sR
bR

uL,cL,tL M q
uR
cR
tR

h.c. (10.16)

1 It might seem strange that, apparently, we have included only the action of the SU(2) generators
on the vacuum. As a matter of fact this is not the case. What happens is that the electromagnetic
U(1) remains unbroken and therefore Qvac 0. Then, using the Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation, the
action of the hypercharge generator Y on the vacuum can be written in terms of the generators of
SU(2) as Y 2T3 ( 3.
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After the scalar gets its VEV, we find that the Higgs 
coupling to the fermions goes as:
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The lighter the fermion, the weaker the coupling…
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hH+ ·Hi ⇡ 246GeV

EXERCISE:  Write a dim 5 operator respecting gauge 
invariance, but giving a Majorana mass to the neutrinos
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Fundamental property 
In a theory with a single scalar doublet, using SU(2) x U(1) transformations, it is ALWAYS possible to 
represent the doublet in the form:
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gating degree of freedom h x is the neutral scalar whose elementary excitations we
call the Higgs boson. Inserting
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in V H,H and expanding the result in powers of the field h x the mass of the
Higgs particle is found to be

mH µ ) . (10.14)

The dimensionless coupling ) governs the self-interaction of the Higgs bosons.
Plugging Eq. (10.13) in the Yukawa couplings (10.4), and we find, at low ener-

gies, the following lepton mass terms in the Lagrangian

L !
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h.c. (10.15)

We notice that no mass term for the neutrinos is generated through the Higgs mech-
anism, so neutrino masses have to be explained in some other way. On the other
hand, for the quarks we find

L q
mass dL,sL,bL M q

dR
sR
bR

uL,cL,tL M q
uR
cR
tR

h.c. (10.16)

1 It might seem strange that, apparently, we have included only the action of the SU(2) generators
on the vacuum. As a matter of fact this is not the case. What happens is that the electromagnetic
U(1) remains unbroken and therefore Qvac 0. Then, using the Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation, the
action of the hypercharge generator Y on the vacuum can be written in terms of the generators of
SU(2) as Y 2T3 ( 3.

In other words, EM is always preserved.  If we have several scalar doublets, or other representations, the scalar 
potential has to be chosen judiciously because it may lead to no E&M at low energies.  With a single doublet this is 
guaranteed.  Other representations for the Higgs can be envisaged, but none work to reproduce the expected 
properties of the SM.

In the unitary gauge, we can fix a(x)=0, showing that the only physical degree of freedom associated to the H doublet 
is the neutral BEH scalar boson h(x)
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CKM matrix
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The dimensionless coupling ) governs the self-interaction of the Higgs bosons.
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We notice that no mass term for the neutrinos is generated through the Higgs mech-
anism, so neutrino masses have to be explained in some other way. On the other
hand, for the quarks we find
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1 It might seem strange that, apparently, we have included only the action of the SU(2) generators
on the vacuum. As a matter of fact this is not the case. What happens is that the electromagnetic
U(1) remains unbroken and therefore Qvac 0. Then, using the Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation, the
action of the hypercharge generator Y on the vacuum can be written in terms of the generators of
SU(2) as Y 2T3 ( 3.
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anism, so neutrino masses have to be explained in some other way. On the other
hand, for the quarks we find

L q
mass dL,sL,bL M q

dR
sR
bR

uL,cL,tL M q
uR
cR
tR

h.c. (10.16)

1 It might seem strange that, apparently, we have included only the action of the SU(2) generators
on the vacuum. As a matter of fact this is not the case. What happens is that the electromagnetic
U(1) remains unbroken and therefore Qvac 0. Then, using the Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation, the
action of the hypercharge generator Y on the vacuum can be written in terms of the generators of
SU(2) as Y 2T3 ( 3.
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In these expressions the mass matrices are given by

M !,q
i j µC !,q

i j , M q
i j µC q

i j , (10.17)

with C !,q
i j and C q

i j the strength of the Yukawa couplings that, we have to bear in
mind, define general 3 3 complex matrices. We notice as well that the mass scale
of all charged fermion are set by the Higgs vacuum expectation value µ .
So far the we have written the standard model Lagrangian in terms of fields

with well defined transformations under the gauge group (this we call flavor eigen-
states). Now, however, there is no a priori reason for the mass matrices in (10.15)
and (10.16) to be diagonal. This means that the corresponding propagators are not
diagonal and therefore the different flavor eigenstates mix with each other as they
propagate. In order to quantize the theory, however, it is more convenient to work
with fields whose propagators, at low energies, are diagonal and therefore have well-
defined masses. These fields are constructed by noticing that a general complex ma-
trix can always be diagonalized by a biunitary transformation. More precisely, this
means that there are unitary matrices V !,q

L,R , V q
L,R such that

V !
L M ! V !

R

me 0 0
0 mµ 0
0 0 m1

(10.18)

for the leptons, whereas for the quarks we have

V q
L M q V q

R

md 0 0
0 ms 0
0 0 mb

, V q
L M q V q

R

mu 0 0
0 mc 0
0 0 mt

. (10.19)

In view of this we define the mass eigenstate quark fields as2

uL,R
cL,R
tL,R

V q
L,R

uL,R
cL,R
tL,R

,

dL,R
sL,R
bL,R

V q
L,R

dL,R
sL,R
bL,R

, (10.20)

and similarly for the charged lepton fields, this time using the matrices V !
L,R . By

construction the propagators are diagonal when expressed in terms of the new fields.
The couplings with the gauge fields, on the other hand, can get a dependence of the
unitary matrices involved in the diagonalization of the mass matrices. To see how
this dependence comes about we look, for example, at the quark charged current
that couples to theW bosons

2 Our notation at this point differs from the usual one in the literature in that we use primed fields
to indicate the mass eigenstates. The reason to use this notation to avoid cluttering the equations
with primes both in this chapter and in chapter 5.
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In the quark sector going from gauge to mass eigenstates leaves a matrix of phases in the charged currents,  the CKM matrix.  Not for 
neutral currents (GIM) 
We can add sterile neutrinos, and write completely similar matrices in the neutrino sector.  See below, for some remarks.

174 10 The Origin of Mass

jµ uL,cL,tL 5µ
dL
sL
bL

uL,cL,tL 5
µV q

L V q
L

dL
sL
bL

(10.21)

A similar calculation for the neutral quark current shows that it does not depend on
the unitary matrices relating flavor to mass eigenstates.
We have shown that the couplings of the quarks to theW bosons mix the dif-

ferent mass eigenstates. This mixing is given by the 3 3 matrix

V V q
L V q

L , (10.22)

called the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa quark mixing matrix. It is immediate to
check that this matrix is unitary and therefore in general complex. In chapter 11 we
will see that this have important physical consequences.
We analyze next the leptonic sector. The charged lepton-neutrino current is then

jµ -eL,-µ L,-1 L 5µ
eL
µL
1L

-e,L,-µ,L,-1,L 5µV
!

L

eL
µL
1L

(10.23)

Were the neutrino massless, the matrixVL ! could be reabsorbed in a redefinition of
the neutrino fields without making the propagator nondiagonal. We know, however,
that the neutrinos are massive and the only question is whether their mass terms are
of Dirac or Majorana type. In either case one has to redefine the neutrino fields to
diagonalize their mass matrix and this results in the introduction of second Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix in the leptonic sector.

Higgs couplings

Having learned how masses of the fermions are generated we would like to know
how these states couple to the Higgs field itself. This is important because these
couplings determine both how the Higgs particles can be produced in a scattering
experiment and also what signatures they create upon decay. Looking at the terms
linear in h x in (10.4) we find that the Higgs boson couples to the charged mass
eigenstates f e ,µ ,1 ,u ,d ,c ,s ,t ,b according to the vertices

f

f

h
mf

µ

where mf is the mass of the charged fermion. Thus, the Higgs-fermion couplings
are suppressed by the ratio between the fermion masses and the vacuum expectation
value of the Higgs field.
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Higgs production
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Higgs decays

Courtesy J. Incancella
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Courtesy J. IncancellaCourtesy J. Incandella
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CKM and PMNS mixing matrices
Other lecturers will cover in more details the mixing matrices for quarks and for neutrinos, but I would like to make some simple remarks, that will 
provide food for thought, and will show how profoundly different are the properties of leptons and quarks.   This is a major mystery. Like most 
properties of the mass matrices in the SM.   

It is interesting to look at the textures of the two matrices, which are as different as one could imagine.  If they have a common origin, there must be 
some very fundamental aspects of flavor to be understood. 

For simplicity we did not add the couplings to sterile right handed neutrinos, but if we did, we would obtain a matrix similar to CKM, usually knowns as 
PMNS after their creators.  This is what we will do now. You can also show that using dimension five operators it is possible to write a Majorana mass 
for the SM neutrinos.
Counting CP phases in the mixing matrix is relatively simple.  Imagine we have N-generations, then the mixing matrix is in U(N) with NxN 
real parameters.  By redefining the phases of the weak eigenstates and the mass eigenstates, we can remove 2 N-1 phases (the common one is 
irrelevant).  A SO(N) rotation has N (N-1)/2 angles, hence the number of possible CP-violating angles is given below.  For N=3 just 1!

<latexit sha1_base64="aBJ4bKteVpdjSvR/ovGv11EEy2A=">AAACHnicbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY9egkWo0JbdpT4uQtGLp1LBPqBbSzZN29DsgyQrlKW/xIt/xYsHRQRP+m/MbhfR1oGEYeYbkm+cgFEhDeNLyywtr6yuZddzG5tb2zv67l5T+CHHpIF95vO2gwRh1CMNSSUj7YAT5DqMtJzxVey37gkX1Pdu5SQgXRcNPTqgGEkl9fST2p1VKli1knkMS1GtEBPbVwloTe3ihV2EUaJBdVs/Tk/PG2UjAVwkZkryIEW9p3/YfR+HLvEkZkiIjmkEshshLilmZJqzQ0EChMdoSDqKesglohsl603hkVL6cOBzdTwJE/V3IkKuEBPXUZMukiMx78Xif14nlIPzbkS9IJTEw7OHBiGD0odxV7BPOcGSTRRBmFP1V4hHiCMsVaM5VYI5v/IiaVpl87Rcuankq5dpHVlwAA5BAZjgDFTBNaiDBsDgATyBF/CqPWrP2pv2PhvNaGlmH/yB9vkN/+qc5A==</latexit>

N2 � (2N � 1)� N(N � 1)

2
=

(N � 1)(N � 2)

2

There are several parametrization for the mixing matrices, but let’s start with the dumbest one

KM original parametrization
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Using the similar, dumbest parametrization, the experimental fits give the numbers below, and there have been discussions 
about normal or inverted hierarchies.

<latexit sha1_base64="OF0ZKtrlOF9HKjp/9zDzWm/yZwE=">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</latexit>
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The textures are so diverse, that one is tempted to take as the zeroth approximation the matrices below.  
The first is clearly hierarchical, the second is “democratic”, with one nonzero eigenvalue and two zero.  
So this matrix or its negative are a good zeroth order approximation to the neutrino hierarchy. 

Of course this is all wishful thinking, but perhaps there are some clues for BSM model building.
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The Higgs mechanism, how much does it contribute to your weight?

The real answer is: “not much”. We are mostly made of protons and neutrons (and light 
electrons) in a few dozen nuclei.  They are made of up and down quarks, and a quick 
perusal of the PDG shows the current algebra masses to be rather small, just a few MeV.
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The mass parameters obtained for the light quarks are too small to explain the 
masses of protons and neutrons that make up nuclei.  From elementary nuclear 
physics we know:

M(Z,A) = Z mp + (A� Z)mn + �M(Z,A)

⇤ >> mu, md

A large fraction of our mass has its origin in this quantum phenomenon of 
confinement. We are indeed macroscopic quantum objects!  There is also a beautiful 
analogy with the BEH mechanism, but of a more subtle type as a dual superconductor. 

So when somebody says that the Higgs mechanism is the origin of mass, no matter 
how important the person is, do beware… (s)he is not right.  The story is far more 
fascinating.  The deeply quantum properties of pure, confined glue, is what makes most 
of your mass.

The largest contribution come from the fact that quarks and gluons are highly 
relativistic objects confined in a space of the order of a fermi.  A purely quantum 
phenomenon due to QCD: the confinement of colour, gluon condensation…  A new 
scale is generated dynamically.  Generated with the breaking of scale invariance.  
Most of the mass of nucleons come from this.  Even if the mass parameters of the u,d 
quarks were set to zero, we would still have nucleons.  What makes the study of the 
strong interactions hard is the fact that:

The Higgs mechanism is not responsible for most of the 
mass of the observable matter in the universe…. You are 
a macroscopic quantum object!!
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Discrete symmetries

11.4 Time Reversal 191

q0,p0
T q0, p0

t t

q t ,p t T q t , p t

(11.42)

In the quantum theory this diagram gives the action of the operator T that imple-
ments time reversal on the evolution operator, namely

e itHT e itH T , (11.43)

where H is the Hamiltonian of the theory. Infinitesimally this implies that iH anti-
commutes with time reversal,

iH,T 0. (11.44)

Because of Wigner’s theorem we are now faced with a double choice:T being a
symmetry it has to be either a unitary or an antiunitary operator. In the first case we
find that

HT T H 0, (T unitary). (11.45)

IfT is antiunitary, on the other hand, complex numbers get conjugatedwith passing
through the time reversal operator. In our case this means that

HT T H 0, (T antiunitary). (11.46)

In fact, takingT unitary is a source of trouble. From (11.45) we conclude that if the
ψE is a Hamiltonian eigenstate with eigenvalue E , then T ψE is an eigenstate as
well with eigenvalue E . Because the original spectrum is unbounded above, the
transformed theory does not have a ground state (i.e., the spectrum is unbounded
below). If, on the other hand, the time reversal operatorT is antiunitary we see that
both ψE and T ψE has the same eigenvalue and the spectrum is invariant. The
antiunitarity ofT is also necessary for the invariance of the canonical commutation
relations under time reversal.
Any antiunitary operator can be written, in a basis-dependent way, as the product

U K of a unitary operator U and a second operatorK that acts by complex con-
jugation on the numerical coefficients. With the help of this decomposition we can
easily show that the square of an antiunitary operator is unitary. Indeed, using that
K 2 1 we find that

U K 2 U U (11.47)

which is a unitary operator.
Let us briefly study the consequences of time reversal invariance in nonrelativis-

tic quantummechanics. From the transformation of the angular momentum operator

T JT 1 J (11.48)

 In the classical world, we have invariance 
uncer P,C,T.  All we had was E&M and gravity. 

 In QFT they are not guaranteed in fact P,C,T, 
CP are broken symmetries.  The only one that 
survives so far is CPT.  It has several important 
consequences.  CP violation is fundamental in 
the generation of matter.  In the SM we need at 
least three families. It could be the neutrinos!  
That is really weird and extraordinary… We do 
not really know what we will find through the 
looking glass 

 The existence of antiparticles with the same 
mass and decay rate 

 The connection between spin and statistics 

T-reversal and CPT are the only ones 
implemented by anti-unitary operators

A parity invariant mirror…
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Deep Properties of QFT
It is a remarkable fact that CPT and Spin-Statistics follow from rather deep consequences of relativistic invariance. 

More precisely: 

Relativistic Invariance and locality  

Unitarity, the existence of a lowest energy state (the vacuum) and the positivity of the energy 

Automatically lead to the CPT and spin-statistics, in fact both are essentially the same theorem.    This follows from the beautiful magic of analytic 
continuation.  Recall that the Lorentz group has four sheets.  Related by P, T and PT.  We only expect the SM to be invariant under the sheet 
connected to the identity.  All other discrete symmetries being violated.

248 B A Crash Course in Group Theory

They can be found in a number of textbooks (for example [2]), as well as in reference
[4] of chapter 11.

The Lorentz Group.

The Lorentz group SO(1,3) is defined as the group of space-time transformations
that preserve the Minkowski metric, that is

x µ ! µ
-x- such that 4µ-!

µ
'!

-
& 4'& . (B.28)

From its very definition we find that ! µ
- satisfy that det! 1 and

!00
2

3

i 1
! i

0
2 1, (B.29)

which follows from the 00 component of the second equation in (B.28). Because
then !00

2 1 the Lorentz group can be split into the following four disconnected
components

- L : proper, orthochronous transformations with det! 1, !00 1.
- L : improper, orthochronous transformations with det! 1, !00 1.
- L : improper, non-orthochronous transformations with det! 1, !00 1.
- L : proper, non-orthochronous transformations with det! 1, !00 1.

The term (non)-orthochronous refers to whether the Lorentz transformation pre-
serves or not the direction of time. Notice that the identity is included in L and
therefore this is the only brach of the Lorentz group that forms a subgroup. The other
three branches are in fact connected to the orthochronous, proper Lorentz subgroup
by parity and time reversal in the following way (see chapter 11)

L
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We focus then onL . We are going to see that transformations in this subgroup
can be written in terms of complex 2 2 matrices of unit determinant. We consider
a four-vectorV µ and construct the Hermitian matrix
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i 1
V i(i
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V 1 iV 2 V 0 V 3
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This defines a one-to-one correspondence between four-vectors and Hermitian ma-
trices, whose determinant gives the norm of the vector

detV 4µ-V µV - . (B.32)

Now, the determinant is preserved by any SL(2,C) transformation acting as
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They can be found in a number of textbooks (for example [2]), as well as in reference
[4] of chapter 11.

The Lorentz Group.
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! i

0
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An equivalent way to write Lorentz transformations, A is a matrix in SL(2,C), complex 2x2 matrices with unit determinant. 
Using the spectral properties of the momentum vector, that must be inside the forward light-cone, and properties of Fourier 
transforms, it can be shown that the physical correlation functions can be continued analytically to complex values of momenta 
and coordinates, and they are also invariant under the complexified Lorentz group, two copies of SL(2,C).
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Are then connected, and using the 
anti linearity of T, eventually leads 
to CPT
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Scale invariance, renormalization

⇥��1

Renormalisation deals with the scale dependence of 
the the physics even if the original theory is scale 
invariant. 

Virtual phenomena can get more complicated or 
simplify as we move to larger or shorter distances

158 9 Renormalization

of renormalizable theories without mass terms. These theories are scale invariant at
the classical level because the action does not contain any dimensionful parameter.
In this case the running of the coupling constants can be seen as resulting from a
quantum breaking of classical scale invariance: different energy scales in the theory
are distinguished by different values of the coupling constants. Remembering what
we learned in Section 8, we conclude that classical scale invariance is an anomalous
symmetry. One heuristic way to see how the conformal anomaly comes about is to
notice that the regularization of an otherwise scale invariant field theory requires
the introduction of an energy scale (e.g. a cutoff). This breaking of scale invariance
cannot be restored after renormalization.
Nevertheless, scale invariance is not lost forever in the quantum theory. It is re-

covered at the fixed points of the beta function where, by definition, the coupling
does not run. To understand how this happens we go back to a scale invariant clas-
sical field theory whose field / x transform under coordinate rescalings as

xµ )xµ , / x ) */ ) 1x , (9.23)

where * is called the canonical scaling dimension of the field. An example of such
a theory is a massless /4 theory in four dimensions

L
1
2 µ/ µ/

g
4!
/4, (9.24)

where the scalar field has canonical scaling dimension * 1. The Lagrangian den-
sity transforms as

L ) 4L / (9.25)

and the classical action remains invariant3.
We look at the free theory g 0 for a moment. Now there are no divergences

and all correlation functions can be exactly computed. In particular we consider the
momentum space n-point correlation function

G0 p1, . . . , pn 2$ 4% 4 p1 . . . pn

d4x1 . . .d4xn eip1 x1 ... ipn xn 0 T /0 x1 . . ./0 xn 0 , (9.26)

where by /0 x we denote the free field operator. Applying the rescaling (9.23) we
find the following transformation for the correlation function

G0 p1, . . . , pn ) 4 n 1 n*G0 ) p1, . . . ,) pn . (9.27)

3 In a D-dimensional theory the canonical scaling dimensions of the fields coincide with its engi-
neering dimension: * D 2

2 for bosonic fields and * D 1
2 for fermionic ones. For a Lagrangian

with no dimensionful parameters classical scale invariance follows then from dimensional analysis.
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managed to rewrite the partition function solely in terms of this new (renormalized)
spin variables s 1 interacting through a new Hamiltonian H 1

Z
s 1

e &H 1 s 1a . (9.43)

Let us now think about the space of all possible Hamiltonians for our statistical
system including all kinds of possible couplings between the individual spins com-
patible with the symmetries of the system. If denote byR the decimation operation,
our previous analysis shows thatR defines a map in this space of Hamiltonians

R :H H 1 . (9.44)

At the same time the operation R replaces a lattice with spacing a by another one
with double spacing 2a. As a consequence the correlation length in the new lattice
measured in units of the lattice spacing is divided by two, R : , ,

2 .
Now we can iterate the operation R an indefinite number of times. Eventually

we might reach a Hamiltonian H that is not further modified by the operationR

H R H 1 R H 2 R
. . .

R H . (9.45)

The fixed point Hamiltonian H is scale invariant because it does not change as
R is performed. Notice that because of this invariance the correlation length of the
system at the fixed point do not change under R. This fact is compatible with the
transformation , ,

2 only if , 0 or , . Here we will focus in the case of
nontrivial fixed points with infinite correlation length.
The space of Hamiltonians can be parametrized by specifying the values of the

coupling constants associated with all possible interaction terms between individual
spins of the lattice. If we denote byOa si these (possibly infinite) interaction terms,
the most general Hamiltonian for the spin system under study can be written as

H si
a 1

)aOa si , (9.46)

where )a R are the coupling constants for the corresponding operators. These con-
stants can be thought of as coordinates in the space of all Hamiltonians. Therefore
the operationR defines a transformation in the set of coupling constants

R : )a ) 1
a . (9.47)

For example, in our case we started with a Hamiltonian in which only one of the
coupling constants is different from zero (say )1 J). As a result of the decima-
tion )1 J J 1 while some of the originally vanishing coupling constants
will take a nonzero value. Of course, for the fixed point Hamiltonian the coupling
constants do not change under the scale transformationR.
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square lattice as the one depicted in Fig 9.2. In terms of the spin variables si 1
2 ,

where i labels the lattice site, the Hamiltonian of the system is given by

H J
i, j
si s j, (9.35)

where i, j indicates that the sum extends over nearest neighbors and J is the cou-
pling constant between neighboring spins (here we consider that there is no external
magnetic field). The starting point to study the statistical mechanics of this system
is the partition function defined as

Z
si

e &H , (9.36)

where the sum is over all possible configurations of the spins and & 1
T is the

inverse temperature. For J 0 the Ising model presents spontaneous magnetization
below a critical temperature Tc, in any dimension higher than one. Away from this
temperature correlations between spins decay exponentially at large distances

sis j e
xi j
, , (9.37)

with xi j the distance between the spins located in the i-th and j-th sites of the lat-
tice. This expression serves as a definition of the correlation length , which sets the
characteristic length scale at which spins can influence each other by their interac-
tion through their nearest neighbors.

Fig. 9.3 Decimation of the spin lattice. Each block in the upper lattice is replaced by an effective
spin computed according to the rule (9.39). Notice also that the size of the lattice spacing is doubled
in the process.
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)

) 2

1

F

O
Fig. 9.4 Example of a renormalization group flow.

perturbations the system flows either to the free theory at the origin or to a theory
with infinite values for the couplings.

9.4 The Renormalization Group in Quantum Field Theory

Let us see now how these ideas of the renormalization group apply to Field Theory.
Let us begin with a quantum field theory defined by the Lagrangian

L /a L0 /a
i
giOi /a , (9.49)

whereL0 /a is the kinetic part of the Lagrangian and gi are the coupling constants
associated with the operators Oi /a . In order to make sense of the quantum the-
ory we introduce a cutoff in momenta ! . In principle we include all operators Oi
compatible with the symmetries of the theory.
In section 9.2 we saw how in the cases of QED and QCD, the value of the cou-

pling constant changed with the scale from its value at the scale ! . We can under-
stand now this behavior along the lines of the analysis presented above for the Ising
model. If we would like to compute the effective dynamics of the theory at an en-
ergy scale µ ! we only have to integrate out all physical models with energies
between the cutoff ! and the scale of interest µ . This is analogous to what we did
in the Ising model by replacing the original spins by the block spins. In the case of
field theory the effective action S /a,µ at scale µ can be written in the language of
functional integration as

eiS /a,µ

µ p !
a

D/a eiS /a,! . (9.50)

Here S /a,! is the action at the cutoff scale

In relativistic QFT we seem to get only fixed points, no limit 
cycles nor strange attractors, near fixed point all is FAPP like 
renormalizable theories
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Scale invariance, fractals

Why not in QFT? It would be rather remarkable if 
in a field theory we found strange attractors at high 
or low energies. 

Lorentz or Poincaré invariance play an important 
role in determining the possible limit structures.  
Only fixed points…
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9.2 The Beta-Function and Asymptotic Freedom 155

run in the loop (MW MZ). Taking this into account, as well as threshold effects,
the value of the electron charge at the scaleMZ is found to be [1]

' Mz
e MZ

2

4$
1

128.9
. (9.18)

This growing of the effective fine structure constant with energy can be under-
stood heuristically by remembering that the effect of the polarization of the vac-
uum shown in the diagram of Eq. (9.2) amounts to the creation of a plethora of
electron-positron pairs around the location of the charge. These virtual pairs behave
as dipoles that, as in a dielectric medium, tend to screen this charge and decreasing
its value at long distances (i.e. lower energies).
The variation of the coupling constant with energy is usually encoded in Quan-

tum Field Theory in the beta function defined by

& g µ
dg
dµ

. (9.19)

In the case of QED the beta function can be computed from Eq. (9.15) with the
result

& e QED
e3

12$2
. (9.20)

The fact that the coefficient of the leading term in the beta-function is positive
&0 1

6$ 0 gives us the overall behavior of the coupling as we change the scale.
Eq. (9.20) means that, if we start at an energy where the electric coupling is small
enough for our perturbative treatment to be valid, the effective charge grows with
the energy scale. This growing of the effective coupling constant with energy means
that QED is infrared safe, since the perturbative approximation gives better and bet-
ter results as we go to lower energies. Actually, because the electron is the lighter
electrically charged particle and has a finite nonvanishing mass the running of the
fine structure constant stops at the scale me in the well-known value 1

137 . Would
other charged fermions with masses below me be present in Nature, the effective
value of the fine structure constant in the interaction between these particles would
run further to lower values at energies below the electron mass.
On the other hand if we increase the energy scale e µ 2 grows until at some

scale the coupling is of order one and the perturbative approximation breaks down.
In QED this is known as the problem of the Landau pole but in fact it does not pose
any serious threat to the reliability of QED perturbation theory: a simple calculation
shows that the energy scale at which the theory would become strongly coupled is
!Landau 10277 GeV. However, we know that QED does not live that long! At much
lower scales we expect electromagnetism to be unified with other interactions, and
even if this is not the case we will enter the uncharted territory of quantum gravity
at energies of the order of 1019 GeV.
So much for QED. The next question that one may ask at this stage is whether it

is possible to find quantum field theories with a behavior opposite to that of QED,

Fixed points beta functions
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4'& ve5'ue
e2

4$q2
vµ5&uµ 4'& ve5'ue

e2

4$q2
@ q2 vµ5&uµ

4'& ve5'ue
e2

4$q2
1

e2

12$2
log

q2

!2
vµ5&uµ . (9.11)

Now let us imagine that we are performing a e e µ µ with a center of mass
energy µ . From the previous result we can identify the effective charge of the parti-
cles at this energy scale e µ as

4'& ve5'ue
e µ 2

4$q2
vµ5&uµ . (9.12)

This charge, e µ , is the quantity that is physically measurable in our experiment.
Now we can make sense of the formally divergent result (9.11) by assuming that
the charge appearing in the classical Lagrangian of QED is just a “bare” value that
depends on the scale ! at which we cut off the theory, e e ! bare. In order to
reconcile (9.11) with the physical results (9.12) we must assume that the dependence
of the bare (unobservable) charge e ! bare on the cutoff ! is determined by the
identity

e µ 2 e ! 2
bare 1

e ! 2
bare

12$2
log

µ2

!2
. (9.13)

If we still insist in removing the cutoff, ! we have to send the bare charge to
zero e ! bare 0 in such a way that the effective coupling has the finite value given
by the experiment at the energy scale µ . It is not a problem, however, that the bare
charge is small for large values of the cutoff, since the only measurable quantity is
the effective charge that remains finite. Therefore all observable quantities should
be expressed in perturbation theory as a power series in the physical coupling e µ 2

and not in the unphysical bare coupling e ! bare.

9.2 The Beta-Function and Asymptotic Freedom

We can look at the previous discussion, an in particular Eq. (9.13), from a different
point of view. In order to remove the ambiguities associated with infinities we have
been forced to introduce a dependence of the coupling constant on the energy scale
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the charge appearing in the classical Lagrangian of QED is just a “bare” value that
depends on the scale ! at which we cut off the theory, e e ! bare. In order to
reconcile (9.11) with the physical results (9.12) we must assume that the dependence
of the bare (unobservable) charge e ! bare on the cutoff ! is determined by the
identity

e µ 2 e ! 2
bare 1

e ! 2
bare

12$2
log

µ2

!2
. (9.13)

If we still insist in removing the cutoff, ! we have to send the bare charge to
zero e ! bare 0 in such a way that the effective coupling has the finite value given
by the experiment at the energy scale µ . It is not a problem, however, that the bare
charge is small for large values of the cutoff, since the only measurable quantity is
the effective charge that remains finite. Therefore all observable quantities should
be expressed in perturbation theory as a power series in the physical coupling e µ 2

and not in the unphysical bare coupling e ! bare.

9.2 The Beta-Function and Asymptotic Freedom

We can look at the previous discussion, an in particular Eq. (9.13), from a different
point of view. In order to remove the ambiguities associated with infinities we have
been forced to introduce a dependence of the coupling constant on the energy scale
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been forced to introduce a dependence of the coupling constant on the energy scale
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run in the loop (MW MZ). Taking this into account, as well as threshold effects,
the value of the electron charge at the scaleMZ is found to be [1]

' Mz
e MZ

2

4$
1

128.9
. (9.18)

This growing of the effective fine structure constant with energy can be under-
stood heuristically by remembering that the effect of the polarization of the vac-
uum shown in the diagram of Eq. (9.2) amounts to the creation of a plethora of
electron-positron pairs around the location of the charge. These virtual pairs behave
as dipoles that, as in a dielectric medium, tend to screen this charge and decreasing
its value at long distances (i.e. lower energies).
The variation of the coupling constant with energy is usually encoded in Quan-

tum Field Theory in the beta function defined by

& g µ
dg
dµ

. (9.19)

In the case of QED the beta function can be computed from Eq. (9.15) with the
result

& e QED
e3

12$2
. (9.20)

The fact that the coefficient of the leading term in the beta-function is positive
&0 1

6$ 0 gives us the overall behavior of the coupling as we change the scale.
Eq. (9.20) means that, if we start at an energy where the electric coupling is small
enough for our perturbative treatment to be valid, the effective charge grows with
the energy scale. This growing of the effective coupling constant with energy means
that QED is infrared safe, since the perturbative approximation gives better and bet-
ter results as we go to lower energies. Actually, because the electron is the lighter
electrically charged particle and has a finite nonvanishing mass the running of the
fine structure constant stops at the scale me in the well-known value 1

137 . Would
other charged fermions with masses below me be present in Nature, the effective
value of the fine structure constant in the interaction between these particles would
run further to lower values at energies below the electron mass.
On the other hand if we increase the energy scale e µ 2 grows until at some

scale the coupling is of order one and the perturbative approximation breaks down.
In QED this is known as the problem of the Landau pole but in fact it does not pose
any serious threat to the reliability of QED perturbation theory: a simple calculation
shows that the energy scale at which the theory would become strongly coupled is
!Landau 10277 GeV. However, we know that QED does not live that long! At much
lower scales we expect electromagnetism to be unified with other interactions, and
even if this is not the case we will enter the uncharted territory of quantum gravity
at energies of the order of 1019 GeV.
So much for QED. The next question that one may ask at this stage is whether it

is possible to find quantum field theories with a behavior opposite to that of QED,
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i.e. such that they become weakly coupled at high energies. This is not a purely
academic question. In the late 1960s a series of deep-inelastic scattering experiments
carried out at SLAC showed that the quarks behave essentially as free particles
inside hadrons. The apparent problem was that no theory was known at that time
that would become free at very short distances: the example set by QED seem to be
followed by all the theories that were studied. This posed a very serious problem for
Quantum Field Theory as a way to describe subnuclear physics, since it seemed that
its predictive power was restricted to electrodynamics but failed miserably when
applied to describe strong interactions.
Nevertheless, this critical time for Quantum Field Theory turned out to be its

finest hour. In 1973 David Gross and Frank Wilczek [2] and David Politzer [3]
showed that nonabelian gauge theories can actually display the required behavior.
For the QCD Lagrangian in Eq. (8.37) the beta function is given by2

& g
g3

16$2
11
3
Nc

2
3
Nf . (9.21)

In particular, for real QCD (NC 3, Nf 6) we have that & g 7g3
16$2 0. This

means that for a theory that is weakly coupled at an energy scale µ0 the coupling
constant decreases as the energy increases µ . This explain the apparent free-
dom of quarks inside the hadrons: when the quarks are very close together their
effective color charge tend to zero. This phenomenon is called asymptotic freedom.
Asymptotic free theories display a behavior that is opposite to that found above

in QED. At high energies their coupling constant approaches zero whereas at low
energies they become strongly coupled (infrared slavery). This features are at the
heart of the success of QCD as a theory of strong interactions, since this is exactly
the type of behavior found in quarks: they are quasi-free particles inside the hadrons
but the interaction potential potential between them increases at large distances.
Although asymptotic free theories can be handled in the ultraviolet, they become

extremely complicated in the infrared. In the case of QCD it is still to be under-
stood (at least analytically) how the theory confines color charges and generates the
spectrum of hadrons, as well as the breaking of the chiral symmetry (8.52).
In general, the ultraviolet and infrared properties of a theory are controlled by

the fixed points of the beta function, i.e. those values of the coupling constant g for
which it vanishes

& g 0. (9.22)

Using perturbation theory we have seen that for both QED and QCD one of such
fixed points occurs at zero coupling, g 0. However, our analysis also showed that
the two theories present radically different behavior at high and low energies. From
the point of view of the beta function, the difference lies in the energy regime at

2 The expression of the beta function of QCD was also known to ’t Hooft [4]. There are even earlier
computations in the russian literature [5].
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Fig. 9.1 Beta function for a hypothetical theory with three fixed points g1 , g2 and g3 . A pertur-
bative analysis would capture only the regions shown in the boxes.

which the coupling constant approaches its critical value. This is in fact governed
by the sign of the beta function around the critical coupling.
We have seen above that when the beta function is negative close to the fixed

point (the case of QCD) the coupling tends to its critical value, g 0, as the en-
ergy is increased. This means that the critical point is ultraviolet stable, i.e. it is an
attractor as we evolve towards higher energies. If, on the contrary, the beta function
is positive (as it happens in QED) the coupling constant approaches the critical value
as the energy decreases. This is the case of an infrared stable fixed point.
This analysis that we have motivated with the examples of QED and QCD is

completely general and can be carried out for any quantum field theory. In Fig. 9.1
we have represented the beta function for a hypothetical theory with three fixed
points located at couplings g1 , g2 and g3 . The arrows in the line below the plot
represent the evolution of the coupling constant as the energy increases. From the
analysis presented abovewe see that g1 0 and g3 are ultraviolet stable fixed points,
while the fixed point g2 is infrared stable.
In order to understand the high and low energy behavior of a quantum field the-

ory it is then crucial to know the structure of the beta functions associated with its
couplings. This can be a very difficult task, since perturbation theory only allows
the study of the theory around “trivial” fixed points, i.e. those that occur at zero cou-
pling like the case of g1 in Fig. 9.1. On the other hand, any “nontrivial” fixed point
occurring in a theory (like g2 and g3 ) cannot be captured in perturbation theory and
requires a full nonperturbative analysis.
The moral to be learned from our discussion above is that dealing with the ultra-

violet divergences in a quantum field theory has the consequence, among others, of
introducing an energy dependence in the measured value of the coupling constants
of the theory (for example the electric charge in QED). This happens even in the case
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dg

dµ
= �0(g � g⇤) + . . .

µ " , g #

IR free (QED)

UV free (QCD)

There is a dynamically generated scale responsible for most 
of the mass of the nucleons.  Gluon condensation and color 
confinement

180 10 The Origin of Mass

p2 !2QCD. (10.37)

So far we have not made any hypothesis as to the mass of the quarks. Let us now
assume that we are dealing with light quarks. They are defined as those whose mass
satisfies mq !QCD. This is the case of the u, d and s quarks that make up most of
the matter that we see around us. In this case, eq. (10.37) can be recast as

p2 m2q (q u,d,s). (10.38)

This means that light quarks inside the hadrons are relativistic. What is more impor-
tant, eq. (10.37) implies that the typical energy of these quarks if of order!QCD and
therefore we are in regime where QCD is strongly coupled.
There are two conclusions to be extracted from this discussion. The first one

is that we have found the reason behind the technical problems in calculating the
masses of hadrons such as protons or neutrons from first principles: we would have
to deal with a theory in a regime in which perturbation theory does not work. Hence
we have to resort to numerical approaches such as lattice field theory.
The second lesson we have learned is that the Higgs mechanism actually con-

tributes very little to explaining the mass we see around us. In fact, most of the mass
of the atoms comes from the nucleus (from about 99.95% for hydrogen to 99.9997%
for uranium) that is made of protons and neutrons. What we have seen above is that
quark mass parameter mq generated through the Higgs mechanism contributes very
little to the mass of these hadrons: most of the mass of protons and neutrons, and
therefore of the world we see, comes from !QCD.
That all difficulties in computing hadron masses comes from having light quarks

can be seen is a toy model due to Howard Georgi [2]. He imagines a world essen-
tially identical to our own but with a single crucial difference: the masses of the u
and d quarks satisfy

mu md
1
3
mproton !QCD. (10.39)

Because of this fact p2 m2q and the quarks can be treated nonrelativistically.
Thus, the typical energy of the processes inside the proton is mq and the condition
(10.39) implies that theory at this scale is weakly coupled. Tuningmq !QCD we can
even make

's mq
g mq

2

4$
1
137

. (10.40)

This sets !QCD 10 42mq.
Given all this, it should be possible to study the bound state of the three quarks

in the proton using the techniques of atomic physics. Since the theory is in a cou-
pling regime where perturbation theory can be used, the static potential between the
quarks is obtained from the diagram where the two quarks interchange a gluon. If
fact we do not even have to compute the diagram. It suffices to compare the corre-
sponding processes in QCD and QED

⇤QCD � mu,md
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The Planck Chimney

An unexpected result of the LHC
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Use the renormalization group evolution associated to the heaviest masses: top and Higgs, and we explore the possibility of 
the vanishing of the Higgs quartic self-coupling, hence the current SM vacuum is unstable.  If there are no additional 
contributions, at an intermediate scale  the Mexican hat flap drops… 

<latexit sha1_base64="4gBUZVqAjQCXo4LpU8auyhzWUYA=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVduBovgqqRS1GXRjZtCBfuAJoTJdNIOnUzizI1QQsBfceNCEbd+hzv/xulDqK8DFw7n3Ms9nCARXIPjfFgLi0vLK6uFteL6xubWtr2z29Jxqihr0ljEqhMQzQSXrAkcBOskipEoEKwdDC/HfvuOKc1jeQOjhHkR6UseckrASL6972oeufpWQVb327juZw2R575dqpSdCbDzi3xZJTRDw7ff3V5M04hJoIJo3a04CXgZUcCpYHnRTTVLCB2SPusaKknEtJdN4uf4yCg9HMbKjAQ8UecvMhJpPYoCsxkRGOif3lj8y+umEJ57GZdJCkzS6aMwFRhiPO4C97hiFMTIEEIVN1kxHRBFKJjGivMl/E9aJ+XKabl6XS3VLmZ1FNABOkTHqILOUA1doQZqIooy9ICe0LN1bz1aL9brdHXBmt3soW+w3j4BbtuVzQ==</latexit>
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 QFT is a vast and complex subject 

 SM is a major collective achievement stretching over more than a century 

 It summarizes our knowledge of the fundamental laws of Nature 

 And also our ignorance 

 Many puzzles and unanswered questions remain: 

Dark matter, dark energy, flavor dynamics, where is the inflation, if any 

 We may be at the end of a cycle.  Perhaps the symmetry paradigm  
has been exhausted. 

 Naturalness, a red herring?  

Gravity into the picture finally? 

Anthropism, landscapes, multiverses? 

Hopefully we are entering a golden decade…

Are there many elephants 
in the room?

Thank you!!
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Multiverse landscape: 

Did the Almighty have any choice in creating the 
Universe? (Einstein) 

Einstein’s view of unification may be fundamentally 
flawed… 

Some parameters maybe fundamental, but some 
maybe purely environmental… which is which?
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Who is Who in the Standard Model (just Nobels)

Prepared with Werner Riegler (CERN EP)
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Continued…
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Continued…
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87 Nobel Prices related to the Development of the Standard Model 
 
31 for Standard Model Experiments 
13 for Standard Model Instrumentation and Experiments 
3 for Standard Model Instrumentation 
21 for Standard Model Theory 
9 for Quantum Mechanics Theory 
9 for Quantum Mechanics Experiments 
1 for Relativity 
 

Standard Model Experimental (31) 
 

 SM exp 
2002, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Raymond Davis Jr. "for pioneering contributions to astrophysics, in particular for the detection of cosmic neutrinos" 

 SM exp 
2002, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Masatoshi Koshiba "for pioneering contributions to astrophysics, in particular for the detection of cosmic neutrinos" 

 SM exp 
1995, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Martin L. Perl "for the discovery of the tau lepton" 

 SM exp 
1995, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Frederick Reines "for the detection of the neutrino" 

 SM exp 
1990, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Jerome I. Friedman "for their pioneering investigations concerning deep inelastic scattering of electrons on protons 
and bound neutrons, which have been of essential importance for the development of the quark model in particle 
physics" 

 SM exp 
1990, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Henry W. Kendall "for their pioneering investigations concerning deep inelastic scattering of electrons on protons 
and bound neutrons, which have been of essential importance for the development of the quark model in particle 
physics" 

 SM exp 
1990, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Richard E. Taylor "for their pioneering investigations concerning deep inelastic scattering of electrons on protons 
and bound neutrons, which have been of essential importance for the development of the quark model in particle 
physics" 

 SM exp 
1980, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
James Watson Cronin "for the discovery of violations of fundamental symmetry principles in the decay of neutral K-
mesons" 

 SM exp 
1980, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Val Logsdon Fitch "for the discovery of violations of fundamental symmetry principles in the decay of neutral K-
mesons" 

 SM exp 
1976, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Burton Richter "for their pioneering work in the discovery of a heavy elementary particle of a new kind" 

 SM exp 
1976, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Samuel Chao Chung Ting "for their pioneering work in the discovery of a heavy elementary particle of a new kind" 

 SM exp 
1961, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Robert Hofstadter "for his pioneering studies of electron scattering in atomic nuclei and for his thereby achieved 
discoveries concerning the structure of the nucleons" 

 SM exp 
1959, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Emilio Gino Segrè "for their discovery of the antiproton" 

 SM exp 
1959, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Owen Chamberlain "for their discovery of the antiproton" 

 SM exp 
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1955, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Willis Eugene Lamb "for his discoveries concerning the fine structure of the hydrogen spectrum" 

 SM exp 
1955, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Polykarp Kusch "for his precision determination of the magnetic moment of the electron" 

 SM exp th 
1938, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Enrico Fermi "for his demonstrations of the existence of new radioactive elements produced by neutron irradiation, 
and for his related discovery of nuclear reactions brought about by slow neutrons" 

 SM exp 
1936, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Victor Franz Hess "for his discovery of cosmic radiation" 

 SM exp 
1936, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Carl David Anderson "for his discovery of the positron" 

 
1935, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN CHEMISTRY 
Frédéric Joliot "in recognition of their synthesis of new radioactive elements" 

 
1935, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN CHEMISTRY 
Irène Joliot-Curie "in recognition of their synthesis of new radioactive elements" 

 

 SM exp 
1935, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
James Chadwick "for the discovery of the neutron" 

 SM exp 
1927, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Arthur Holly Compton "for his discovery of the effect named after him" 

 SM exp 

1923, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Robert Andrews Millikan "for his work on the elementary charge of electricity and on the photoelectric effect" 

 SM exp 
1922, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN CHEMISTRY 
Francis William Aston "for his discovery, by means of his mass spectrograph, of isotopes, in a large number of non-
radioactive elements, and for his enunciation of the whole-number rule" 

 

 SM exp 
1908, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN CHEMISTRY 
Ernest Rutherford "for his investigations into the disintegration of the elements, and the chemistry of radioactive 
substances" 

 

 SM exp 
1905, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Philipp Eduard Anton von Lenard "for his work on cathode rays" 

 

 SM exp 
1903, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Antoine Henri Becquerel "in recognition of the extraordinary services he has rendered by his discovery of 
spontaneous radioactivity" 

 SM exp 
1903, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Pierre Curie "in recognition of the extraordinary services they have rendered by their joint researches on the 
radiation phenomena discovered by Professor Henri Becquerel" 

 SM exp 
1903, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Marie Curie, née Sklodowska "in recognition of the extraordinary services they have rendered by their joint 
researches on the radiation phenomena discovered by Professor Henri Becquerel" 

 SM exp 
1906, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Joseph John Thomson "in recognition of the great merits of his theoretical and experimental investigations on the 
conduction of electricity by gases" 

!
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Standard Model Instrumentation and 
Experimental  (13) 
 

 SM instr exp 
1988, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Leon M. Lederman "for the neutrino beam method and the demonstration of the doublet structure of the leptons 
through the discovery of the muon neutrino" 

 SM instr exp 
1988, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Melvin Schwartz "for the neutrino beam method and the demonstration of the doublet structure of the leptons 
through the discovery of the muon neutrino" 

 SM instr exp 
1988, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Jack Steinberger "for the neutrino beam method and the demonstration of the doublet structure of the leptons 
through the discovery of the muon neutrino" 

 SM instr exp 
1984, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Carlo Rubbia "for their decisive contributions to the large project, which led to the discovery of the field particles W 
and Z, communicators of weak interaction" 

 SM instr exp 
1984, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Simon van der Meer "for their decisive contributions to the large project, which led to the discovery of the field 
particles W and Z, communicators of weak interaction" 

 SM instr exp 
1968, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Luis Walter Alvarez "for his decisive contributions to elementary particle physics, in particular the discovery of a 
large number of resonance states, made possible through his development of the technique of using hydrogen 
bubble chamber and data analysis" 

 SM instr exp 
1954, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Walther Bothe "for the coincidence method and his discoveries made therewith" 

 SM intrs exp 

1951, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Sir John Douglas Cockcroft "for their pioneer work on the transmutation of atomic nuclei by artificially accelerated 
atomic particles" 

 SM instr exp 
1951, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Ernest Thomas Sinton Walton "for their pioneer work on the transmutation of atomic nuclei by artificially 
accelerated atomic particles" 

 SM instr exp 
1950, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Cecil Frank Powell "for his development of the photographic method of studying nuclear processes and his 
discoveries regarding mesons made with this method" 

 SM instr exp 
1948, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Patrick Maynard Stuart Blackett "for his development of the Wilson cloud chamber method, and his discoveries 
therewith in the fields of nuclear physics and cosmic radiation" 

 SM instr exp 
1943, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Otto Stern "for his contribution to the development of the molecular ray method and his discovery of the magnetic 
moment of the proton" 

 SM intstr exp 
1939, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Ernest Orlando Lawrence "for the invention and development of the cyclotron and for results obtained with it, 
especially with regard to artificial radioactive elements" 

!

Standard Model Instrumentation (3) 
 

 SM instr 
1992, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Georges Charpak "for his invention and development of particle detectors, in particular the multiwire proportional 
chamber" 

 SM instr 
1960, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Donald Arthur Glaser "for the invention of the bubble chamber" 
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 SM instr 
1927, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Charles Thomson Rees Wilson "for his method of making the paths of electrically charged particles visible by 
condensation of vapour" 

Standard Model Theory (21) 
 

 SM th 
2008, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Yoichiro Nambu "for the discovery of the mechanism of spontaneous broken symmetry in subatomic physics" 

 SM th 
2008, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Makoto Kobayashi "for the discovery of the origin of the broken symmetry which predicts the existence of at least 
three families of quarks in nature" 

 SM th 
2008, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Toshihide Maskawa "for the discovery of the origin of the broken symmetry which predicts the existence of at least 
three families of quarks in nature" 

 SM th 
2004, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
David J. Gross "for the discovery of asymptotic freedom in the theory of the strong interaction" 

 SM th 
2004, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
H. David Politzer "for the discovery of asymptotic freedom in the theory of the strong interaction" 

 SM th 
2004, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Frank Wilczek "for the discovery of asymptotic freedom in the theory of the strong interaction" 

 SM th 
1999, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Gerardus 't Hooft "for elucidating the quantum structure of electroweak interactions in physics" 
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1999, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Martinus J.G. Veltman "for elucidating the quantum structure of electroweak interactions in physics" 

 SM th 
1982, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Kenneth G. Wilson "for his theory for critical phenomena in connection with phase transitions" 

 SM th 
1979, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
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1979, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Abdus Salam "for their contributions to the theory of the unified weak and electromagnetic interaction between 
elementary particles, including, inter alia, the prediction of the weak neutral current" 

 SM th 
1979, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Steven Weinberg "for their contributions to the theory of the unified weak and electromagnetic interaction between 
elementary particles, including, inter alia, the prediction of the weak neutral current" 

 SM th 
1969, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Murray Gell-Mann "for his contributions and discoveries concerning the classification of elementary particles and 
their interactions" 

 SM th 
1965, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Sin-Itiro Tomonaga "for their fundamental work in quantum electrodynamics, with deep-ploughing consequences for 
the physics of elementary particles" 

 SM th 
1965, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Julian Schwinger "for their fundamental work in quantum electrodynamics, with deep-ploughing consequences for 
the physics of elementary particles" 

 SM th 
1965, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Richard P. Feynman "for their fundamental work in quantum electrodynamics, with deep-ploughing consequences 
for the physics of elementary particles" 
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 SM th 
1963, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Eugene Paul Wigner "for his contributions to the theory of the atomic nucleus and the elementary particles, 
particularly through the discovery and application of fundamental symmetry principles" 

 SM th 
1957, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Chen Ning Yang "for their penetrating investigation of the so-called parity laws which has led to important 
discoveries regarding the elementary particles" 

 SM th 
1957, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Tsung-Dao (T.D.) Lee "for their penetrating investigation of the so-called parity laws which has led to important 
discoveries regarding the elementary particles" 

 SM th 
1949, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Hideki Yukawa "for his prediction of the existence of mesons on the basis of theoretical work on nuclear forces" 

 QM SR 
1921, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Albert Einstein "for his services to Theoretical Physics, and especially for his discovery of the law of the 
photoelectric effect" 

 

Quantum Mechanics Theory (9) 
 

 QM th 
1954, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Max Born "for his fundamental research in quantum mechanics, especially for his statistical interpretation of the 
wavefunction" 

 QM th 
1945, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Wolfgang Pauli "for the discovery of the Exclusion Principle, also called the Pauli Principle" 

 QM th 
1933, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Erwin Schrödinger "for the discovery of new productive forms of atomic theory" 

 QM th 
1933, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Paul Adrien Maurice Dirac "for the discovery of new productive forms of atomic theory" 

 QM th 
1932, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Werner Karl Heisenberg "for the creation of quantum mechanics, the application of which has, inter alia, led to the 
discovery of the allotropic forms of hydrogen" 

 QM th 
1929, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Prince Louis-Victor Pierre Raymond de Broglie "for his discovery of the wave nature of electrons" 

 QM th 
1922, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Niels Henrik David Bohr "for his services in the investigation of the structure of atoms and of the radiation 
emanating from them" 

 QM th 
1918, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Max Karl Ernst Ludwig Planck "in recognition of the services he rendered to the advancement of Physics by his 
discovery of energy quanta" 

 QM  th 
1902, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Hendrik Antoon Lorentz "in recognition of the extraordinary service they rendered by their researches into the 
influence of magnetism upon radiation phenomena" 

!

Quantum Mechanics Experimental (9) 
 
 

 QM exp 
1925, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
James Franck "for their discovery of the laws governing the impact of an electron upon an atom" 

 QM exp 
1925, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Gustav Ludwig Hertz "for their discovery of the laws governing the impact of an electron upon an atom" 
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 QM exp 
1924, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Karl Manne Georg Siegbahn "for his discoveries and research in the field of X-ray spectroscopy" 

 QM exp 
1919, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Johannes Stark "for his discovery of the Doppler effect in canal rays and the splitting of spectral lines in electric 
fields" 

 QM exp 
1917, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Charles Glover Barkla "for his discovery of the characteristic Röntgen radiation of the elements" 

 QM exp 
1914, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Max von Laue "for his discovery of the diffraction of X-rays by crystals" 

 QM exp 
1911, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Wilhelm Wien "for his discoveries regarding the laws governing the radiation of heat" 

 QM exp 
1902, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Pieter Zeeman "in recognition of the extraordinary service they rendered by their researches into the influence of 
magnetism upon radiation phenomena" 

 QM/SM exp 
1901, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS 
Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen "in recognition of the extraordinary services he has rendered by the discovery of the 
remarkable rays subsequently named after him" 

 

!

Relativity (1) 
 
 

 SR exp 

1907, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS  

 Albert Abraham Michelson "for his optical precision instruments and the 
spectroscopic and metrological investigations carried out with their aid"  
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From classical to quantum fields
In scattering experiments we observe asymptotic free particles characterised by 
their energy-momentum charge and other quantum numbers.  Consider just E,p.  
In the NR-case we describe the one-particle states by kets carrying a unitary rep. 
of the rotation group.

Chapter 2
From Classical to Quantum Fields

We have learned how the consistency of quantum mechanics with special relativity
forces us to abandon the single-particle interpretation of the wave function. Instead
we have to consider quantum fields whose elementary excitations are associated
with particle states, as we will see below. In this chapter we study the basics of field
quantization using both the canonical formalism and the path integral method.

2.1 Particles and Quantum Fields

In any scattering experiment, the only information available to us is the set of quan-
tum number associated with the set of free particles in the initial and final states.
Ignoring for the moment other quantum numbers like spin and flavor, one-particle
states are labelled by the three-momentum p and span the single-particle Hilbert
spaceH1

p H1, p p % p p . (2.1)

The states p form a basis ofH1 and therefore satisfy the closure relation

d3p p p 1. (2.2)

The group of spatial rotations acts unitarily on the states p . This means that for
every rotation R SO 3 there is a unitary operatorU R such that

U R p Rp (2.3)

where Rp represents the action of the rotation on the vector k, Rp i Ri jk j . Using
a spectral decomposition, the momentum operator Pi can be written as
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Pi d3p p pi p (2.4)

With the help of Eq. (2.3) it is straightforward to check that the momentum operator
transforms as a vector under rotations:

U R 1PiU R d3p R 1p pi R 1p Ri jP j, (2.5)

where we have used that the integration measure is invariant under SO 3 .
Since, as we argued above, we are forced to deal with multiparticle states, it

is convenient to introduce creation-annihilation operators associated with a single-
particle state of momentum p

a p ,a p % p p , a p ,a p a p ,a p 0, (2.6)

such that the state p is created out of the Fock space vacuum 0 (normalized such
that 0 0 1) by the action of a creation operator a p

p a p 0 , a p 0 0 for all p. (2.7)

Covariance under spatial rotations is all we need if we are interested in a nonrela-
tivistic theory. However in a relativistic quantum field theory we must preservemore
that SO 3 , actually we need the expressions to be covariant under the full Poincaré
group ISO 1,3 consisting in spatial rotations, boosts and space-time translations.
Therefore, in order to build the Fock space of the theory we need two key ingredi-
ents: first an invariant normalization for the states, since we want a normalized state
in one reference frame to be normalized in any other inertial frame. And secondly
a relativistic invariant integration measure in momentum space, so the spectral de-
composition of operators is covariant under the full Poincaré group.
Let us begin with the invariant measure. Given an invariant function f p of the

four-momentum pµ of a particle of mass m with positive energy p0 0, there is an
integration measure which is invariant under proper Lorentz transformations1

d4p
2$ 4 2$ % p2 m2 + p0 f p , (2.8)

where + x represent the Heaviside step function. The integration over p0 can be
easily done using the % -function identity

% g x
xi zeros of g

1
g xi

% x xi , (2.9)

valid for any function g x with simple zeroes. In our case this implies that

1 The factors of 2$ are introduced for later convenience.

To deal with multi-particle states it is convenient to introduce creation and annihilation 
operators, this leads to the Fock space of states, built out of the vacuum by acting with 
creation operators:
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We need relativistic invariance, hence we need to find ways to count states in an 
invariant way.  This is necessary also when we deal with decay rates and cross 
sections.  We need to count final states in a way consistent with Lorentz invariance. 
We can easily construct such an invariant phase space volume:
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to integrate over p0, we use a nice identity:
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% p2 m2
1
2p0

% p0 p2 m2
1
2p0

% p0 p2 m2 . (2.10)

The second term in the previous expression correspond to states with negative en-
ergy and therefore does not contribute to the integral. We can write then

d4p
2$ 4 2$ % p2 m2 + p0 f p

d3p
2$ 3

1
2 p2 m2

f p2 m2,p . (2.11)

Hence, the relativistic invariant measure is given by

d3p
2$ 3

1
2Ep

with Ep p2 m2. (2.12)

Once we have an invariant measure the next step is to find an invariant normaliza-
tion for the states. We work with a basis p of eigenstates of the four-momentum
operator Pµ

P0 p Ep p , Pi p p i p . (2.13)

Since the states p are eigenstates of the three-momentum operator we can express
them in terms of the non-relativistic states p that we introduced in Eq. (2.1)

p N p p (2.14)

with N p a normalization to be determined now. The states p form a complete
basis, so they should satisfy the Lorentz invariant closure relation

d4p
2$ 4 2$ % p2 m2 + p0 p p 1. (2.15)

At the same time, this closure relation can be expressed, using Eq. (2.14), in terms
of the nonrelativistic basis of states p as

d4p
2$ 4 2$ % p2 m2 + p0 p p

d3p
2$ 3

1
2Ep

N p 2 p p . (2.16)

Using nowEq. (2.4) for the nonrelativistic states, expression (2.15) follows provided

N p 2 2$ 3 2Ep . (2.17)

Taking the overall phase in Eq. (2.14) so that N p is real, we define the Lorentz
invariant states p as
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and
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p 2$
3
2 2Ep p , (2.18)

and given the normalization of p we find the normalization of the relativistic states
to be

p p 2$ 3 2Ep % p p . (2.19)

It might not be obvious at first sight, but the previous normalization is Lorentz
invariant. Although it is not difficult to show this in general, here we consider the
simpler case of 1+1 dimensions where the two components p0, p1 of the on-shell
momentum can be parametrized in terms of a single hyperbolic angle ) as
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trivial result that we have a unitary representation of the 
Lorentz group
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2.1 Particles and Quantum Fields 15

A set of covariant creation-annihilation operators can be constructed now in
terms of the operators a p , a p introduced above

' p 2$
3
2 2Epa p , ' p 2$

3
2 2Epa p (2.26)

with the Lorentz invariant commutation relations

' p ,' p 2$ 3 2Ep % p p ,

' p ,' p ' p ,' p 0. (2.27)

Particle states are created by acting with any number of creation operators ' p on
the Poincaré invariant vacuum state 0 satisfying

0 0 1,
Pµ 0 0, (2.28)

U ! 0 0 , for all ! SO 1,3 .

A general one-particle state f H1 can be then written as

f
d3p
2$ 3

1
2Ep

f p ' p 0 , (2.29)

while a n-particle state f H n
1 can be expressed as

f
n

i 1

d3pi
2$ 3

1
2.pi

f p1, . . . ,pn ' p1 . . .' pn 0 . (2.30)

That these states are Lorentz invariant can be checked by noticing that from the
definition of the creation-annihilation operators follows the transformation

U ! ' p U ! ' !p (2.31)

and the corresponding one for creation operators.
As we have argued above, the very fact that measurements have to be localized

implies the necessity of introducing quantum fields. Here we will consider the sim-
plest case of a scalar quantum field / x satisfying the following properties:

- Hermiticity.

/ x / x . (2.32)

- Microcausality. Since measurements cannot interfere with each other when per-
formed in causally disconnected points of space-time, the commutator of two
fields have to vanish outside the relative ligth-cone

/ x ,/ y 0, x y 2 0. (2.33)
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Let us construct some observable in this theory.  It will be an operator depending on 
space time, and satisfying some simple conditions:

  Hermiticity 

Microcausality 

Translational invariance 

  Lorentz invariance 

  Linearity
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- Translation invariance.

eiP a/ x e iP a / x a . (2.34)

- Lorentz invariance.

U ! / x U ! / ! 1x . (2.35)

- Linearity. To simplify matters we will also assume that / x is linear in the
creation-annihilation operators ' p , ' p

/ x
d3p
2$ 3

1
2Ep

f p,x ' p g p,x ' p . (2.36)

Since / x should be hermitian we are forced to take g p,x f p,x . More-
over, / x satisfies the equations of motion of a free scalar field, µ

µ m2 / x
0, only if f p,x is a complete basis of solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation.
These considerations leads to the expansion

/ x
d3p
2$ 3

1
2Ep

e iEpt ip x' p eiEpt ip x' p . (2.37)

Given the expansion of the scalar field in terms of the creation-annihilation oper-
ators it can be checked that / x and t/ x satisfy the equal-time canonical com-
mutation relations

/ t,x , t/ t,y i% x y . (2.38)

The general (non-equal time) commutator

/ x ,/ x i* x x (2.39)

can also be computed using Eq. (2.37). The function * x y is given by

i* x y Im
d3p
2$ 3

1
2Ep

e iEp t t ip x x

d4p
2$ 4 2$ % p2 m2 0 p0 e ip x x , (2.40)

where 0 x is defined as

0 x + x + x 1 x 0
1 x 0 . (2.41)

Using the last expression in Eq. (2.40) it is easy to show that i* x x vanishes
when x and x are space-like separated. Indeed, if x x 2 0 there is always
a reference frame in which both events are simultaneous, and since i* x x is
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/ x ,/ x i* x x (2.39)

can also be computed using Eq. (2.37). The function * x y is given by

i* x y Im
d3p
2$ 3

1
2Ep

e iEp t t ip x x

d4p
2$ 4 2$ % p2 m2 0 p0 e ip x x , (2.40)

where 0 x is defined as

0 x + x + x 1 x 0
1 x 0 . (2.41)

Using the last expression in Eq. (2.40) it is easy to show that i* x x vanishes
when x and x are space-like separated. Indeed, if x x 2 0 there is always
a reference frame in which both events are simultaneous, and since i* x x is

+ve energy -ve energy

We have obtained 
f r o m f i r s t 
p r i n c i p l e s t h e 
quantisation of the 
K l e i n - G o r d o n 
field.  There are 
m o r e 
s t ra ightforward 
w a y s , b u t t h e 
procedure shows 
how to implement 
t h e b a s i s 
principles of the 
theory, Lorentz 
i n v a r i a n c e , 
l o c a l i t y a n d 
positivity of the 
spectrum
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Some important properties

16 2 From Classical to Quantum Fields

- Translation invariance.

eiP a/ x e iP a / x a . (2.34)

- Lorentz invariance.

U ! / x U ! / ! 1x . (2.35)

- Linearity. To simplify matters we will also assume that / x is linear in the
creation-annihilation operators ' p , ' p

/ x
d3p
2$ 3

1
2Ep

f p,x ' p g p,x ' p . (2.36)

Since / x should be hermitian we are forced to take g p,x f p,x . More-
over, / x satisfies the equations of motion of a free scalar field, µ

µ m2 / x
0, only if f p,x is a complete basis of solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation.
These considerations leads to the expansion

/ x
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18 2 From Classical to Quantum Fields

In the Hamiltonian formalism the physical system is described not in terms of the
generalized coordinates and their time derivatives but in terms of the generalized
coordinates and their canonically conjugated momenta. This is achieved by a Leg-
endre transformation after which the dynamics of the system is determined by the
Hamiltonian function

H d3x $
/
t

L
1
2

d3x $2 "/ 2 m2 . (2.46)

The equations of motion can be written in terms of the Poisson brackets. Given
two functional A / ,$ , B / ,$ of the canonical variables

A / ,$ d3xA / ,$ , B / ,$ d3xB / ,$ , (2.47)

their Poisson bracket is defined by

A,B PB d3x
%A
%/

%B
%$

%A
%$

%B
%/

. (2.48)

Here %
%/ denotes the functional derivative defined as

%A
%/

A
/ µ

A

µ/
. (2.49)

In particular, the canonically conjugated fields satisfy the following equal time Pois-
son brackets

/ t,x ,/ t,x PB $ t,x ,$ t,x PB 0,
/ t,x ,$ t,x PB % x x . (2.50)

In the case of the scalar field, a general solution of the classical field equations
(2.44) can be obtained by working with the Fourier transform

µ
µ m2 / x 0 p2 m2 / p 0, (2.51)

whose general solution can be written as2

/ x
d4p
2$ 4 2$ % p2 m2 + p0 ' p e ip x ' p eip x

d3p
2$ 3

1
2Ep

' p e iEpt p x ' p eiEpt p x (2.52)

2 In momentum space, the general solution to this equation is / p f p % p2 m2 , with f p
a completely general function of pµ . The solution in position space is obtained by inverse Fourier
transform.

The construction is free of paradoxes.  It satisfies 
the KG equation because the +ve and -ve energy 
plane waves satisfy it.  Of course with a free field 
we do not go very far… 

We should design more powerful techniques 
leading to similar properties by for more general 
theories where interactions can take place.   

There are two general approaches: the canonical-
formalism, and the Feynman path integral.  We 
will briefly introduce the first, just as a reminder.

�(x� y) = 0 for (x� y)2 < 0
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Quantization

b ↵(t, ~x) =
X

s=± 1
2

Z
d3k

(2⇡)3
1

2!~k

h
u↵(~k, s)bb(~k, s)e�i!~kt+i~k·~x + v↵(~k, s) bd †(~k, s)ei!~kt�i~k·~x

i
.

3.3 Dirac Spinors. 39

u k,s e ik x, s
1
2
, (3.42)

where u' k,s (' 1, . . . ,4) is a four-component spinor. Substituting in the Dirac
equation we obtain

k m u k,s 0. (3.43)

In the same way, for negative energy solutions we have

v k,s eik x, s
1
2
, (3.44)

where v' k,s has to satisfy

k m v k,s 0. (3.45)

Multiplying Eqs. (3.43) and (3.45) on the left respectively by k m we find that
the momentum is on the mass shell, k2 m2. Because of this, the wave function
for both positive- and negative-energy solutions can be labeled as well using the
three-momentum k of the particle, u k,s , v k,s .
A detailed analysis shows that the functions u k,s , v k,s satisfy the properties

u k,s u k,s 2m, v k,s v k,s 2m,

u k,s 5µu k,s 2kµ , v k,s 5µv k,s 2kµ , (3.46)

s 1
2

u' k,s u& k,s k m '& ,

s 1
2

v' k,s v& k,s k m '& ,

with k0 .k k2 m2. Then, a general solution to the Dirac equation including
creation and annihilation operators can be written as:

#' t,x
s 1

2

d3k
2$ 3

1
2.k

u' k,s b k,s e i.kt ik x

v' k,s d k,s ei.kt ik x . (3.47)

Because we are dealing with half-integer spin fields, the spin-statistics theorem
forces a modification of the canonical quantization prescription (2.54) such that in
the case of the Dirac field the canonical Poisson brackets are replaced by anticom-
mutators

i , PB , . (3.48)

Thus we arrive to the following canonical anticommutation relations for the field
# t,x

#' t,x ,#& t,y % x y %'& . (3.49)

40 3 Theories and Lagrangians I: Matter Fields

From Eq. (3.47) we find that the operators b k,s , b k,s satisfy the algebra2

b k,s ,b k ,s 2$ 3 2.k % k k %ss ,

b k,s ,b k ,s b k,s ,b k ,s 0. (3.50)

They respectively create and annihilate a spin- 12 particle (for example, an electron)
out of the vacuum with momentum k and helicity s.
In the case of d k,s , d k,s , they satisfy the fermionic algebra

d k,s ,d k ,s 2$ 3 2.k % k k %ss ,

d k,s ,d k ,s d k,s ,d k ,s 0. (3.51)

Hence we have a set of creation-annihilation operators for the corresponding an-
tiparticles (for example positrons). This is clear if we notice that d k,s can be
seen as the annihilation operator of a negative energy state of the Dirac equation
with wave function va k,s . In the Dirac picture this corresponds to the creation of
an antiparticle out of the vacuum (see Fig. 1.2). Finally, all other anticommutators
between b k,s , b k,s and d k,s , d k,s vanish.
The Hamiltonian operator for the Dirac field is

H
1
2
s 1

2

d3k
2$ 3 b k,s b k,s d k,s d k,s . (3.52)

At this point we realize again of the necessity of quantizing the theory using an-
ticommutators instead of commutators. Had we use canonical commutation rela-
tions, the second term inside the integral in (3.52) would give the number operator
d k,s d k,s with a minus sign in front. As a consequence the Hamiltonian would
be unbounded from below and we would be facing again the instability of the theory
already noticed in the context of relativistic quantum mechanics. However, because
of the anticommutation relations (3.51), the Hamiltonian (3.52) takes the form

H
s 1

2

d3k
2$ 3

1
2.k

.kb k,s b k,s .kd k,s d k,s

2 d3k.k% 0 . (3.53)

As with the scalar field, we find a divergent vacuum energy contribution due to the
zero-point energy of the infinite number of harmonic oscillators. Unlike the Klein-
Gordon field, the vacuum energy here is negative. This is interesting because, as it
will be explaned in Chapter 13, there is a certain type of theories called supersym-
metric where the number of bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom is the same.

2 To simplify notation, and since there is no risk of confusion, we drop from now on the hat to
indicate operators.
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We repeat the bosonic arguments, except for the fact that we have now anti-commutation relations between electron and positron creation-annihilation operators

bH =
X

s=± 1
2

Z
d
3
k

(2⇡)3
1

2!~k

h
!~kb

†(~k, s)b(~k, s) + !~kd
†(~k, s)d(~k, s)

i
� 2

Z
d
3
k !~k�(

~0).

3.3 Dirac Spinors. 41

For this kind of theories the contribution of the vacuum energy of the bosonic field
exactly cancels that of the fermionic ones. Notwithstanding, the divergent contribu-
tion in the Hamiltonian (3.53) can be removed by the normal order prescription

:H:
s 1

2

d3k
2$ 3

1
2.k

.kb k,s b k,s .kd k,s d k,s . (3.54)

Finally, let us mention that using the Dirac equation it is easy to prove that there
is a conserved four-current given by

jµ #5µ# , µ jµ 0. (3.55)

As we will explain further in Chapter 7 this current is associated to the invariance
of the Dirac Lagrangian under the global phase shift # ei+# . In electrodynamics
the associated conserved charge

Q e d3x j0 (3.56)

is identified with the electric charge.
The Dirac field can also be quantized using the path integral formalism intro-

duced in chapter 2. Being a free theory, the only independent time-ordered correla-
tion function is3

S'& x1,x2 0 T #' x1 #& x2 0 . (3.57)

Because of the fermionic character of the Dirac field the time-ordered product is
now defined as

T #' x #& y + x0 y0 #' x #& y + y0 x0 #& y #' x . (3.58)

The relative minus sign is necessary because of the fermionic character of the fields.
The rule for higher order function is the same as in the bosonic case (“earlier” fields
always to the right) apart from the fact that each term comes now multiplied by the
sign needed to bring the original expression into the time order.
In terms of path integrals the two-point function (3.57) can be written as

S'& x1,x2
D#D##' x1 #& xn eiS #,#

D#D# eiS #,#
. (3.59)

3 The other two-point correlation functions 0 T #' x1 #& x2 0 and 0 T #' x1 #& x2 0
are zero, as can be seen by direct computation using the expansion of the fields in terms of creation-
annihilation operators.

We have a conserved charge and current
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The two-point function or Feynman propagator is:
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Canonical quantization

Remember: PHYSICS is where the ACTION is! 

S[x, ẋ] =

Z
dtL(x, ẋ)

L =
X

i

1

2
miẋ

2
i � V (x)

2.2 Canonical Quantization 17

Lorentz invariant we can compute it in this reference frame. In this case t t and
the exponential in the second line of (2.40) does not depend on p0. Therefore, the
integration over p0 gives

dp00 p0 % p2 m2

dp0
1
2Ep

0 p0 % p0 Ep
1
2Ep

0 p0 % p0 Ep (2.42)

1
2Ep

1
2Ep

0.

So we have concluded that i* x x 0 if x x 2 0, as required by micro-
causality. Notice that the situation is completely different when x x 2 0, since
in this case the exponential depends on p0 and the integration over this component
of the momentum does not vanish.

2.2 Canonical Quantization

So far we have contented ourselves with requiring a number of properties to the
quantum scalar field: existence of asymptotic states, locality, microcausality and
relativistic invariance. With these only ingredients we have managed to go quite far.
The previous results can also be obtained using canonical quantization. One starts
with a classical free scalar field theory in Hamiltonian formalism and obtains the
quantum theory by replacing Poisson brackets by commutators. Since this quanti-
zation procedure is based on the use of the canonical formalism, which gives time a
privileged role, it is important to check at the end of the calculation that the resulting
quantum theory is Lorentz invariant. In the following we will briefly overview the
canonical quantization of the Klein-Gordon scalar field.
The starting point is the action functional S / x which, in the case of a free real

scalar field of mass m is given by

S / x d4xL / , µ/ d4x
1
2 µ/ µ/

m2

2
/2 . (2.43)

The equations of motion are obtained, as usual, from the Euler-Lagrange equations

µ
L

µ/
L
/

0 µ
µ m2 / 0. (2.44)

The momentum canonically conjugated to the field / x is given by

$ x
L

0/
/
t
. (2.45)

Proceed by analogy with ordinary QM

xa, ẋa  ! �(x, 0), �̇(x, 0)
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18 2 From Classical to Quantum Fields

In the Hamiltonian formalism the physical system is described not in terms of the
generalized coordinates and their time derivatives but in terms of the generalized
coordinates and their canonically conjugated momenta. This is achieved by a Leg-
endre transformation after which the dynamics of the system is determined by the
Hamiltonian function

H d3x $
/
t

L
1
2

d3x $2 "/ 2 m2 . (2.46)

The equations of motion can be written in terms of the Poisson brackets. Given
two functional A / ,$ , B / ,$ of the canonical variables

A / ,$ d3xA / ,$ , B / ,$ d3xB / ,$ , (2.47)

their Poisson bracket is defined by

A,B PB d3x
%A
%/

%B
%$

%A
%$

%B
%/

. (2.48)

Here %
%/ denotes the functional derivative defined as

%A
%/

A
/ µ

A

µ/
. (2.49)

In particular, the canonically conjugated fields satisfy the following equal time Pois-
son brackets

/ t,x ,/ t,x PB $ t,x ,$ t,x PB 0,
/ t,x ,$ t,x PB % x x . (2.50)

In the case of the scalar field, a general solution of the classical field equations
(2.44) can be obtained by working with the Fourier transform

µ
µ m2 / x 0 p2 m2 / p 0, (2.51)

whose general solution can be written as2

/ x
d4p
2$ 4 2$ % p2 m2 + p0 ' p e ip x ' p eip x

d3p
2$ 3

1
2Ep

' p e iEpt p x ' p eiEpt p x (2.52)

2 In momentum space, the general solution to this equation is / p f p % p2 m2 , with f p
a completely general function of pµ . The solution in position space is obtained by inverse Fourier
transform.

[qi, pj ] = i~

16 2 From Classical to Quantum Fields

- Translation invariance.

eiP a/ x e iP a / x a . (2.34)

- Lorentz invariance.

U ! / x U ! / ! 1x . (2.35)

- Linearity. To simplify matters we will also assume that / x is linear in the
creation-annihilation operators ' p , ' p

/ x
d3p
2$ 3

1
2Ep

f p,x ' p g p,x ' p . (2.36)

Since / x should be hermitian we are forced to take g p,x f p,x . More-
over, / x satisfies the equations of motion of a free scalar field, µ

µ m2 / x
0, only if f p,x is a complete basis of solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation.
These considerations leads to the expansion

/ x
d3p
2$ 3

1
2Ep

e iEpt ip x' p eiEpt ip x' p . (2.37)

Given the expansion of the scalar field in terms of the creation-annihilation oper-
ators it can be checked that / x and t/ x satisfy the equal-time canonical com-
mutation relations

/ t,x , t/ t,y i% x y . (2.38)

The general (non-equal time) commutator

/ x ,/ x i* x x (2.39)

can also be computed using Eq. (2.37). The function * x y is given by

i* x y Im
d3p
2$ 3

1
2Ep

e iEp t t ip x x

d4p
2$ 4 2$ % p2 m2 0 p0 e ip x x , (2.40)

where 0 x is defined as

0 x + x + x 1 x 0
1 x 0 . (2.41)

Using the last expression in Eq. (2.40) it is easy to show that i* x x vanishes
when x and x are space-like separated. Indeed, if x x 2 0 there is always
a reference frame in which both events are simultaneous, and since i* x x is

Expanding in solutions to the KG equations and performing the  canonical quantisation, 
we recover the algebra of creation and annihilation operator we had before,  but we get a 
surprise
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Computational tools

 There are two general procedures to obtain 
computational rules in QFT:  The canonical formalism 
and the Path Integral formulation.   

 You may recall that one used the Interaction 
Representation, Wick’s theorem,  T-products, Gaussian 
integrations… 

  In the end we get a collection of well-defined rules 
that allow us to compute the probability amplitude 
associates to a given scattering process, out of which 
we can evaluate the decay width, differential and total 
cross section and many other quantities that can be 
observed for instance in collider experiments.  The next 
few pages provide simply a reminder
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diagram to the amplitude. In the case of QED in the Feynman gauge, we have the
following correspondence for vertices and internal propagators:

' &
i

p m i0 &'

µ -
i4µ-

p2 i0

'

&

µ ie5µ&' 2$
4% 4 p1 p2 p3 .

A change in the gauge would reflect in an extra piece in the photon propagator. The
delta function implementing conservation of momenta is written using the conven-
tion that all momenta are entering the vertex. In addition, one has to perform an
integration over all momenta running in internal lines with the measure

dd p
2$ 4 , (6.36)

and introduce a factor of 1 for each fermion loop in the diagram4.
In fact, some of the integrations over internal momenta can actually be done using

the delta functions at the vertices, leaving just a global delta function implementing
the total momentum conservation in the diagram [cf. Eq. (6.24)]. Moreover, there is
a class of diagrams in which all integrations can be eliminated in this way. These
are the so-called tree level diagrams that contain no closed loops. On the other hand,
in the case of diagrams with loops there will be as many remaining integrations as
the number of independent loops in the diagram.
The need to perform integrations over internal momenta in loop diagrams has

important consequences in Quantum Field Theory. The reason is that in many cases
the resulting integrals are ill-defined, i.e. are divergent either at small or large values
of momenta running in the loops. In the first case one speaks of infrared divergences
and usually they cancel once all contributions to a given process are added together.
More profound, however, are the divergences appearing at large internal momenta.
These ultraviolet divergences cannot be cancelled and have to be dealt through the
renormalization procedure. We will discuss this problem in some detail in Section
9.

4 The contribution of each diagram comes also multiplied by a degeneracy factor that takes into
account in how many ways a given Wick contraction can be done. In QED, however, these factors
are equal to 1 for many diagrams.
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Were we computing time-ordered (amputated) correlation function of operators,
this would be all. However, in the case of S-matrix amplitudes this is not the whole
story. In addition to the previous rules here one needs to attach contributions also to
the external legs in the diagram, encoded in the wave functions and/or polarization
tensor of the corresponding asymptotic states. These contain all the information
about the spin and momenta of the incoming and outgoing particles. In the case of
QED these extra factors associated with the external legs are:

Incoming fermion: ' u' p,s

Incoming antifermion: ' v' p,s

Outgoing fermion: ' u' p,s

Outgoing antifermion: ' v' p,s

Incoming photon: µ 0µ p

Outgoing photon: µ 0µ p

u' p,s , v' p,s are the positive and negative energy solutions of the Dirac equation
that we introduced in Chapter 3, whereas 0µ p,) is the polarization tensor of the
photon with polarization ) . Here we have assumed that the momenta for incoming
(resp. outgoing) particles are entering (resp. leaving) the diagram. It is important
also to keep in mind that in the computation of S-matrix amplitudes all external
states are on-shell. In Section 6.4 below we illustrate the use of the Feynman rules
for QED with the case of the Compton scattering.
Feynman diagrams are a extremely useful tool to carry out perturbative calcu-

lations, providing a very convenient bookkeeping to account for all contributions
to a process at a given order in the coupling constant. Their use is not restricted
nowadays to Quantum Field Theory, but they can be found in Condensed Matter
Physics and Statistical Mechanics as well. This, however, does not mean that carry-
ing out the actual calculation is an easy task. The number of diagrams contributing
to a process grows very fast with the order in perturbation theory and the integrals

QED Feynman rules

Integrate over loop momenta
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&
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a class of diagrams in which all integrations can be eliminated in this way. These
are the so-called tree level diagrams that contain no closed loops. On the other hand,
in the case of diagrams with loops there will be as many remaining integrations as
the number of independent loops in the diagram.
The need to perform integrations over internal momenta in loop diagrams has

important consequences in Quantum Field Theory. The reason is that in many cases
the resulting integrals are ill-defined, i.e. are divergent either at small or large values
of momenta running in the loops. In the first case one speaks of infrared divergences
and usually they cancel once all contributions to a given process are added together.
More profound, however, are the divergences appearing at large internal momenta.
These ultraviolet divergences cannot be cancelled and have to be dealt through the
renormalization procedure. We will discuss this problem in some detail in Section
9.

4 The contribution of each diagram comes also multiplied by a degeneracy factor that takes into
account in how many ways a given Wick contraction can be done. In QED, however, these factors
are equal to 1 for many diagrams.

A minus sign has to be included 
for every fermion loop and for 
every positron line that goes from 
the initial to the final state.  With 
some extra effort we can derive 
the Feynman rules for QCD-like 
theories.  They appear in the next 
page.  The quark and anti-quark 
factors are similar to the electron 
positron ones, except that we 
need to include color quantum 
numbers.  The real difference 
comes with the gluon or non-
a b e l i a n v e c t o r b o s o n s 
interact ions, the are qui te 
involved and contain a large 
amount of interesting physics 
perturbatively and specially non-
perturbatively.
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Standard Model Feynman rules
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that arise in calculating loop diagrams also get very complicated. This means that,
generically, the calculation of Feynman diagrams beyond the first few orders very
often requires the use of computers.
Above we have introduced the Feynman rules using QED as an example. Similar

rules can be computed for other interacting quantumfield theories with scalar, vector
or spinor fields. For the nonabelian gauge theories introduced in Chapter 4 we have:

', i & , j
i

p m i0 &'
%i j

µ ,a -,b
i4µ-

p2 i0
% ab

', i

& , j

µ ,a ig5µ&'t
a
i j

-,b

( ,c

µ ,a g f abc 4µ- p(1 p(2 permutations

µ ,a

( ,c

-,b

) ,d

ig2 f abe f cde 4µ(4-) 4µ)4-(

permutations

Although we have omitted them here it is understood that, as in the case of QED,
each vertex includes a delta functions implementing momentum conservation.
It is not our aim here to give a full and detailed description of the Feynman

rules for nonabelian gauge theories. It suffices to point out that, unlike the case of
QED, here the gauge fields can interact among themselves. Indeed, the three and
four gauge field vertices are a consequence of the cubic and quartic terms in the
Lagrangian (4.41). The self-interaction of the nonabelian gauge fields has crucial

Although the rules seem to be 
those for QCD, notice that we 
could always include in the group 
theory factors t^a-{ij} chiral 
projectors and make the group not 
simple but semi-simple as in the 
c a s e o f t h e S M :  
SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1).  If we work 
in nice renormalizable gauges, the 
only difference is that we have to 
include the Feynman rules for the 
couplings of the scalar sector.  
Something we will do later. 

taij ! taij
1

2
(1± �5)

With this simple trick the hard 
part, which is the  coupling of the 
W,Z, and photons can be read 
simply from the rules in the LHS. 

We will not engage into any 
simple graph computation.  You 
certainly computed some in your 
particle physics class


